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Abstrat

Low mass stars make up ∼ 75% of the stellar population in our galaxy, making them the

most ommon potential planetary hosts. An ultimate goal of the exo-planetary siene is dis-

overing terrestrial-type planets inside the habitable zone. M dwarfs are in the fous of ongoing

and planned surveys for habitable planet sine the distane of the habitable zone to the star

dereases with dereasing stellar temperature and therefore the stellar mass. Further, M dwarfs

are also exellent targets for high preision radial veloity searhes of low mass planets, sine, the

amplitude of the radial veloity signal is inversely proportional to the mass of the star. However,

due to extremely low luminosities the habitable zones around low mass stars lie very lose to

the hosts, making the orbiting world extremely vulnerable to the e�ets of magneti ativity

and the high energy emission from its host. In addition to the hazardous environment around

the M hosts, an important obstale in low mass planet �nding survey is the magneti/stellar

ativity. An ative region on the surfae of the star an in�uene the spetra as well as preise

measurement of radial veloity.

CARMENES is a radial veloity survey to be onduted on a sample of moderately a-

tive M stars with the goal to detet low mass planets. To optimise the sienti� return from

CARMENES, a areful analysis of the sample stars prior to the seletion has to be arried. In

this thesis, I haraterise the ativity properties of CARMENES sample targets with an emphasis

on the stellar oronae in the X-rays. Nearly 40% of the stars from the CARMENES targets was

deteted as X-ray soures and for ∼60% of the stars an upper-limit oronal �uxes was estimated.

Further, most of the deteted X-ray soures are intrinsially ative and therefore exluded from

the CARMENES sample lists sine they are not suitable for the survey.

Ative low mass stars are apable of produing �ares of short as well as longer durations. As

the most ommon potential planetary hosts, it is essential to understand the properties of �aring

plasma, how frequently and powerful these �ares, et.. The �are studies in this thesis is based

on two ative �aring potential planets hosts within 15 p in the solar neighbourhood.

Flares a�et all layers of the stellar atmosphere from the photosphere over the hromosphere

and the transition region up to the orona. Hene simultaneous multi-wavelength observations

allow us to obtain a omprehensive piture of the di�erent layers of stellar atmosphere and the

physial proesses going on during di�erent phases of the �ares. I investigate the properties of

the oronal plasma during �ares on Proxima Centauri and AB Dor A observed simultaneously

with UVES spetrograph at the VLT and XMM-Newton. From the X-ray data, I analysed the

temporal evolution of the oronal temperature and the emission measure, and investigate the

variation of the eletron density and the abundanes during the �are. I also derive the size of

the �aring strutures from the evolution of emitting plasma during the �are rise, the peak and

the deay.

The Sun is usually onsidered as a prototype of low mass stars, hene we often extrapolate

the knowledge we have on the Sun to the other stars. AB Dor A being a alibration target for

the re�etion grating spetrometer (RGS) on board XMM-Newton, has been repeatedly observed

over last deade. This gives us an ideal opportunity to perform detailed analysis of the oronal

emission, and to ompare the �are harateristis with the Sun. My studies suggest that the

larger �ares are hotter and in addition the �ares observed on AB Dor A and other stars follow

the same slope as the solar �ares. To understand the frequeny and energetis of the �aring

plasma, I also perform a homogeneous study of �are properties and its ourrene in AB Dor A.

Furthermore, I show a possible long-term yle in a very ative star both from a photospheri

and oronal point of view. My analysis suggests a lear evidene of a long-term variations of

the X-ray luminosity in an ative K-dwarf AB Dor A orrelated with photospheri brightness

variability.
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Zusammenfassung

Massearme Sterne mahen ∼75% der gesamten Sternpopulation unserer Milhstraÿe aus, was

sie auh zu den häu�gsten Kandidaten maht, die potentiell Planeten beherbergen können.

Das höhere Ziel der Suhe nah extrasolaren Planeten ist die Entdekung eines erdähnlihen

Planeten in der habitablen Zone. M-Zwerge stehen im Fokus von andauernden und geplanten

Durhmusterungen von Sternen um habitable Planeten zu �nden, weil die Entfernung der hab-

itablen Zone zum Zentralstern mit sinkender E�ektivtemperatur und damit auh mit sinkender

stellarer Masse abnimmt. Des Weiteren sind M-Zwerge exzellente Ziele für die Durhmusterung

nah gering-massigen Planeten auf der Basis von hohpräzisen Radialgeshwindigkeitsmessungen,

weil die Amplitude des Signals invers proportional zur Masse des Sternes ist. Aufgrund

der extrem geringen Helligkeit von massearmen Sternen liegt deren habitable Zone sehr nah

am Zentralstern, was den Planeten anfällig für magnetishe Aktivität und hohenergetishe

Strahlung maht. Zusätzlih zu der mögliherweise lebensfeindlihen Umgebung von M-Zwergen

ist die magnetishe/stellare Aktivität ein Hindernis für Durhmusterungen nah gering-massigen

Planeten, da aktive Regionen auf der Sternober�ähe sowohl das Spektrum als auh die

Radialgeshwindigkeitsmessungen beeinträhtigen.

CARMENES ist eine Radialgeshwindigkeitsdurhmusterung von einer Auswahl von mäÿig

aktiven M-Sternen mit dem Ziel massearme Planeten zu entdeken. Zur Maximierung der wis-

senshaftlihen Ergebnisse ist eine gründlihe Analyse der zur Auswahl stehenden Sterne nötig.

In dieser Arbeit habe ih die Aktivitätseigenshaften potentieller CARMENES Ziele insbeson-

dere in Hinsiht auf die stellare Korona mittels Röntgenstrahlung harakterisiert. Fast 40%

dieser Sterne wurden als Röntgenquellen detektiert und für ∼60% konnte eine Obergrenze für

den koronalen Röntgen�uss bestimmt werden. Die Mehrzahl der detektierten Röntgenquellen ist

intrinsish aktiv und wurde daher von der CARMENES Auswahl ausgeshlossen, weil sie sih

niht für die Durhmusterung eignet.

Aktive massearme Sterne zeigen sowohl kurz als auh lang andauernde Flares. Da sie die

zahlreihsten, potentiell Planeten beherbergende Sterne sind, ist es notwendig die Häu�gkeit und

die Energie der Flares zu bestimmen, sowie die Eigenshaften des Flareplasmas zu verstehen. Die

Studien in dieser Arbeit basieren auf zwei aktiven Sternen mit häu�gen Flares, die mit einem

Abstand von weniger als 15 p in der Nahbarshaft der Sonne liegen und Planten beherbergen

könnten.

Stellare Flares betre�en alle Atmosphärenshihten von der Photosphäre über die

Chromosphäre und die Übergangsregion bis hin zu der Korona. Daher erlauben simultane

Beobahtungen in vershiedenen Spektralbereihen ein umfassendes Bild der atmosphärishen

Shihten und der physikalishen Prozesse während der untershiedlihen Phasen eines Flare zu

erhalten. Ih untersuhe die Eigenshaften des koronalen Flareplasmas auf Proxima Centauri und

AB Dor A, welhe simultan mit dem UVES Spektrographen am VLT und mit XMM-Newton

beobahtet wurden. Mit Hilfe der Röntgendaten habe ih die zeitlihe Entwiklung der ko-

ronalen Temperatur und des Emissionsmaÿes analysiert. Zusätzlih wurde die Variation der

Elektronendihte und der Elementhäu�gkeiten während der Flares studiert. Es wurde auÿerdem

die Gröÿe der betro�enen Strukturen durh die Entwiklung des strahlenden Plasmas während

der Anfangs-, der Haupt- sowie der Endphase der Flares bestimmt.

Die Sonne wird häu�g als Standardstern für massearme Sterne angesehen, weshalb unser

Wissen über die Sonne auh zu anderen Sternen hin extrapoliert wird. Da AB Dor A

ein Kalibrationsziel des Re�etion Grating Spetrometer (RGS) an Bord von XMM Newton

ist, wurde er über die letzte Dekade hinweg mehrfah beobahtet. Dies gibt uns die ideale

Möglihkeit eine detaillierte Analyse der koronalen Emission durhzuführen und diese mit den

Flareharakteristika der Sonne zu vergleihen. Meine Analyse deutet darauf hin, dass starke
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Flares heiÿer sind als auf der Sonne. Die Flares auf AB Dor A und anderen Sternen folgen

jedoh dem gleihen Trend wie jene auf der Sonne. Um die Häu�gkeit und Energetik der Flares

zu verstehen, habe ih eine homogene Studie der Flareeigenshaften und ihres Auftretens auf

AB Dor A durhgeführt. Zusätzlih demonstriere ih die Möglihkeit eines Langzeitzyklus auf

einem sehr aktiven Stern aus photosphärisher und koronaler Sihtweise. Meine Analyse ergibt

Hinweise auf eine Langzeitvariation der Röntgenhelligkeit auf dem aktiven K-Zwerg AB Dor A,

die mit der photosphärishen Helligkeitsvariabilität korreliert ist.
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Chapter 1

Solar-stellar onnetion

�The stars, they are as the Sun. Eah star.

Every star. And those spheres - they are

worlds, realms, eah one di�erent yet the

same.�

- Steven Erikson

The Sun displays amazing physial phenom-

ena whih ontinue to surprise us, despite the

fat that solar physis is a mature sienti� dis-

ipline. The Sun being the nearest star to us,

permits uniquely sensitive measurements whih

annot be easily performed on any other star.

However, one of the major sienti� hallenges

in solar physis is the omplexity of the physi-

al proesses whih is driven by the �ow of en-

ergy generated in the solar interior to the at-

mospheres.

The fundamental questions assoiated with

solar physis fous on understanding the mag-

neti �eld generation, emergene and its dy-

namial behaviour:

• What is the nature of solar dynamo gener-

ating magneti �elds?

• How does the magneti �eld develops into

dynami loop strutures in the solar atmo-

sphere?

• Why is the solar orona hotter than the

solar photosphere/hromosphere ?

• How are the short and long-term variabil-

ity of the solar ativity related to eah

other?

• How does the solar ativity a�et the

Earth and its limate?

• How is the solar wind generated?

Solar physis has taken a major leap on an-

swering these fundamental questions with the

advent of spae missions.

The Sun and most of the stars have the pho-

tosphere whih is the lowest of the four layers

of the solar atmosphere. Lying just above the

photosphere is the hromosphere oupying few

thousands of kilometres. In the ase of the Sun,

the outer layer of its atmosphere is the orona

where the solar plasma is heated to millions of

degrees. The layer of atmosphere between the

hromosphere and the orona is a thin and a

very irregular layer alled the transition region.

In this hapter I give a brief introdution of the

observational features assoiated with the solar

and the stellar photosphere, the hromosphere

and the orona.

Aristotle postulated a onept that the Sun

is onstant and has a homogeneous surfae.

However, slight hanges in the Sun were notied

even with the naked eye, way before Aristotle.

Suh variability of the Sun was later found

to have several manifestation and is broadly

termed as solar ativity. Solar ativity in-

ludes sunspots, prominenes, �ares, oronal

mass ejetion (CME'S), et.. In this hapter

I will also disuss the onept of ativity asso-

iated with eah layer of the atmosphere, with

a speial emphasis upon stellar X-ray �ares.

1.1 Photosphere

The lowest of the four layers of the solar atmo-

sphere is the photosphere whih attributes to

the optial surfae of the Sun and the emergent

spetrum is globally de�ned by a blak body

spetrum. Hene, using Wien's displaement

law we know that the temperature of the solar
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surfae is ≈5800 K (Gray 2005).

Figure 1.1: Giant spot on the surfae of the

Sun showing numerous granules, the dark um-

bral region and the light penumbral region.

Image redit: SST, Royal Swedish Aademy of

Sienes.

Besides the temperature the photosphere

is also haraterised by its granulation.

Granulation ours as a result of onvetion

urrents ourring just below the photosphere.

In addition to these granular strutures, the

Sun also omprises the dark sunspots, the

bright faulae, et..

A prominent and a well-studied feature as-

soiated with the solar photosphere are the

sunspots. Sunspots are the easiest ativity fea-

ture to detet on the solar surfae. Naked eye

observation of the sunspots are known from dif-

ferent ultures with the oldest reord dating

nearly 2000 years ago (Bray & Loughhead 1964;

Wittmann & Xu 1987).

A typial sunspot onsists of a entral dark

region alled the umbra and a lighter surround-

ing region alled the penumbra (see Fig. 1.1).

Sunspots appears relatively dark when om-

pared to the surrounding photosphere. The

typial temperature of the solar photosphere

is about 5800 K, whereas, the temperature

of sunspots is around 4000 K (Solanki 2003).

The reason for this di�erene in the temper-

ature is the strong magneti �eld assoiated

with the spot. The temperature of the sunspot

is thought to be lowered by the inhibition of

onvetive energy by the magneti �eld (see

Solanki 1997 and referenes therein). Hene the

sunspot regions having strong magneti �eld

tends to be ooler than the surrounding region

and hene appears darker.

The magneti �eld assoiated with a

sunspot is manifested by measuring the Zeeman

splitting of the spetral lines. If the mag-

neti �elds are present, then the energy levels

of atoms, ions and moleules split into more

than one level, and the amount of splitting de-

pends on the strength of the magneti �eld.

This e�et is alled the Zeeman e�et and the

orresponding e�et on the spetral lines are

alled the Zeeman splitting. If one measures

the Zeeman splitting in the spetrum, then

one an measure the strength of magneti �eld

assoiated with the splitting. The magneti

�eld strength B typially reahes peak values of

2000-3700 G in parts of the sunspot umbra for a

large spot and drops steadily down to 700-1000

G at the edge of a visible sunspot (Martinez

Pillet 1997; Solanki 2002).

1.1.1 Photospheri variability

In the year 1613, Galileo Galilei observed the

sunspots whih seemed to be arried around

by the Sun's rotation. For enturies the ques-

tion that puzzled observers was whether the

spots were free-�oating louds in the Sun's at-

mosphere. However, we now know that they

are not free-�oating, but rather anhored to the

solar surfae.

During the 19th entury two very important

disoveries assoiated with the Sun were made:

• Sunspots have been monitored sine the

time of Galileo. A feature that emerged

from this long-term data is that the

sunspot numbers in a given year is yli

(see bottom panel of Fig.1.2). In the year

1843, Heinrih Shwabe showed that the

number of spots on the solar surfae fol-

lowed an 11 years yle (Shwabe 1844).

This yli behaviour is alled the sunspot

yle.

• Rihard C. Carrington showed that the

sunspots migrated in latitude, i.e., during

a sunspot minimum period the spots are

at higher latitude and as the sunspot a-

tivity reahes maximum the spots migrate
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Figure 1.2: Top panel : Butter�y diagram of sunspots. This plot shows that the spots migrate

towards the equator during a given yle. Bottom panel: The total area of sunspots as a

perent of the visible hemisphere whih follows a 11-year yle. Image redit: David Hathaway,

NASA/MSFC.

towards equator. This gives rise to the fa-

mous butter�y diagram of the solar ativity

yle (see top panel of Fig. 1.2).

1.1.2 Spots in other stars

Stars having stellar properties similar to those

of the Sun, having di�erent ages provide an

ideal opportunity to study the time evolution

of the Sun's magneti ativity. With this

aim the spot ativity and the assoiated yli

behaviour in stars have been investigated for

deades now. RS Canum Venatiorum and BY

Draonis are well-known examples of spotted

stars. They are believed to have large ool spots

on their surfae (Vogt 1981). However, spots

are not restrited to only a few stars; all ool

stars are expeted to have spots on their sur-

faes (Strassmeier 2009). Spots in stars an be

inferred by the periodi variations in the star's

light as these spots move along the surfae of

the star as a result of stellar rotation.

A remarkable feature about the solar ativ-

ity is its sunspot yle, then the obvious ques-

tion arises whether yli behaviour of spots

an be notied in other stars as well. Indeed

star spots also show yli behaviour, Phillips &

Hartmann (1978) reported the �rst evidene of

stellar photospheri yle in two spotted dwarfs

BY Dra and CC Eri. Additionally, Lokwood

et al. (2004, 2007) also found lear evidene of

a relation between the photospheri and hro-

mospheri ativity yle. Several studies on the

brightness variation due to ool spots on young

solar analogs on�rmed the detetion of ativ-

ity yles (Messina & Guinan 2002; Järvinen et

al. 2005) whih resembles the 11 year sunspot

yle.

1.2 The magneti yle

In the early 20

th
entury, George Ellery Hale

demonstrated the magneti nature of sunspots

and the solar ativity yle. Magnetographi

mapping of the Sun's surfae magneti �eld

suggested that the solar poloidal magneti �eld

undergoes yli variation, hanging polarities

at the maximum of the sunspot ativity. In

other words, the magneti �eld during the

sunspot minimum exhibit mainly poloidal on-

�guration as the yle progresses to the max-

imum spot ativity beomes mainly toroidal,

and then turns into poloidal on�guration with

opposite polarity. Hene, a suessful model

needs to aount for both the mehanism where

the poloidal �eld is transformed into toroidal
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and vie versa (Shrijver & Sisoe 2009).

The poloidal to toroidal on�guration an

be explained using a simple approah. The Sun

exhibits di�erential rotation where the equator

rotates faster than the poles. This di�eren-

tial rotation auses magneti �eld lines to wind

up around the rotation axis. Assuming that

the poloidal magneti �eld is already present,

di�erential rotation should provide su�ient

mehanism to onvert the poloidal magneti

�eld into toroidal magneti �eld � a proess

ommonly known as the ω-e�et. The ω-e�et
is thought to be loated at the "taholine",

whih is the interfae layer between the uni-

formly rotating radiative ore and the di�eren-

tially rotating outer onvetive zone.

However, the regeneration of the toroidal

�eld into the poloidal �eld is muh more om-

pliated. Aording to Parker (1955), a plasma

sphere/bubble rises in the solar onvetive zone

and they expand as they reah low density re-

gions. As a result of the Coriolis fores these

plasma spheres start to rotate. The inherent

magneti �elds in these rotating spheres be-

omes twisted as they rise to the surfae, hene

small magneti �eld perpendiular to the pre-

vious on�guration are produed, whih will

yields a poloidal magneti �eld on�guration.

This is alled the lassial α-e�et. Babok

(1961) and Leighton (1969) proposed an alter-

native senario where the α-e�et is loated

near or at the solar surfae. And the poloidal

�eld is regenerated by the deay of ative re-

gions and they migrate poleward due to inter-

ation with a meridional �ow.

Yet another type of dynamo is the α2
dy-

namo whih an be applied to fully onvetive

stars. Stars below ≈ 0.3M⊙ beomes fully on-

vetive, as a result, the mean �eld model allows

dynamo whih do not neessarily rely on a om-

bination of α and ω e�et, but an also trans-

form the toroidal to poloidal �eld on�guration

purely by α e�et. This suggests a hange in the

magneti �eld whih might lead to an abrupt

hange in the X-ray properties (see set.1.4).

1.3 Chromosphere

The hromosphere is the seond layer of the

Sun's atmosphere sitting just between the pho-

tosphere and the transition region. In the 19

th

entury, the �rst reorded observation of the

hromosphere were made (Hall 2008). While

engaged in observations of a total solar elipse,

just a few seonds after totality a bright red

�ash was observed lose to the photosphere

(Fig.1.3). Several spetrosopi observations

began soon after this to on�rm whether the

origin of this bright phenomena were intrinsi-

ally solar or terrestrial. Subsequent work led

to disovery of several spetral emission fea-

tures of highly ionised speies assoiated with

the hromosphere and the orona. This in-

diated that the temperature above the pho-

tosphere rises to about ∼10 000 K (Vernazza

et al. 1981) in the hromosphere and abruptly

jumping to millions of Kelvin in the orona (see

Set.1.4).

In addition, hromosphere shows

widespread ool gas like the arbon monoxide

bands (CO band) at hromospheri heights

(Solanki et al. 1994). The existene of CO

bands implies a gas temperature of about

3700 K, however in the lassial hromo-

spheri temperature models the minimum

temperature is loated between 4200 K and

4500 K (Wiedemann et al. 1994). This in-

diates that the hromosphere is extremely

in-homogeneous.

A typial hromospheri struture is the

prominene (see van Ballegooijen & Martens

1989 and referenes therein), observed as dense

loud of material suspended through loops

of magneti �elds above the solar surfae.

Prominenes have been observed in Hα, ultra-
violet (UV) and extreme ultra-violet (EUV)

lines and their study is of great interest in the

understanding the formation, stability, mass

supply and the magneti struture of the promi-

nene. Suh prominene ativity was later ob-

served in other stars as well (Dunstone et al.

2006; Korhonen et al. 2010; Parsons et al. 2011;

Lalitha et al. 2013).

A ubiquitous feature of the hromosphere

is the appearane and disappearane of "small
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Figure 1.3: The solar hromosphere glowing in

red around the edge of the moon. This im-

age also shows the presene of prominene like

strutures around the limb of the Sun. Image

redit: National Solar observatory.

spike" prominenes alled the spiules on time-

sales of minutes. Spiules are bright in

Hα, giving the hromosphere its pink olour.

However, larger spiules are also prominent in

extreme ultraviolet images.

1.3.1 Chromospheri ativity

The strongest hromospheri spetral features

observable from the ground are those dubbed

by the H and K lines arising from singly

ionised alium and magnesium (Livingston et

al. 2007). However, there are several other

prominent well-studied lines assoiated with

the hromosphere suh as the D lines of neu-

tral sodium, Hα, et. � in this setion, I will

onentrate mainly on ativity assoiated with

the Ca ii doublets.

A program aimed at answering if the

strength of Fraunhofer lines in the solar in-

tegrated �ux spetrum vary with time was,

initiated in the year 1974. Later White &

Livingston (1978) arried out preise measure-

ment of hromospheri Ca ii H and K line pro-

�les. Soon afterwards Skumanih et al. (1975)

found a diret orrelation between the magneti

�eld �ux and the relative Ca ii ore strength in

solar plages. Plages are the bright loud-like

features observed above the sunspots (Kelh &

Linsky 1978). As the ativity yle progresses

from minimum to maximum ativity, the num-

ber of plages also inreases, whih in turn varies

the strength of the Ca ii and the Mg ii emission

lines. As a result, the strong doublet of the Ca ii

and the Mg ii emission lines have beome a di-

agnosti for the solar and stellar hromosphere

studies.
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Figure 1.4: The spetrum of AB Dor A in the

range of 3910-4000 Å around the Ca ii H and K

lines. Note the strong but very narrow emission

in the ores of Ca ii K (3933.7 Å) and Ca ii H

(3968.5 Å) lines.

1.3.2 Mt.Wilson program

In the ase of the ative stars the Ca ii emis-

sion seems to inreases with dereasing sur-

fae brightness (Lokwood et al. 2007). This

raises an obvious question whether Ca ii in

solar-like stars exhibit a long-term trend whih

an be traed. In order to answer this ques-

tion, Olin Wilson implemented a long-term pro-

gram to monitor a sample of stars in the so-

lar neighbourhood. For this monitoring, the

telesope was equipped with a spetrophotome-

ter to measure the strength of Ca ii feature at

Mt. Wilson observatory. The Mt. Wilson Ca ii

measurements are expressed in terms of the "S-

index". The S-index is the ratio of Ca ii H and

K emission line ores to that in the nearby on-

tinuum bandpass on either side of the Ca ii H

and K lines (given as V and R) (see Fig.1.4).

This is presented as

S ∝ H +K

V +R
(1.1)
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Figure 1.5: The elusive solar orona ob-

served with Large Angle and Spetrometri

COronagraph (LASCO) C2, showing the om-

plex magneti struture assoiated with it.

Image redit: SOHO/EIT and SOHO/LASCO

(ESA & NASA).

where H+K is the ounts in Ca ii line ores,

V+R are ounts in the violet and red ontinuum

bands on both the sides of the Ca ii doublets.

Results of this systemati study were presented

by Wilson (1978), indiating that all stellar

hromospheres were indeed variable to ertain

extent, and that these stars ould show yli

variation analogous to the Sun. Baliunas et al.

(1995) also showed that the solar S-index ob-

tained in the ontext of Mt. Wilson projet var-

ied between 0.16 during ativity minima to 0.22

during ativity maxima. The "HK projet" was

ontinued by S. Baliunas for several years and

this works remains the fundamental observation

of stellar hromospheri ativity. In addition,

this program also resulted in several investiga-

tions on stellar hromospheri yle (Baliunas

& Vaughan 1985; Baliunas et al. 1995).

1.4 Coronae

The orona is the outer-most layer of the so-

lar atmosphere extending into the interplane-

tary spae. It is in-homogeneous (Rosner et al.

1978), hene a preise de�nition is very di�-

ult. Consequently, one hooses to de�ne the

orona based on the magneti strutures whih

seem to be ubiquitous and are found to be rel-

atively independent of eah other. These mag-

neti strutures are basially loops anhored in

the photosphere extending out into the inter-

planetary spae or urving bak into the pho-

tosphere (Ashwanden & Nightingale 2005).

The Solar orona was for the �rst time seen

during a total solar elipse. The orona is ex-

eptionally faint when ompared to the visible

disk of the Sun. The ratio of oronal to the pho-

tospheri brightness is ≈ 10

−6
and dereases by

almost three orders of magnitude with inreas-

ing distane from the visible limb. Sine the

orona is optially thin at visible wavelength,

many features observed initially were viewed

only at the limb. With the advent of spae

borne instruments, it is now possible to view

the orona on the solar disk in X-rays. Figure

1.5 shows a omplex struture of outwardly-

direted steamers at larger distanes whih is

aused by the emergene of magneti �elds from

inside the Sun.

One of the most important fats that we

know about the solar orona is that the temper-

ature is several million degrees. We know that

the visible surfae of the Sun, the photosphere,

has a temperature of ≈ 5800 K. One expets

that the temperature above the photosphere to

drop. On the ontrary, the temperature inver-

sion ours within few 10's of kilometres with

a rise from 5800 K to 10

6
K whih is atually

less than a thousandth of the solar radius (see

Fig.1.6).

Do other stars have oronae?

If our Sun, a middle-aged main-sequene star

has a orona and is an X-ray soure, then one

an ask if all other main-sequene stars also

have a orona and are X-ray soures. This has

been investigated for deades now and indeed

other stars do emit X-rays. A survey published

by Vaiana et al. (1981) after the �rst year of ob-

servations arried out by Einstein observatory,

showed an X-ray Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) di-

agram similar to that of an optial HR diagram

(see Fig. 1.7).

Rosner et al. (1985) depited that all main

sequene stars with spetral type F,G,K and
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Figure 1.6: Temperature and density pro-

�le of the solar atmosphere as a funtion of

height above the visible photosphere. Image

redit: Eugene Avrett.

M are X-ray emitters, with luminosities in the

range 10

26−31
erg/s. Observations arried out

by the Einstein observatory lead to an open

question whether X-ray emission is really found

for all-stars or whether there is possibility for

an X-ray dark ool star to exist. To answer this

question, a far more systemati study of the

X-ray emission from ool stars were required.

Shmitt (1997) used the data obtained during

the ROSAT all sky survey and investigated the

omplete volume-limited sample of solar-type F

and G stars within 13 p, K stars within 10 p

and M dwarfs within 7 p. This studies re-

vealed that all the F-type stars from their sam-

ple were deteted, whereas, the detetion rate

of the G-stars was more than 85%. This led to

the onlusion that the formation of the orona

on solar-like stars was indeed a universal phe-

nomenon. Further, Rosner et al. (1985) also

interpreted that all the stars earlier than about

B5 are also X-ray emitters, they have emission

levels of about 10

29−34
erg/s. However, the

orona in these stars are assumed to exist at

the base of the stellar wind as a result the X-ray

emission is mainly attributed to winds (Vaiana

et al. 1981; Cassinelli et al. 1994; Berghoefer et

al. 1997).

Depited in Fig. 1.7 is the deteted X-

ray emission from thousands of stars within

25 p around the Sun ontained in the Bright

Soure Catalog (BSC). As an be seen, all types

Figure 1.7: Colour-magnitude diagram of X-

ray deteted bright soure atalog stars from

Huensh et al. (1998); Hünsh et al. (1999).

Depited as yellow star is our Sun.

of stars in the olour-magnitude diagram are

found to be X-ray emitters.

The stellar dynamo ontinuously generates

magneti �elds, and a more intense dynamo a-

tion results in a more intense X-ray emission. If

this piture is orret, then one expets orrela-

tion between the X-ray emission level and other

stellar parameters like the rotation rate, depth

of onvetive zone, et.. One of the fasinating

results obtained from X-ray astronomy is, that

the X-ray luminosity dereases with an inrease

in the age of the star (Vaiana et al. 1981). This

derease in the X-ray emission with age ould

be explained as an e�et of stellar spin-down

with age. The relation between the X-ray lu-

minosity (LX) and the rotation rate (v sin i)
was demonstrated by Pallaviini et al. (1981)

whih in turn is a relation between the stellar

age and ativity.

1.4.1 Coronal ativity

Coronal ativity an be traed by a number of

phenomena. However the most widely used in-
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diator is the solar �are. Solar �ares are ex-

plosive events ourring as a result of mag-

neti reonnetion. The energy released dur-

ing suh an explosion is about 1028 − 1032 erg.
Historially the �rst �are observation was re-

ported by Rihard C. Carrington and Rihard

Hodgson in the year 1859. They were in-

dependently observing sunspots at the time;

when they viewed a large �are in white light.

However, most �ares are not only manifested in

the visible light; they reserve their strongest en-

hanements for spetral lines suh as the Hα,
the Ca ii, and they also radiate an enormous

amount of energy in extreme ultraviolet and

soft X-ray wavelengths. Flares have been ob-

served aross the entire eletromagneti spe-

trum starting from the radio to the gamma

rays.

General piture of a �are

The ourrene of �ares is not distributed ar-

bitrarily but rather they our only in parts of

the atmosphere where the onditions are right,

like in an ative region. A region is alled an a-

tive region, when it exhibits exess Hα emission

in omparison to the surrounding atmosphere.

However, this is an observationally biased def-

inition, it provides a onvenient means for ob-

serving �ares. On the ontrary, not all ative

regions produe �ares, it requires ertain pre-

�are onditions. An important ondition is the

di�erene in the presene of strong magneti

�eld when ompared to the quiet-Sun ondition

(Tandberg-Hanssen & Emslie 1988).

Kopp & Pneuman (1976) suggested that the

�ares have a �lament assoiated with them

and that the eruption of this �lament produes

magneti instability (Fig. 1.8a and Fig. 1.8b).

Filament is the same as the prominenes, they

are observed on solar disk as dark region, onse-

quently prominenes are seen above solar limb,

where they appear as bright features against

the dark bakground (Hirayama 1985). The

magneti instability produed by the eruption

of �lament leads to reonnetion at large oro-

nal heights. As a onsequene of the mag-

neti reonnetion, eletrons are aelerated

along the reonneted magneti �eld towards

the hromosphere (Fig. 1.8). Thus, the hro-

mospheri material is heated to millions of de-

grees generating the optial ontinuum and line

emissions (Fig. 1.8d). The evaporated hromo-

spheri material �lls up the oronal loop pro-

duing the soft X-ray emission.

1.4.2 Stellar �ares

Historially, Joy & Humason (1949) reported

the observation of M-type star using spetro-

gram whih showed a brightening by approxi-

mately an order of magnitude in both the line

emissions and the ontinuum emission This star

had the spetral lassi�ation dMe, where `d'

refers to dwarf and the `e' refers to the emis-

sion line in the star's spetrum. Features of

this brightening were very similar to an in-

tense white light �are observed on the Sun

Additionally, an inrease in the optial luminos-

ity by a fator of 2.5 was notied. Sine then

intense �ares are observed on a large number of

K and M stars.

Stellar �ares are observed aross the entire

eletromagneti spetrum from the radio waves

and miro waves throughout the UV, and in X-

rays similar to the solar �ares. Solar and stel-

lar �are show resemblane in the light urves as

well (see Fig.1.9). Further, many stellar �ares

show a short duration spiky impulsive phase

as a result of partile aeleration (Robrade

& Shmitt 2005) and a long duration gradual

phase as a result of thermal radiation of heated

�are plasma similar to solar �ares (Güdel 2004).

However, during a �are there have been ob-

servations whih reveal that the luminosity in-

reases by a fator of over 600. Optial �ares

on dMe stars are 10 to 103 times more energeti
than the solar �ares. This suggests that the

dynamo ation in the Sun and M stars might

di�er (see Set. 1.2. In the Sun, the omplex

magneti �eld assoiated with the solar pho-

tosphere favours the ourrene of large �ares.

Generalising this, the ourrene of large �ares

in M dwarfs and other solar-like stars may be

attributed to dynamo ation in the deep onve-

tive envelope produing irregular bipolar ative

regions in the stellar photosphere (Shrijver &

Zwaan 2000).
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Figure 1.8: A shemati diagram of the general senario of �ares assuming energy release as a

result of magneti reonnetion.

1.5 X-ray instrumentation for

oronal observations

X-ray photons an penetrate the Earth's atmo-

sphere at least a few meters, however the atmo-

sphere is thik enough that virtually none of the

X-ray photons are able to penetrate from spae

all the way to the Earth's surfae. Hene to

best solution to perform any X-ray observation

is to get above the Earth's atmosphere. There

have been several spae-borne X-ray missions

to observe both the Sun and the stars.

Few X-ray observatories used in the past

for observations of the solar orona are the

Skylab whih arried two X-ray telesopes and

an X-ray amera operated between 1973-1979

(Garrett & Tousey 1977).

A number of revolutionary sienti� results

were obtained by the Yohkoh spaeraft whih

operated between 1991 and 2005. The main

objetive of Yohkoh was to observe the solar

�ares during ativity minimum and harater-

ising the assoiated physial phenomenon of

the solar orona (Aton et al. 1992). When

most of the spae missions were onentrat-

ing only on the orona, a mission was de-

signed to investigate the magneti �eld assoi-

ated with the photosphere, the transition region

and the orona, providing a multi-wavelength

view. This satellite operated between 1998 and

2010 and was alled the Transition Region and

Coronal Explorer (TRACE). It was launhed

with the aim to provide ontinuous overage of

solar phenomena.

A few of the ative X-ray solar missions

are the Solar and Heliospheri Observatory

(SOHO), whih was launhed with a primary

aim to study the Sun from its ore to the outer

most layer of the atmosphere, the orona and

the solar wind (Domingo et al. 1995). Yet

another satellite is the Reuven Ramaty High

Energy Solar Spetrosopi Imager (RHESSI ),

operating sine 2002 (Lin et al. 2002). RHESSI

whih was launhed with an aim to explore

the basi physis of the aelerated partile

and energetis of solar �ares. With RHESSI,
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Figure 1.9: Left: A high energeti solar �are illustrating the abrupt inrease in the �ux to the

peak followed by a gradual derease in the �ux (Kopp et al. 2005). Right: An X-ray �are observed

on a low mass star AB Dor A (Lalitha et al. 2013).

�are spetra are obtained with both high spe-

tral resolution as well as broad spetral en-

ergy range. This provides an unique oppor-

tunity to observe the hottest plasma and to

ompare its relation to the aelerated ele-

trons produing non-thermal bremsstrahlung

X-rays. Launhed in 2010 is the Solar Dynami

Observatory (SDO), whih is ontinuously mea-

suring the properties of the Sun and the so-

lar ativity to provide a better insight into

the Sun's variable magneti �eld. In addition

to all these dediated Solar X-ray telesopes,

Geostationary Satellite (GOES) 12 - 15 whih

is a weather monitoring satellite arries a solar

X-ray imager has been ontinuously monitoring

the Sun for over a deade.

Some of the future solar X-ray mission in-

lude Aditya - the solar oronograph is expeted

to be launhed in early 2015 (Singh et al. 2012);

the Solar Orbiter is sheduled to be launhed in

early 2017. One launhed these missions are

expeted to address some of the outstanding

fundamental questions in solar and heliophysis

today.

The �rst non-solar X-ray satellite developed

was Uhuru whih operated between 1970 and

1973. Uhuru performed the �rst omprehensive

and uniform all sky survey. However, the stel-

lar X-ray astronomy saw a revolutionary break-

through with the Einstein satellite named in

honour of Albert Einstein, operated between

1978 and 1981. Aboard Einstein was an X-ray

telesope and an imaging proportional ounter

whih provided a good sensitivity to observe a

wide range of astronomial objets from stars to

galaxy lusters. Einstein was amongst the �rst

astronomial satellites to provide an opportu-

nity for guest observer program. Einstein per-

formed the �rst high-resolution spetrosopy

and also deteted several hundreds of X-ray

soures (Siortino et al. 1988).

The suessor to Einstein observatory

was the Roentgen Satellite (Truemper 1992),

ROSAT whih was launhed in 1990 per-

formed an all sky survey for the �rst six

months and produed a atalogue of 150 000

objets; the following eight years it performed

individual pointing observations and aumu-

lated another atalogue of 100 000 serendip-

itous soures (Hünsh et al. 1999; Voges et

al. 1999). ROSAT imaging was over 2

◦
�eld

of view whih provided observations of super-

nova remnants, galaxy lusters, struture of

interstellar medium, omets and the Moon.

There were several other X-ray missions suh

as the Advaned Satellite for Cosmology and

Astrophysis, ASCA, operated between 1993-

2001, Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer (RXTE )

operated between 1995 and 2012 (Levine et al.

1996), and BeppoSAX operated between 1996

and 2002 were used for several follow-up obser-

vations and long-term monitoring of the X-ray

soures (Boella et al. 1997).

Currently we are in the era of observato-
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ries suh as the Chandra launhed in 1999,

the XMM-Newton launhed in 1999 as well,

the Swift launhed in 2004 and more reently

the NuSTAR launhed in 2012. The orner-

stone X-ray mission of early 2000 omplement-

ing eah other is Chandra (Weisskopf et al.

2000) and XMM-Newton (Jansen et al. 2001),

where Chandra is optimised for high angular

resolution, while XMM-Newton has a high en-

ergy resolution.

XMM-Newton is the primary database for

this work. XMM-Newton, the X-ray Multi-

Mirror mission onsists of three o-aligned

telesopes equipped with European Photon

Imaging Camera (EPIC). The EPIC onsists of

two MOS and one PN CCD arrays with a sensi-

tivity range of ≈ 0.5 − 15 keV. The X-ray tele-

sopes with the MOS detetors are equipped

with re�etion gratings (RGS) produing high-

resolution X-ray spetra between 0.35 - 2.5

keV. The X-ray telesope with PN detetor is

equipped with optial monitor. The optial

monitor on board XMM-Newton provide an op-

portunity to perform simultaneous observations

in the X-ray and optial/UV regime from a sin-

gle platform.
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Chapter 2

Extra solar planets and habitability

The disovery of the �rst exoplanet,

51 Peg b, in 1995 (Mayor & Queloz 1995)

marked the dawn of the new �eld alled the

exo-planetary siene. To a great surprise, the

�rst exoplanet was a Jupiter mass planet orbit-

ing in lose proximity to its host star � a so-

alled �hot Jupiter�. Over 861 exoplanets (as of
January 2013) have been disovered sine 1995.

While most of the known planets remain hot

Jupiters, the frontier is inevitably approahing

the Earth-mass regime having already reahed

the so-alled super-Earths, i.e., planets with a

mass between 1 and 10 Earth masses. However

an ultimate goal has been to searh for Earth�

like planets in the habitable zone.

2.1 Habitable zone and its de-

sription

The habitable zone is a key onept in our un-

derstanding of the onditions under whih the

basi life an form and exist. We an �nd ex-

treme onditions under whih life exists on our

very own Earth. Hene understanding the on-

ditions in whih life forms and evolves is im-

portant. The onept of habitable zone was for

�rst time proposed by Huang (1959).

A simple de�nition of the habitable zone is,

that it is the region around a star in whih an

Earth-like planet an possess liquid water on

the surfae and therefore possibly support life.

Why water? Water appears to be the best sol-

vent for life to emerge in. Water has a large

dipole moment whih readily forms hydrogen

bonds stabilizing maromoleules (Kasting et

al. 1993). Several potentially habitable plane-

tary andidates have been disovered whih are

in or very lose to the habitable zone of their

host star (Udry et al. 2007a; Mayor et al. 2009a;

Bon�ls et al. 2013 and their referenes).

Figure 2.1: Predited loation of the habit-

able zone around stars of di�erent spetral lass

alulated based on stellar luminosity. Image

redit: ESO.

A basi riterion for habitability of a planet,

is its equilibrium temperature, whih is aes-

sible from observations. The equilibrium tem-

perature is given by

Teq =

(

(1−A)F

4σ

)
1

4

(2.1)

where A is the planetary albedo whih is the

re�eting power of the surfae, σ the Stefan-

Boltzmann onstant and F the stellar �ux at

the orbital distane (d) of the planet. A ruial

parameter for estimating the planetary e�etive

temperatures is its albedo. Planets do not ab-

sorb all the inident light from its host; muh

of the light gets re�eted and a fration of the

inident light re�eted is alled the albedo.
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Aording to Selsis et al. (2007) and

Kaltenegger & Sasselov (2011), a habitable

planet should have a Teq ≤ 270K to avoid the

loss of the surfae water. If Teq is low near the

outer edge of the habitable zone (e.g., in the

ase of GJ 581 d the model preditions sug-

gest Teq ∼ 190K, see von Paris et al. 2010), a

tremendous amount of greenhouse e�et must

be provided by the atmosphere to sustain hab-

itable ondition. An obvious example is that of

Venus. Other than H2O, CO2 is the next most

important greenhouse gas for determination of

the outer border of habitable zone. At the outer

boundary of the habitable zone, an inrease in

the CO2 pressure leads to surfae ooling rather

than heating, due to inrease in bak-sattering

of the inident stellar radiation.

In addition to temperature, water and CO2

there are several other fators that deides the

habitability of a planet. For example, the hab-

itable zone of low mass stars are in orbital dis-

tanes, where the planets are tidally loked.

Figure 2.1 shows how the distane of the habit-

able zone from the host star as well as its width

are dependent of the star's mass and its in-

trinsi luminosity. Due to lose proximity to

the host star these planets may have e�ets on

the limates, plate tetonis may not develop in

these planets and ourrene of super-volanoes

might a�et the habitability (Bauer & Lammer

2004). Additionally, planets in the habitable

zone around low mass stars are submitted to

strong X-ray and UV irradiation and strong

stellar winds from the host star (explained in

hapter 4).

2.2 Exoplanet detetion meth-

ods

Aording to the International Astronomial

Union (IAU) working group on Extrasolar plan-

ets an objet is lassi�ed as a planet if it meets

the basi riteria � the mass of the objet is less

than or equal to 30 Jupiter masses. However,

follow-up observations should be undertaken

to aount for the objet to be false positive

(Shneider et al. 2011). The main problem in

searhing extrasolar planets is its enormous dis-

tane from us, they are dark at optial wave-

Figure 2.2: Logarithmi satter plot of mass

of planet versus the semi-major axis of known

planets. Plotted in blue are exoplanet dete-

tions using transit method and in red are the

detetions using radial veloity method. The

horizontal line indiate the mass of Earth in

Jupiter masses.

lengths and they orbit a bright host. The dis-

overy of an extrasolar planets rely on the fol-

lowing methods

• The transit method: In this method one

observes the extrasolar planet rossing the

stellar surfae. When a planet does this,

a part of the light from the star is bloked

whih translate into a shallow dip in the

stellar light urve (Haswell 2010). The

transit method is mainly desribed by

three parameters: its depth, its duration

and its shape. The depth is related to the

fration of the stellar dis overed by the

planet. In other words, the hange in the

�ux during the transit is related to the ra-

dius of the planet

∆F

F⋆
=

R2
p

R2
⋆

, (2.2)

where ∆F is the observed hange in the

�ux during the transit, F⋆ is the out of

transit �ux measured from the star, Rp and

R⋆ are the radii of the planet and the star,

respetively.

One of the straight forward estimates from

a transiting exoplanet system is its orbital
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period whih is given by the ratio of the

elapsed time between two observations of

the same event and the number of yles

between the two ourrenes. The orbital

period (P) of a planet is related to the

semi-major axis (a) based on Kepler's third

law

a3

P 2
=

G(M⋆ +Mp)

4π2
. (2.3)

In addition, the transit duration (d) is re-

lated to the orbital period (P), orbital ra-

dius (a) and the radius of the star (R⋆)

d =
PR⋆

πa
. (2.4)

The above relation is valid only for planets

in irular orbits. However, if the planet

path does not pass through the entre of

the stellar dis, it is essential to de�ne

a fator alled the impat parameter (b).

The impat parameter is the shortest dis-

tane from the entre of the stellar disk to

the lous of the planet and is given by

b =
a

R
cos i , (2.5)

where i is the orbital inlination. So far

292 planets in 237 planetary system out of

∼700 planetary andidates (until January

2013) have been deteted by the transit

method and on�rmed with the radial ve-

loity method. In Fig. 2.2 we show the

distribution of mass of planets deteted by

the transit method (blue) as a funtion of

semi-major axis

1

.

• Radial veloity (RV): Here one observes

the periodi variation in the radial velo-

ities of the host star as a result of an ex-

oplanet orbiting the star. Based on the

amplitude of radial veloity one an mea-

sure the semi-major axis, the mass of the

planet, the orbital period and the een-

triity (details in Set. 4.3 ). The mass of

the planet is given by

1

Plot is generated from data provided by the

http://exoplanets.org/table

Mp sin i = K

(

M2
⋆ p

2πG

)

1

3

, (2.6)

Mp is the mass of the planet,i is the orbital

inlination, K is the amplitude of radial

veloity variation, M⋆ is the mass of the

star, p is the orbital period and G is the

gravitational onstant.

A preise value of the inlination is ob-

tained from modelling the transit shape.

The RV method provided most of the

known planets whih is depited in Fig.

2.2. Note that the RV favours deteting

massive planets rather than larger plan-

ets (Wright & Gaudi 2013). Until January

2013, about 503 planets in 389 planetary

systems have been deteted by RVmethod.

• Astrometry: This method is related to

the radial veloity detetion tehnique. In

this method the preise measurement of

the position of a star is arried out, so

that any wobbling indued by an orbiting

planet an be diretly deteted (Wright &

Gaudi 2013). Consequently, the astrom-

etry method favours Jupiter mass plan-

ets with large semi-major axes. Sine

massive planet like Jupiter an produe

large enough wobbling that an be de-

teted with the urrent observational fa-

ilities. However, long-term monitoring is

required to detet planets with large semi-

major axes.

• Miro-lensing: This method is ahieved

using the lensing e�et of general rela-

tivisti spae-time urvature to detet the

presene of planetary size objets. This

method is sensitive to a wide rage of star

planet separation. So far 18 planets in 16

planetary system are deteted by miro-

lensing method.

• Diret imaging: An extremely halleng-

ing task is to image a planet around

other stars. This method is limited to

bright planets in distant orbit around a

nearby faint star. For diret imaging of

exoplanets, the well established method

to blok the light from solar dis � the
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oronographi method is adopted (Wright

& Gaudi 2013). If an exo-planetary

system is lose to us and is well re-

solved (the star and exoplanet), then a

oronograph may be used to image an

exoplanet. An example is the disov-

ery of a giant planet orbiting a brown

dwarf (2MASSWJ 1207334-393254). With

dediated exoplanet imaging instrument

like SPHERE (Spetro-Polarimetri High-

ontrast Exoplanet REsearh) several

planets have been disovered. As of

January 2013, 32 planets in 28 planetary

system have been imaged. However, the

detetion of a planet by diret imaging

depends on many variables like the semi-

major axis and the size of the planet, age

and distane to the star, et. Therefore

surveys based on diret imaging need to be

arefully designed to maximize the hane

of suess.

The majority of known exoplanets are de-

teted by the radial veloity method and fol-

lowed by the transit method (if they are tran-

siting system). In the past terrestrial exoplan-

ets were deteted by the mirolensing method,

nevertheless, now they are deteted by both ra-

dial veloity and transit method.

2.3 Searhes for habitable

worlds

So far several surveys of exoplanets around

stars of di�erent spetral types have been ar-

ried out using both the transit method as well

as the radial veloity tehnique. Suh surveys

have led to disoveries of gas giants, Neptune-

like planets and super-Earths. In this setion

I explain some of suh surveys onduted to

searh for Earth-like planets.

2.3.1 Spae-based survey

Kepler

In 2009 NASA's Kepler mission was launhed in

spae to searh for transiting Earth-sized plan-

ets. Kepler performs high preision photometry

(∼0.01%) staring at the same �eld in Cygnus-

Lyra region, observing ∼ 150 000 stars repeat-

edly over the last 4 years. Repeated observation

of the same region of the sky is done mainly, be-

ause, if one has to detet an Earth-like planet

in the habitable zone of a star like our Sun

then that requires a long-base of observation.

Kepler disovered a planet, Kepler 22b, with a

2.4 Earth radii, orbiting within the habitable

zone of a solar-like star (Boruki et al. 2012).

However, there are several other planetary sys-

tems disovered by Kepler, for e.g. Kepler-20

hosting two Earth-sized planets (Fressin et al.

2012), Kepler-36b a super-Earth system with

an interior struture similar to Earth (Futó

2013), et..

CoRoT

COnvetion ROtation and planetary Transits

(CoRoT) was launhed in 2006, with the pri-

mary goals of studying stars through aster-

oseismology and deteting transiting planets

(Auvergne et al. 2009). During an observ-

ing run, nearly 12 000 stars an be simultane-

ously and ontinuously monitored over ∼150
days. CoRoT is thus partiularly well-suited to

deteting planets with orbital periods shorter

than 50 days. The �rst planet disovered by

CoRot in its initial run of observation is the

CoRoT-Exo-1b, whih was found around a G0V

star of V=13.6 (CoRoT-Exo-1) with a period

of 1.5 days and a depth of 2%. Several CoRot

planetary system have been disovered. Léger

et al. (2009) reported on the detetion of the

�rst known transiting super-Earth, CoRoT-7b.

CoRoT-7b orbits its host star every 0.85 days,

has a mass of ∼7.4 Earth masses, and a semi-

major axis of 0.017 AU (Hatzes et al. 2011).

Additionally, CoRot-7 host yet another super-

Earth (CoRoT-7) with roughly twie the mass

of CoRoT-7b and an orbital period of 3.7 days.

2.3.2 Ground-based surveys

MEarth

The MEarth projet is a ground based projet

targeting typially mid-to-late M dwarfs using

40 m roboti telesopes to perform photomet-

ri surveys. MEarth has been operational sine
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2008, with eight telesopes on Mt. Hopkins,

Arizona. MEarth is expeted to be sensitive to

planets as small as 2 Earth radii with a period

as long as 20 days (Nutzman & Charbonneau

2008). A transiting super-Earth system, GJ

1214 b, around a low mass M star, was dis-

overed by MEarth survey.

The HARPS searh of southern extraso-

lar planets

The HARPS searh of southern extrasolar plan-

ets is a radial veloity survey performed with

the HARPS spetrograph, whih is mounted on

the 3.6m ESO's telesope in La Silla (Mayor et

al. 2003). It has disovered more than 150 ex-

oplanets (January 2013), most of these planets

are in the super-Earth mass range. (Mayor et

al. 2011). For e.g., the multiple planet system

with at least three super-Earths orbiting a M

dwarf (GJ 581) was disovered by the preise

radial veloity measurement using the HARPS

survey (Udry et al. 2007b). Yet another mul-

tiple system with three super-Earths orbiting

the K star HD 40307 was also disovered dur-

ing HARPS monitoring (Mayor et al. 2009b).

HARPS has been monitoring about 850 nearby

solar-type stars sine the beginning of the sur-

vey with RV preision of 1 ms

−1
to detet low

mass planets in the super-Earth regime.

CARMENES

CARMENES (Calar Alto high-Resolution

searh for M dwarfs with exo-Earths with Near-

infrared and optial Ehelle Spetrograph) is

a next generation instrument built for 3.5m

telesope at Calar Alto observatory. Its ob-

jetive is �nding habitable exoplanets around

M dwarfs through radial veloity measurements

(m/s level) in the near-infrared. CARMENES

will ondut a �ve-year exoplanet survey tar-

geting ∼ 300 M dwarfs in solar neighbourhood

(for detailed desription on CARMENES see

Chapter 4). CARMENES is expeted to see

its �rst light in 2014.
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Chapter 3

Aim and outline of the thesis

Although magneti ativity has been ob-

served and investigated for deades, the ex-

at mehanism ontrolling the magneti ativ-

ity in the low mass stars are still not under-

stood. Understanding magneti ativity of the

low mass stars helps to plae our Solar System

in ontext with other planet host system. It

illustrates the extent to whih our Sun repre-

sents other stars and onstraining whether ma-

jority of stars in the solar-neighbourhood are

expeted to host Earth-like habitable planet.

There are several open questions assoiated

with the magneti ativity in low mass stars,

suh as, what kind of magneti dynamo oper-

ate in low mass stars, how does the heating of

orona take plae, what is the role of small-

sale energy release events in heating of orona

and how do they propagate, these are a few of

the important questions that need to still be

answered. Some of these outstanding questions

onerning the oronal and the hromospheri

ativity are addressed in this thesis.

CARMENES

Chapter 4 deals with the ativity har-

aterisation of potential planet host stars

for an upoming planet searh program �

CARMENES (Calar Alto high-Resolution

searh for M dwarfs with Exo-Earths with

a Near-infrared Ehelle Spetrograph).

CARMENES is optimised for the searh

for Earth-like planets around M stars and

will arry out high preision radial veloity

measurements of a sample these stars.

M dwarfs are faint stars, emitting the max-

imum of their radiation in the infrared and are

intrinsially ative. For planet searh programs

using the radial veloity method, the e�et of

stellar ativity on the spetral lines ompliates

the detetion of planets. Hene to optimise the

sienti� return from CARMENES, a areful

analysis of the target prior to the survey has to

be arried out.

For ativity haraterisation the oronal

�uxes of the CARMENES target stars are ob-

tained based on the observations arried out

by the ROSAT all-sky survey (RASS). About

30% of the stars from the CARMENES sample

list were deteted and for those stars not de-

teted by RASS an upper-limit oronal �ux is

estimated. The distribution of the X-ray emit-

ting plasma reveals the oronal harateristis

of eah of the target stars. Nearly 200 stars of

the deteted sample are ative and are not suit-

able for CARMENES. Hene these stars were

exluded from the CARMENES target sample.

Flares in low mass stars

Beside being strong X-ray soure, low mass

stars are apable of produing strong �ares of

short as well as long durations. They an show

�ares at a rate of several �ares per hour. As

the most numerous of potential planet hosts,

it is essential to understand the properties of

the �aring plasma, the assoiated energetis

and the frequeny of ourrene of suh events.

Sine ontinued �aring ativity an hinder the

ontinuity of habitability.

Chapter 5 deals with the results ob-

tained from our multi-wavelength ampaign de-

signed to over the oronal and the hromo-

spheri properties of two potential planet hosts

Proxima Centauri and AB Doradus A by si-

multaneous observations in X-ray and optial
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regime. Information from other wavelengths

are used to understand in detail the propaga-

tion of energy release events through all layers

of the stellar atmosphere.

Charateristis of �ares on AB Dor A

The strong similarities between the solar �ares,

the low mass �are stars and the larger, brighter

�are stars in stellar assoiations have ba�ed for

many years. Using the Sun as an example one

may explain the ativity in low mass stars by

omparing their properties.

In Chapter 6, I give a detailed investigation

of the harateristis of the �ares observed on

AB Dor A over the last deade using obser-

vations arried out by XMM-Newton. The re-

sulting �are properties are ompared with solar

�are properties and a ommon saling law for

eah of the parameter is obtained. Despite the

fat that the stellar �are emission measures is

∼250 times higher than the solar �ares they

follow a ommon saling law.

Many stellar �ares release an energy of

E ∼ 10

34
erg, whereas the most energeti so-

lar �are have E ∼ 10

32
erg. The more energeti

�ares observed on low mass stars may suggest

a di�erent dynamo ation from that in the Sun.

In Chapter 6, I also present an analysis of the

AB Dor A �are energetis. This dataset al-

lows some interesting insight into the �are en-

ergies whih suggests that the �are initiation in

AB Dor A may be similar to that of the Sun.

A solar-like magneti ativity yle on

the ative ultra-fast rotator AB Dor

A?

An ativity yle analogous to the 11 year

solar ativity yle has been found ionCaii H

and K emission lines for many stars in the

Mt. Wilson projet (Baliunas et al. 1995).

However, oronal ativity yle are known for

only a handful of samples sine we lak X-ray

data overing the typial ativity yle time

sales of several years. For an ultra-fast rotator

AB Dor A (P⋆ = 0.5d), an ativity yle of 20

years has been derived from the optial V-band

observations (Järvinen et al. 2005). In Chapter

7, I present a detailed analysis of AB Dor A's

oronal ativity and its orrelation with the

optial brightness. The ompiled observations

in optial and X-rays of AB Dor A suggests

a yli behaviour of ativity. It is evident

from the analysis that the X-ray luminosity of

AB Dor A is indeed orrelated to photospheri

brightness variations. However, AB Dor A

laks high amplitude variations in X-rays

during the expeted ativity maximum whih

supports the onept that AB Dor A posses a

saturated oronae.

In hapter 8, I summarise my work.

Additionally a short outlook into future

possible work is given whih inludes some of

my ongoing projets.
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Chapter 4

CARMENES

CARMENES, Calar Alto high-Resolution

searh for M dwarfs with Exo-earths with

a Near-infrared Ehelle Spetrograph, is a

next generation instrument built for the 3.5 m

Calar Alto Telesope, operated by a onsor-

tium of German and Spanish institutions. The

main goal of CARMENES is �nding habit-

able Earth-like planets around M dwarfs, us-

ing high-preision radial veloity measurements

(1 ms

−1
) in the near-infrared wavelength range,

where M dwarfs emit the bulk of their radia-

tion (Amado et al. 2012). CARMENES will

arry out a survey of a sample of 300 M stars

in searh of low mass planetary ompanion over

600 nights. This survey will provide a good

statistis of planets around M stars, espeially

on their frequeny, masses and orbital parame-

ters.

4.1 The instrument

The CARMENES instrument onsists of two

ross-dispersed éhelle spetrographs overing

both the visible (0.53-1.05 µm) and the near-

infrared (0.95 to 1.7µm) wavelengths at a spe-
tral resolution of R ≈ 82 000. The spetrograph

will be �bre-fed from the Cassegrain fous of

the 3.5 m Calar Alto telesope. It will be lo-

ated inside the temperature-stabilised vauum

hamber to enable a high-preision radial velo-

ity measurement of 1 ms

−1
(Quirrenbah et al.

2012). The wavelength alibration is one of the

limiting fators for reahing RV-preision of ∼
1 ms

−1
. Thorium-argon lamps, the most su-

essful alibration method, annot be used in

near-infrared with the same e�ieny as in op-

tial. Due to the smaller number of Thorium

lines in the infrared wavelength, an alterna-

tive method, a Fabry-Perot interferometer il-

luminated by white light will be used for wave-

length alibration (Shäfer & Reiners 2012).

The advantage of a Fabry-Perot interferometer

is its extremely high-resolution ombined with

multihannel spetrometer for measuring high-

preision radial veloity variation.

4.2 How is CARMENES di�er-

ent from other survey?

The overall goal of CARMENES is to per-

form high-preision radial veloity measure-

ments with long-term stability. The di�erene

between CARMENES and previous surveys in

searh of Earth-like planets an be attributed

as follows:

• So far, radial veloity surveys in searh

of Earth-like planets have mainly on-

entrated on Sun-like stars, whereas,

CARMENES survey will onentrate on

low mass stars mainly the M stars (for a

detailed argument on why M stars see 4.3).

• CARMENES will be able to aquire data

simultaneously in both optial and near-

infrared wavelengths. Any ativity in-

dued veloity variation is expeted to be

wavelength dependent, however, this is

not the ase for orbital variation. Hene

the onept of a dual-hannel spetrograph

will provide an opportunity to di�erentiate

an ativity indued period from the orbital

variations.

• High-resolution as well as wide spetral

overage an be ahieved.
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• Sine the monitoring will be for �ve years,

this provides a guaranteed long time at the

telesope, the haraterisation of planets

around M stars should be possible.

4.3 M dwarfs as host stars

M stars are muh fainter, lighter and smaller

than our very own host, the Sun. In fat none of

the M dwarf is bright enough to be seen through

naked eye. However, nearly 70% of the stars in

our Galaxy omprise of M dwarfs making them

the most ommon stars in the solar neighbour-

hood, in-turn, making them the most frequent

planet hosts (Henry et al. 2004).

Due to extremely low luminosities the habit-

able zone around M dwarfs moves loser to the

star (see Fig. 2.1). This means that habitable

planets around M dwarfs produe a large ra-

dial veloity signal ompared to a star like the

Sun, sine the semi-amplitude (K) of the radial

veloity signal is given by

K =

(

2πG

Porb

)
1

3 Mpsin i

(M⋆ +Mp)
2

3

1√
1− e2

, (4.1)
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Figure 4.1: Evolution of mass loss for the

deteted super-Earths as a funtion of time.

Plotted as thik point is the urrent age of the

super-Earth systems.

where Porb is the orbital period of the planet,

M⋆ and Mp are the masses of the host star

and the orbiting planet, e is the eentriity

and i is the angle of inlination between the

orbital plane and the line of sight. From the

above equation it is lear that the mass of

the star and the radial veloity are inversely

proportional. In other words, the lighter the

star, the larger the radial veloity signal and

vie versa. In the ase of the Solar System,

Jupiter produes a radial veloity signal of 12.4

ms

−1
, whereas Saturn and Earth produe a sig-

nal of 2.8 ms

−1
and 0.09 ms

−1
, respetively.

Assuming an super-Earth of a mass of 6 M⊕

orbiting a star of a mass of 0.3 M⊙, the ex-

peted hanges in the radial veloity of the star

is alulated to be 3.2 ms

−1
. As an be seen

from Eqn. 4.1, for a given planet mass, the ra-

dial veloity amplitude inreases with dereas-

ing stellar mass. Hene M dwarfs are exellent

targets for high-preision radial veloity planet

searh programs. Due to their lower primary

mass, detetion of very low mass planets is eas-

ier.

Despite the above mentioned properties of

M dwarfs, they are not searhed for planets as

extensively as solar-like stars. This is mainly

beause of their low brightness in the optial,

where most of the radial veloity searhes are

onduted. There are two major issues when

we onsider M dwarfs as potential exo-Earth

hosts:

4.3.1 Hazardous M dwarfs

Due to intrinsially low luminosities of M

dwarfs, habitable zones around them lie very

lose to the star (∼0.2 AU or less), making plan-

ets around these stars espeially vulnerable to

the e�ets of stellar ativity (see Fig. 2.1). As

pointed out by Lammer et al. (2003), the stel-

lar X-ray and UV �uxes strongly determine the

amount of gas lost from the outer atmospheres

of lose in exoplanets.

In the piture of energy-limited hydrody-

nami mass-loss (Sanz-Forada et al. 2010), the

mass-loss rate, Ṁ of a planet amounts to

Ṁ =
πR3

pǫFXUV

GKMp
, (4.2)

where Rp is the planetary radius, FXUV is the

inident X-ray and UV �ux, ǫ is the heating

e�ieny, G is the gravitational onstant, Mp

the mass of the planet, and K is a parameter
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aounting for Rohe-lobe �lling. Aording to

Valenia et al. (2010), the above expression re-

mains valid even for strongly irradiated roky

planets, beause the atmosphere is replenished

by sublimation faster than it erodes. In the al-

ulation below I assumed ǫ = 0.4 as suggested

by Valenia et al. (2010).

Figure 4.1 shows the mass-loss history of

some of the well-studied super-Earths (CoRoT-

7b, GJ 876d, GJ 436b, 55 Cn e) derived using

Eq. 4.2. To determine the inident X-ray and

UV-�ux I assumed the following relation be-

tween X-ray and UV �ux (Sanz-Forada et al.

2011):

log LEUV = (0.860±0.073) log Lx+(4.80±1.99) .
(4.3)

I assume that the XUV luminosity inreases

at young stellar ages by a fator (τ/τ⋆)
−1.23

,

where τ is the young stellar age when the stellar
ativity remains at a onstant level (0.1 Gyr)

and τ⋆ is the urrent stellar age in Gyr (Ribas

et al. 2005). Inserting the time variable XUV

�ux into Eq. 4.2 and integrating over urrent

age of the system yields a total mass loss. The

irle for eah of the planet in Fig. 4.1 indiates

the urrent age of the system. From Fig.4.1 it

is lear that UV/X-ray �ux from the star must

have evaporated substantial part of the mass of

CoRot-7b and 55 Cn e in the past.

Further, stellar ativity is also a onern for

ontinuity of the habitability sine ative stars

are known to �are at rates of several per hour

(Gershberg 1989; Kowalski et al. 2009). Stellar

�ares an lead to oronal mass ejetion and

stellar winds whih an ompress the magneto-

sphere of Earth-like planets inside the lose-in

habitable zone, as well as a�et the atmosphere

and make it unstable (Fig. 4.2).

In addition, for a planet to remain within

the habitable zone, it would have to orbit so

lose that tidal fores raised on the planet

would ause the same hemisphere of the planet

fae the star all the time. As a result of this

tidal loking, there would be no day-night yle,

and the planet's atmosphere on the dark side of

the planet would freeze unless it is su�iently

thik or if there is strong wind assoiated with

the planet similar to that of Jupiter in our Solar

Figure 4.2: Shemati representation of Earth's

magnetosphere. The shape of the magneto-

sphere is highly in�uened by the solar ativity.

Image redit: Lalitha Sairam

System. This tidal loking results in an absene

of the plate tetonis and presene of super-

volanoes that may a�et the long-term habit-

ability of the planet (Courtillot 2002).

4.3.2 Observational di�ulties

The radial veloity method of planet detetion

relies on measuring the parent star's orbital re-

�ex motion whih is typial of order of few ms

−1

depending on the mass of the system. Suh

a shift may be imposed by either real veloity

variations indued by an orbiting ompanion or

by a ool spot on the surfae of the star. An

ative region on the stellar surfae an in�u-

ene the line pro�le of stars introduing high

noise levels or they may be misinterpreted as

a RV variation due to the presene of a plane-

tary ompanion (see Fig.4.3). An ative region

on the surfae of a star an ause radial velo-

ity variations above 1 ms

−1
depending on the

surfae veloity of a rotating star (Desort et al.

2007).

An important obstale in deteting a low

mass, long period planet may be a possible stel-

lar magneti yle on similar time sales. Hene

it is essential to haraterise the ativity prop-

erties of these low mass stars to disentangle RV

variations due to spots and other stellar ativity

e�ets from the presene of planetary ompan-

ions.

The in�uene of the ative regions on the

spetra of M dwarfs have not been studied sys-

tematially. However, Kürster et al. (2003)

found an anti-orrelation between the radial ve-
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Figure 4.3: Simulated stellar radial veloity

urve for a 2 Earth mass planet orbiting a M

dwarf host (in red). Plotted in blak is the

radial veloity urve with added jitter due to

starspots. Image redit: Barnes et al. (2011)

loity and the strength of the Hα emission line

in an inative M dwarf. This raises the question

to what extent is the in�uene of ativity on de-

teting radial veloity variation indued by the

orbiting planet. Reiners (2009) found that a

moderate �are an ause a radial veloity jitter

of < 10 ms

−1
. Further, he notied that strong

�ares are easily reognisable from the spetra

and those spetra a�eted by a �are should be

negleted for planet searhes. Hene �ares on

ative M stars may not pose a substantial prob-

lem to radial veloity measurements. However,

a o-rotating ative region does have a strong

in�uene on the preise radial veloity measure-

ments.

4.4 Survey strategy & sample

seletion

CARMENES will arry out a survey for 5 years,

during whih seleted 300 stars in the solar

viinity, lying just within 50 p from the Sun,

will be monitored. Given the �nal target sam-

ple of 300 stars, it is neessary to have to start

with a larger list (in this ase we start with

∼1000 stars) and �lter out those objets not

suitable for high-preision radial veloity mea-

surement. These non-suitable stars inlude the

fast rotators, lose binaries, very ative stars,

et..

The target list is based on the

Palomar/Mihigan state university (PMSU)

atalogue (Reid et al. 1995, Hawley et al. 1996).

Due to the limiting instrument magnitude and

observation site, stars with J > 11.5 mag and

δ < −23◦ (i.e., zenith distane > 60◦) are

disarded. Currently the CARMENES list on-

sists of ∼1000 objets and I will refer to them

as pre-CARMENES target list in the following

setions. To optimize the sienti� return from

CARMENES, a areful analysis of the stars

prior to �nal seletion has to be arried out

to �nd the best suited objets. This inludes

the haraterisation of the stellar properties,

suh as magnitudes, olours, luminosities,

e�etive temperatures, projeted rotational

veloities, masses and radii, as well as ativity

properties suh as hromospheri and oronal

�uxes and photometri modulations. This

haraterisation of the stars helps to eliminate

as many stars as possible that are not suited

for high-preision RV work before the regular

observations with CARMENES.

4.5 Ativity haraterisation

Magneti ativity strongly depends on the spe-

tral type and the age of the stars (Reiners 2007;

Reiners & Basri 2008, 2010). Solar hromo-

spheri ativity is traed mostly by Ca ii H &

K emission lines, Mg ii and Hα, whereas, on
low mass stars like M dwarfs ativity an be

traed by Balmer emission. In ontrast to the

Sun, Ca ii H & K emission lines are not nor-

mally used in M dwarfs beause these stars are

so faint at that wavelength that it requires large

telesopes for observation. However M dwarfs

being intrinsially bright in the red, the Hα line

at 656.28 nm has beome a primary diagnosti

to trae hromospheri ativity.

4.5.1 Hα ativity

The strength of ativity an be haraterised by

the ratio of luminosity emitted in Hα to bolo-

metri luminosity (LHα/Lbol). The strength of

ativity varies as a funtion of spetral type.

Reiners (2007) and Reiners & Basri (2010)
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showed that multi-epoh spetral observations

of ative M dwarfs helps to explain the spread

in ativity in the M dwarf population and the

variation on a single star.

4.5.2 X-ray ativity

Studies of ative low mass stars in non-optial

wavelengths (X-rays, UV and radio emission)

show that an enormous amount of energy an

be released at these wavelengths. Hene it is

neessary to understand the aspet that gives

rise to suh high energy emission (X-ray and

EUV) in low-mass stars. This is partiularly

important for low-mass stars that host plan-

ets, where long duration exposure to high en-

ergy photons may signi�antly a�et the at-

mospheres and habitability of lose-orbiting

worlds. Therefore, the pre-CARMENES tar-

gets are searhed for suh ativity traers and

if a star is found to be substantially ative then

it is eliminated from the list.

4.6 X-ray ativity hara-

terisation of the pre-

CARMENES targets

The primary database for X-ray analysis is pro-

vided by the ROSAT all-sky survey (RASS)

whih has produed a omplete and unbiased

sample of X-ray soures; moreover, I also on-

sidered X-ray data from the XMM-Newton and

CHANDRA observatories.

The �rst six months in its orbit, ROSAT

performed an all-sky survey in the 0.1-2.5 keV

energy band. During its survey ROSAT dis-

overed more than 120 000 X-ray soures. This

all-sky survey is generally alled the ROSAT

All-Sky Survey (RASS). The RASS is the

most omplete X-ray san of the sky to date.

The sanning of the sky by RASS was along

great irles perpendiular to the plane of

the elipti. During a given san, an X-ray

soure stays in the 2◦ �eld of view (FOV)

of the ROSAT Position Sensitive Proportional

Counter (PSPC) for up to 30 s.

For the analysis, I extrated 40′×40′ regions
of the sky from the RASS data entred on the

position of every star in the list. The proe-

dure employed here is the same as in Shmitt

et al. (1995). Soure detetion was run on eah

of the X-ray images, and all soures found were

deleted from the data. The spatial distribution

of the remaining photons was �tted to reate a

bakground map. An X-ray soure is deteted

by a maximum-likelihood method. For this all

events within a 5′ radius at the star's optial

position are ounted, this is done mainly to in-

lude all photons from a possible point soure.

Cross mathing this way I identi�ed ∼ 30% of

pre-CARMENES target stars as X-ray soures.

When no soure was found, I alulated the

number of ounts needed above the bakground

to detet a soure with 95.6% (i.e. 2σ) proba-
bility, given the number of bakground ounts

expeted in the extration radius and the point

spread funtion (PSF). These ounts/upper

limits are divided by the orreted exposure

time from the exposure map at the position of

the star in order to get the PSPC ount rate /

2σ upper limit on the PSPC ount rate. A on-

version fator of 6× 10−12
ergs m

−2
ounts

−1

was multiplied by the ount rates to obtain the

X-ray �uxes (Shmitt & Liefke 2004). Using the

X-ray �uxes (Fx) and distanes (d in p) the X-
ray luminosities are alulated (Lx = 4πd2Fx).

For the determination of the X-ray luminosity

the distane measurement plays an important

role. The distane is alulated using the mean

of the Hipparos trigonometri parallax and the

spetro-photometri parallax.

To haraterise the strength of ativity, I de-

�ne a ratio of luminosity emitted in the X-ray

to bolometri luminosity (Lx/Lbol). The bolo-

metri orreted luminosity an be alulated

using the following equation

Lbol = 100.4(4.8−mv−bc+5log(d)−5)L⊙ , (4.4)

where mv is the apparent visual magnitude,

b is the bolometri orretion, d is the dis-

tane in parse and L⊙ is the solar bolomet-

ri luminosity. Apparent magnitudes are ob-

tained from the pre-CARMENES input list and

the bolometri orretions are determined using

Worthey & Lee (2011).
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Figure 4.4: The X-ray luminosity of deteted

soures (red) and upper limits (blue) estimates

for non-detetions of the pre-CARMENES tar-

get sample plotted as a funtion of distane.

Plotted as orange thik line is the mean limiting

sensitivity ahieved with ROSAT and as brown

dashed line is the predited detetion limit of

eROSITA.

4.7 Results

In order to investigate the X-ray properties of

the pre-CARMENES target stars, I turn my at-

tention to the observed X-ray luminosities and

their relation to other stellar parameters of the

program stars.

4.7.1 X-ray luminosities

In Fig. 4.4 I plot the X-ray luminosity (in erg/s)

of the pre-CARMENES sample targets as a

funtion of distane (in p). Detetions are rep-

resented in red, while non-detetions are repre-

sented in blue. To avoid multiple marks for an

X-ray soure observed multiple times by di�er-

ent X-ray missions, only the observation with

the longest exposure time was used. Nearly

40% of the pre-CARMENES target stars were

deteted in the ROSAT survey.

The RASS is a �ux-limited all-sky X-

ray survey with a mean limiting sensitiv-

ity of 7 × 10

−14
ergs/s/m

2
in the 0.3-2.4

keV pass band (plotted as orange line) or-

responding to a mean limiting luminosity of

LX,meanlim ∼ 8.3 × 10

24
d

2
pc ergs/s. Therefore

at larger distanes only intrinsially brighter X-

ray soures an be deteted. Many of those

targets not deteted by RASS an be deteted

by the future eROSITA survey aording to its

predited detetion limit. eROSITA is an X-ray

mission to be launhed in 2014. The primary

aim of eROSITA is to perform an all-sky survey

with unpreedented energy and angular resolu-

tion. In Fig. 4.4, notie that there are dete-

tions below the orange line beause the all-sky

survey was inhomogeneous, i.e., some parts of

the sky were observed longer than others.

In order to see an overview of the X-ray lu-

minosities for the pre-CARMENES sample tar-

gets I show in Fig. 4.5 the estimated X-ray lu-

minosities as a funtion of absolute magnitude

(Mv). Note that the median X-ray luminosity is
dereasing with inreasing absolute magnitude.

Figure 4.5: Plot of the X-ray luminosity vs

absolute magnitude (Mv) for pre-CARMENES

sample stars; red dots denote detetions and

blue dots represents upper limit estimates for

non-detetion.

All the deteted targets with 5 ≤ Mv ≤ 10

have X-ray luminosities exeeding ≈ 1027

ergs/s. For magnitude 10 ≤ Mv ≤ 15 the

X - ray detetions range nearly four orders of

magnitude. Furthermore, the faint stars with

Mv > 15, the luminosities seem to be restrited

to 1028 ergs/s. Here I note that there are no

objets in the upper right orner and the lower

left orner of Fig. 4.5 indiating that the pre-

CARMENES sample list does not ontain su-

per saturated and X-ray dark M dwarfs, respe-

tively.
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Figure 4.6: The distribution of log(LX/Lbol) for the X-ray detetions (red) and the upper limits

for non-detetions (beige). The blak thik line at -4.0 divides our sample into ative and

moderately ative stars.

4.7.2 Coronal ativity distribution

In Fig. 4.6 the distribution of log(LX/Lbol) for

an X-ray detetions and the upper limits for

non-detetions are plotted. Either there is a

detetion/ non-detetion, I lassify all the pre-

CARMENES target stars with log(LX/Lbol)< -

4.0 as low/moderately ative sample. Not sur-

prisingly, the detetions are more ative stars.

Nevertheless, the majority of the deteted stars

have X-ray luminosities lose to the saturation

limit of -3; these an be de�nitely exluded from

the pre-CARMENES sample list.

For about 70% of the sample stars from

the pre-CARMENES input list, the derived up-

per limits do not rule out substantial ativity.

However, some of these upper limit stars may

indeed turn out to be inative. As a next step,

these upper limit stars will be haraterised

based on hromospheri ativity. This informa-

tion will provide e�ient tools to make a good

seletion of the �nal list of targets.

4.7.3 Chromospheri-oronal ativ-

ity indiators

As seen earlier the most relevant hromospheri

ativity indiator is the Hα emission in ase

of M dwarfs. In order to investigate the rela-

tion between oronal and hromospheri ativ-

ity, I analysed the log(LX/Lbol) and Hα equiv-

alent widths of the target sample (plotted in

Fig. 4.7).

As expeted, large values of Hα equivalent

width always orresponds to X-ray emission

near the saturation level (between -3 and -4).

However, even for smaller values of the Hα
equivalent width, high levels of X-ray emission

are enountered.

4.8 Disussion of preliminary

results

The preise determination of properties of stars

is important both to selet the best planet-host

andidates and to derive the properties of the

exoplanets they may host. The objetive of the

work presented in this hapter is to haraterise

the ativity properties of the M dwarf input list

for the CARMENES survey. The haraterisa-

tion of the oronal �uxes was arried out on

sample of stars from pre-CARMENES target

list. Nearly 30% (∼ 300 stars) of the targets are

deteted; for non-detetion (70% of the stars)

an upper-limit X-ray �ux was estimated.

Out of the 300 X-ray soures, nearly
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Figure 4.7: To understand the relation be-

tween hromospheri and oronal ativity,

log(LX/Lbol) and the Hα equivalent width are

plotted. The red irles indiates the detetions

in X-rays and the blue upside-down triangles

indiates the upper-limit sample.

200 stars were found to be ative with

log(LX/Lbol) >-4 whih will be dropped out of

CARMENES sample list. Additionally, ∼250
upper-limit soures were also found to have

log(LX/Lbol) >-4, however, they may turn out

to be inative when deteted. Hene ativ-

ity haraterisation of these poorly known has

an be approahed alternatively by arrying

out a systemati investigation of stellar hro-

mospheri ativity levels from various india-

tors. These hromospheri observations will al-

low the optimisation of the �nal list of potential

of the �nal list of potential planet hosts, whih

is to be observed with next generation spetro-

graph (CARMENES).
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Chapter 5

Flares in low mass stars

In the following hapter, I reprodue a

publiation on Proxima Centauri (Fuhrmeister

et al. 2011), whih have been published in

Astronomy & Astrophysis and a publiation

on AB Doradus A (Lalitha et al. 2013), whih is

submitted for publiation in the same journal.

Both these publiations fous on the ativity

in low mass stars mainly foussing on multi-

wavelength view of �ares.

As eah paper in this hapter lists several

authors, I will provide an overview of my sig-

ni�ant ontribution.

5.1 My ontribution

Proxima Centauri, the member of is the near-

est neighbour to our Solar system with spetral

type dM5e, is a well known example of optial

�are star with substantial X-ray emission even

in quiesent state (Haish et al. 1978). This

makes Proxima Centauri and ideal target to

build an overall piture of the atmosphere from

the hromosphere to the orona.

The publiation reprodued in Set. 5.2

(Fuhrmeister et al. 2011) of this thesis is based

on the observational data obtained by Caroline

Liefke using the XMM-Newton and the UVES

spetrograph at Very Large Telesope (VLT)

simultaneously. Setion 5.2 in this hap-

ter is the result of a ollaborative work.

Birgit Fuhrmeister redued and analysed the

VLT/UVES data (the optial data). I and

Katja Popenhaeger redued and analysed the

X-ray and UV data obtained from the XMM-

Newton observations. Natasha Rudolf anal-

ysed the optial data to investigate the mag-

neti �eld.

I analysed the simultaneous X-ray and op-

tial data overing a large �are and two small

events on the ative M dwarf Proxima Centauri

with regard to the plasma properties in the

orona and the geometry of the �aring stru-

ture. The temperature and density are en-

haned by more than an order of magnitude

ompared to the quiesent orona at the �are

peak, as expeted from other events of similar

strength observed in X-rays.

My main ontribution is the analysis of the

X-ray data to investigate the temporal vari-

ations and the spetral variations assoiated

with �aring ativity. I wrote the orrespond-

ing results in �3 and �4 of the paper and on-

tributed to results and disussion to onnet the

�are in hromosphere and in oronae in �6. All

results were reahed in lose o-operation with

my supervisor Jürgen Shmitt.

The publiation reprodued in Set. 5.3 of

this thesis (Lalitha et al. 2013) are based on the

simultaneous multi-wavelength observations of

AB Dor A obtained by Uwe Wolter, using

the XMM-Newton, the UVES spetrograph at

the Very Large Telesope and the Australia

Telesope Compat Array. AB Dor A is an

ultra-fast rotating late-type star. The obser-

vations were arried out with an intention to

study highly time-resolved orrelations of oro-

nal, hromospheri and photospheri ativity

phenomena. This paper is result of a olletive

work where the major ontribution was pro-

vided by myself and Birgit Fuhrmeister, again

supported by Jürgen Shmitt. I redued and

analysed the X-ray and the UV data that we ob-

tained from observations arried out by XMM-

Newton.

In addition this projet also provided me an

opportunity to explore into the �eld of optial
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spetrosopy. My ontribution to the optial

analysis inlude equivalent width determina-

tion and estimation of the blak-body tempera-

ture during the �are, whih, in-turn was used to

determine the optial �lling fator. This work

helped us to build an overall piture of the at-

mosphere of AB Dor A from the hromosphere

to the orona.

Of ourse, the other o-authors also pro-

vided ontribution to the work, whih I, nev-

ertheless, will not explain in detail here.
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ABSTRACT

Aims. We report simultaneous observations of the nearby flare star Proxima Centauri with VLT/UVES and XMM-Newton over three
nights in March 2009. Our optical and X-ray observations cover the star’s quiescent state, as well as its flaring activity and allow us to
probe the stellar atmospheric conditions from the photosphere into the chromosphere, and then the corona during its different activity
stages.
Methods. Using the X-ray data, we investigate variations in coronal densities and abundances and infer loop properties for an
intermediate-sized flare. The optical data are used to investigate the magnetic field and its possible variability, to construct an emission
line list for the chromosphere, and use certain emission lines to construct physical models of Proxima Centauri’s chromosphere.
Results. We report the discovery of a weak optical forbidden Fe  line at 3388 Å during the more active states of Proxima Centauri.
For the intermediate flare, we find two secondary flare events that may originate in neighbouring loops, and discuss the line asym-
metries observed during this flare in H , He , and Ca  lines. The high time-resolution in the Hα line highlights strong temporal
variations in the observed line asymmetries, which re-appear during a secondary flare event. We also present theoretical modelling
with the stellar atmosphere code PHOENIX to construct flaring chromospheric models.

Key words. stars: activity – stars: magnetic field – stars: chromospheres – stars: coronae – stars: late-type –
stars: individual: Proxima Centauri

1. Introduction

Coronal heating of cool stars is thought to be driven by magnetic
fields generated in the stellar convection zones. For stars from
spectral type F to mid-M, the magnetic field production process
can be modelled with an αΩ dynamo (Parker 1955). However,
stars of spectral type M3 or later are fully convective (Chabrier
& Baraffe 1997; Dorman et al. 1989) and are not expected to un-
dergo the same dynamo process as earlier-type stars (Browning
2008). Other processes such as turbulent or α2 dynamos should
not be as effective as the αΩ dynamo and, indeed, many late M
dwarfs have rather low X-ray luminosities in their states of qui-
escence (Robrade & Schmitt 2005). Nevertheless, the same stars
are capable of producing strong flares of short as well as long du-
rations (Stelzer et al. 2006; Robrade et al. 2010), so there must
be some mechanism to allow violent releases of large amounts
of magnetic energy. Magnetic flux densities are enormous in
mid- to late-M stars, providing firm evidence of an efficient
mechanism to produce and maintain strong magnetic fields (e.g.
Reiners & Basri 2007, 2010). In summary, the magnetic activity
processes in late M dwarfs are not yet thoroughly understood in

⋆ Based on observations collected at the European Southern
Observatory, Paranal, Chile, 082.D-0953A and on observations ob-
tained with XMM-Newton, an ESA science mission with instruments
and contributions directly funded by ESA Member states and NASA.
⋆⋆ Full Table 6 is only available at the CDS via anonymous ftp to
cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via
http://cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/qcat?J/A+A/534/A133

detail. Multi-wavelength observations cover different activity in-
dicators and can therefore help us to reconstruct a picture of the
whole stellar atmosphere. Examples of multi-wavelength obser-
vations can be found in e.g. Osten et al. (2005a), Berger et al.
(2008), Kowalski et al. (2010a), and Fuhrmeister et al. (2008).

The energy released in flares is thought to originate from
the interaction of magnetic fields in the convective zone of the
star and photospheric motions that entangle the magnetic loops
penetrating the stellar surface. The energy release is triggered
by magnetic instabilities that cause the entangled magnetic field
lines to reconnect in the corona leading to heating and particle
acceleration in the reconnection region. Particles are accelerated
downwards into the chromosphere where they collisionally heat
the denser plasma, which in turn expands and evaporates into the
corona. The coronal loop is filled by dense, hot plasma, which
is then observable as a flare in soft X-rays (see e.g. Haisch et al.
1991).

Proxima Centauri, with a distance of only 1.3 pc (van
Leeuwen 2007) the star closest to the Sun, is a magneti-
cally active star of spectral type dM5.5. It has been frequently
observed by various X-ray satellites: Einstein (Haisch et al.
1980), EXOSAT-IUE (Haisch et al. 1983), XTE (Haisch et al.
1998), ROSAT (Voges et al. 1999), ASCA (Haisch et al. 1995),
Chandra (Wargelin & Drake 2002), and XMM-Newton (Güdel
et al. 2004). Its quiescent X-ray luminosity varies in the range
LX ≈ (4−16) × 1026 erg s−1, which is comparable to that of
the Sun despite its 50 times smaller surface area. Over the past
30 years, several X-ray flares of Proxima Centauri have been
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observed, with the most extreme peak luminosities observed in
a 2001 XMM-Newton observation (Güdel et al. 2004), which ex-
ceeded typical quiescent state X-ray fluxes by a factor of ≈100.
Here we present new data for Proxima Centauri’s coronal and
chromospheric properties, together with simultaneous measure-
ments of its large-scale magnetic field strength.

Our paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we describe our
observations obtained with VLT/UVES and XMM-Newton. In
Sect. 3, we compare the timing behaviour of Proxima Centauri in
different wavelength bands. The coronal properties of Proxima
Centauri such as temperatures and elemental abundances are
presented in Sect. 4, while Sect. 5 describes the chromospheric
and transition region properties of the star. Sections 6 and 7 con-
tain a discussion of the presented findings and our conclusions.

2. Observations and data analysis

The multi-wavelength observations reported in this paper were
obtained strictly simultaneously with XMM-Newton and ESO’s
Kueyen telescope equipped with the Ultraviolet-Visual Echelle
Spectrograph (UVES) on 9, 11, and 13 March 2009 (labelled
“night 1”, “night 2” and “night 3” in the following; see also
Table 1). Due to the proximity of Proxima Centauri, interstellar
absorption is negligible for the optical as well as for the X-ray
data.

2.1. Optical UVES data

For our optical observations, the UVES spectrograph was oper-
ated in a dichroic mode leading to a spectral coverage from about
3290 Å to 4500 Å in the blue arm and 6400 Å to 10 080 Å in the
red arm with a small gap from 8190 Å to 8400 Å caused by the
CCD mosaic1. For the red arm, a non-standard setup was used to
ensure coverage of the Hα line. We used exposure times varying
from 1000 to 1800 s for the blue arm and of 90 to 450 s in the red
arm due to variable seeing conditions. In the blue arm, we ob-
tained 24, 17, and 15 useful spectra during the three nights and
in the red arm 215, 168, and 179 useful spectra, respectively. The
typical resolution of our spectra is ∼45 000. The red arm spec-
tra were reduced using the UVES pipeline vers. 4.3.0 (Ballester
et al. 2000)2. The blue arm spectra could not be properly re-
duced with the pipeline software but had to be reduced manually
using the IDL reduction software REDUCE (Piskunov & Valenti
2002) for several reasons. To obtain a simultaneous coverage
with XMM-Newton, the star had to be observed at rather high
airmass starting with a maximum of 2.4. Since the positioning
of the star was accomplished with the red arm, a wider slit had
to be used for the blue spectra, which resulted in an overlap of
the bluest spectral orders. Therefore no dark exposure could be
acquired and the flat-field and science spectra extraction had to
be carried out with a fixed width and without scattered light. To
complicate the spectral reduction even more, quite a number of
spectra are contaminated by solar stray-light (from the Moon),
which is outshone by the star in the red part of the spectrum but
can be clearly recognised in the blue part of the spectrum.

The wavelength calibration in the blue arm was carried out
with thorium-argon spectra with an accuracy of ∼0.04 Å. Since
the weather conditions and especially the seeing varied through-
out the nights, no absolute flux calibration with a standard star

1 A detailed description of the UVES spectrograph is available at
http://www.eso.org/instruments/uves/doc/
2 The UVES pipeline manual can be found at ftp.eso.org/pub/
dfs/pipelines/uves-cpl/uves-pipeline-manual-13.0.pdf

could be performed. To obtain an a posteriori flux calibration, we
used synthetic stellar spectra provided by the stellar atmosphere
program PHOENIX (Hauschildt et al. 1999). We determined the
best-fit stellar model using a grid with Teff varying from 2700 K
to 3400 K in steps of 100 K and log g of 4.5, 5.0, and 5.5 and
found that model to have Teff = 3100 K and log g = 5.5 in good
agreement with the values derived by Demory et al. (2009), who
had derived Teff = 3098 ± 56 K and log g = 5.2 using the VLTI.
For the blue spectra, only data at wavelength redward of 4000 Å
were used for the calibration since at short wavelengths the data
are dominated by chromospheric emission and thus the model
spectra are unreliable. We estimate that our errors in the flux cal-
ibration in the blue band are about a factor of two. A comparison
with a flux-calibrated spectrum of Proxima Centauri acquired by
Cincunegui et al. (2007) and Cincunegui & Mauas (2004) shows
that our fluxes are higher by about a factor of two for the blue
band and by a factor of two to three in the red band. Since these
authors used a standard star and low resolution spectra for their
flux calibration, the main source of error in our calibration seems
to be the model spectrum.

In addition to the spectral data, we obtained a blue and a
red light curve using the UVES exposure-meters, i.e., one blue
and red photometer located in the two arms of the spectrograph.
These data are normally obtained for engineering purposes only
and are not flux calibrated. We note that the flux bands of the
exposure-meters are not identical to the spectral bands, the blue
flux band in particular being “redder” than the blue spectrum.

2.2. X-ray data

Each of our VLT observations was accompanied by three si-
multaneous 30 ks observations conducted with XMM-Newton;
the exact observation times with the ObsIDs being given in
Table 1. On board XMM-Newton, there are three telescopes
focusing X-rays onto three CCD cameras (one PN and two
metal oxide semi-conductor (MOS) cameras with a sensitiv-
ity range of ≈0.2−15 keV), which together form the European
Photon Imaging Camera (EPIC). The X-ray telescopes with
the MOS detectors are also equipped with reflection gratings.
The two RGS (Reflection Grating Spectrometers) provide high-
resolution X-ray spectroscopy (E/∆E ≈ 200–800) in the energy
range of 0.35–2.5 keV capable of resolving individual X-ray
emission lines. The X-ray instruments are accompanied by the
Optical Monitor (OM), an optical/UV telescope that can be used
with different filters for imaging and time-resolved photome-
try. Useful data of Proxima Centauri were obtained with the
OM, EPIC, and RGS detectors, which were all operated simul-
taneously. The PN and MOS detectors were operated with the
medium filter in full frame and large window mode, respectively.
The OM was operated in fast mode with 0.5 s cadence using the
U band filter covering a band pass of 300−390 nm.

All XMM-Newton data were reduced using the standard
XMM-Newton Science Analysis System (SAS) software, ver-
sion 10.0. The EPIC light curves and spectra were obtained us-
ing standard filtering criteria. We adopted an extraction radius
of 15′′ centred on the source; for background subtraction we
used nearby source-free areas. Source counts with energies in
the energy range 0.2–10 keV were considered for the scientific
analysis. For the first two nights, the X-ray observations dis-
played only a low background level. During the third night, short
phases with high background levels were present; these time in-
tervals were excluded from our spectral analysis. The X-ray light
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Table 1. The three XMM-Newton observations of Proxima Centauri in
March 2009.

ObsID Start time Duration (ks) Label

0551120301 2009-03-10 02:23:34 28.7 night 1
0551120201 2009-03-12 02:11:19 30.7 night 2
0551120401 2009-03-14 02:20:45 28.7 night 3

curves are background-subtracted and binned by 100 s unless
stated otherwise.

Spectral analysis was carried out with Xspec V12.5.0
(Arnaud 1996) for the overall fitting processes and CORA (Ness
& Wichmann 2002) for fitting of individual spectral lines. For
the overall analysis in Xspec, we used models with several tem-
perature components assuming the same elemental abundance
for each component. These models are based on a collisionally
ionised optically thin gas calculated with the APEC code (Smith
et al. 2001). Abundances are calculated relative to the solar pho-
tospheric values given by Grevesse & Sauval (1998).

3. Multi-wavelength timing behaviour

In Figs. 1–3, we present the background-subtracted X-ray light
curves (taken with EPIC-PN) and the OM U-band light curve for
our three Proxima Centauri observations, as well as the optical
UVES blue-band flux and several chromospheric line fluxes; the
X-ray light curves are binned in units of 100 s, and data for the
OM in units of 10 s, while the UVES exposure-meter data are
binned in units of 5 s.

3.1. Quiescence and small flares

In the optical (UVES exposure-meter and in the OM), flar-
ing state and quiescent phases can easily be identified even for
smaller flares. For the chromospheric emission line light curves
and the X-ray light curves this is not so easy: the lowest parts
of the X-ray light curve – as seen in Figs. 1–3 – show a typi-
cal count rate of ≈1 cps in the PN detector, comparable to the
low count rate states found in the 2001 observations of Proxima
Centauri (see Güdel et al. 2002). During these time intervals, the
light curves also display some variability, i.e. do not remain con-
stant. To be consistent with other authors, we nevertheless use
the term “quiescence” and define it for our subsequent spectral
analysis as those times with a PN count rate below 1.8 cps.

In addition to the low-level variability seen during quies-
cence, small flares are observed at 3:30 and 6:00 UT in the X-ray
data from night 1 (see Fig. 1). Similarly, in the X-ray data from
night 2 (Fig. 2), which have a slightly higher mean count rate,
there is some low-level variation with small flares at about 4:40,
6:15 and 8:40 UT. Most of these flares are also visible in the OM
light curves, while the UVES exposure-meter does not show sig-
nificant variability. Apart from these small flares, the X-ray light
curves also show some plateau-like structures and slow rises and
decreases not seen in the OM light curve, which displays a con-
stant quiescent level during these times.

Nevertheless, a comparison of the X-ray flux with several
chromospheric line fluxes (see Figs. 1 and 2) shows quite good
agreement, especially for the Hα light curve, which can be stud-
ied with the much higher time-resolution of the red arm spec-
tra. For instance, the first Hα flare in night 1 at about 3:30 UT
can also be identified in the X-ray light curve, although not in
the optical (UVES) light curve. In addition, the flare in night 2
at 6:15 UT is found in X-ray, OM, and in the chromospheric

Fig. 1. Light curves of Proxima Centauri from night 1 as seen in the
fluxes of characteristic chromospheric emission lines (top, note the bet-
ter time binning provided by the Hα line) as well as optical UVES, OM,
and X-ray light curves (bottom).

emission lines, but is much more pronounced in the Ca  H & K
line than in the Balmer lines. This shows that the chromospheric
emission lines can also be affected by small flares, when the
continuum exhibits no changes. Moreover, the chromospheric
emission lines exhibit variability that is not seen in the X-ray
band, thus should be confined to the chromosphere; for instance,
in night 2, during the first two hours, the Hα and other chro-
mospheric emission lines display a flux decline, but the X-ray
level is constant, and in night 1, the chromospheric lines show a
peak at about 7:00 UT that is not noticed in the X-ray or contin-
uum. This behaviour during flares has been found before. Osten
et al. (2005b) found at radio, optical, and X-ray wavelengths for
the flare star EV Lac flares with no counterparts at other wave-
lengths. In addition Hilton et al. (2010) searched for flares in the
SDSS and found 243 flaring spectra of 63 flare stars with only
two having an enhanced continuum. Continuum enhancement
occurs especially for the strongest flares (see e.g. Kowalski et al.
2010a; and Hawley & Fisher 1992).

We also analysed Proxima Centauri’s integrated flux using
PN spectra from the three individual XMM-Newton observations.
The X-ray flux levels did not change significantly for the first and
second exposure, whereas there is a significant change in the X-
ray flux in the third exposure as can be seen in Fig. 4; here the
X-ray flux was determined using the Xspec best-fit spectral mod-
els (see Sect. 4) integrated in the energy range 0.2 to 10.0 keV.
Specifically, the night 1 EPIC PN exposure results in an X-
ray flux of 3.0 × 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1 (Lx = 6.0 × 1026 erg s−1),
the exposure of night 2 corresponds to 3.2 × 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1

(Lx = 6.4 × 1026 erg s−1), and the data from night 3 give
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Fig. 2. As Fig. 1, but for night 2. The two gaps in the UVES light curve
are due to technical problems that led to the loss of the guide star. The
legend is the same as in Fig. 1.

6.3 × 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1 (Lx = 1.2 × 1027 erg s−1). The higher
value for the third night is caused by the strong flare.

During all three nights, the X-ray flux in the quiescent time
intervals is at a level of 2.6 × 10−12 erg cm−2 s−1 (Lx = 4.9 ×
1026 erg s−1). This is comparable to the lower boundary of the
variable quiescent X-ray luminosity 4−16 × 1026 erg s−1 found
by Haisch et al. (1990).

We can calculate the activity level of Proxima Centauri us-
ing the activity indicator logLX/Lbol. With infrared H and K

band magnitudes of mH = 4.835 and mK = 4.384 and using
the bolometric corrections given by Reid et al. (2001), Proxima
Centauri’s bolometric luminosity is 6× 1030 erg s−1, i.e., slightly
less than the Lbol = 6.7 × 1030 erg s−1 found by Frogel et al.
(1972). With an activity indicator of logLX/Lbol = −4 in non-
flaring time intervals, Proxima Centauri is a moderately active
star.

3.2. The large flare

The X-ray light curve from night 3 (Fig. 3) shows a large
flare with a peak X-ray flux of 3.8 × 10−11 erg cm−2 s−1 (Lx =

7.2 × 1027 erg s−1), which is also evident in the OM and optical
data. The optical UVES exposure-meter and OM light curves re-
semble those of a typical solar impulsive flare. The X-ray data
and light curves of chromospheric emission lines show a more
complex behaviour with two broad secondary events peaking at
about 6:45 and 9:10 UT in the X-ray light curve. In the Hα-
emission, we find an even more complicated behaviour with sev-
eral sub-peaks in the decay phase, which are not seen in any of
the other light curves but are roughly associated with the two

Fig. 3. As Fig. 1, but for night 3. The time intervals for the UVES blue
arm spectra are also indicated for further reference. The dashed line in
the OM panel marks the saturation limit that was reached in the flare
peak. The figure legend is the same as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 4. PN spectra from night 1 (bottom/red), night 2 (middle/blue), and
night 3 (top/black).

secondary peaks seen in X-rays. The two secondary peaks can
also be identified in the other Balmer lines and the Ca  H and
K lines despite their lower time resolution. The secondary peaks
are found in neither the optical UVES light curve, nor the OM
light curve. A similar event was described for Proxima Centauri
by Güdel et al. (2002).

The flare rise to the maximum flux took place on a timescale
of ∼500 s. With a 10 s binning for X-ray and optical data, we
found that the optical peak as seen in the OM light curve pre-
cedes the X-ray peak by about two minutes. This can be ex-
plained in terms of the Neupert effect (Neupert 1968) known
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Fig. 5. Illustration of the Neupert effect during the large flare of
Proxima Centauri on night 3. Depicted are the combined EPIC X-ray
light curve in red, its time derivative (smoothed by five bins) in black,
and the optical UVES light curve in green.

to occur in solar and a variety of stellar flares, where the time
integral of emission due to particle acceleration, such as radio
emission or blue continuum emission, resembles the rise of the
flare light curve in soft X-rays. The explanation of this behaviour
is that accelerated particles hit the dense chromosphere and that
chromospheric material is heated and evaporates into the corona,
where it accumulates and provides the emission measure of the
subsequent soft X-ray emission.

This effect is also clearly seen in our data, because the time
derivative of the combined EPIC (MOS1, MOS2 and PN) X-ray
light curve during the flare rise (see Fig. 5) matches the shape of
the optical light curve; we note that we cannot use the OM light
curve for this analysis, since the OM data are saturated during
the flare peak, but we use the light curve that is extracted from
the UVES’s blue-arm photometer.

3.3. Average magnetic field

The average magnetic field B f of Proxima Centauri is measured
using our UVES red arm data by employing a method intro-
duced by Reiners & Basri (2006) utilising an absorption band
of molecular FeH close to 1 µm. We provide a brief overview
of the method here and refer to the paper by Reiners & Basri
(2006) for a more detailed description of the procedure. The FeH
band contains a large number of isolated lines, some of which
are highly sensitive to the Zeeman effect, while others are not.
Since Landé-g factors are unavailable, a direct determination of
the Zeeman effect is difficult, although there have been some at-
tempts to model FeH molecular lines theoretically (see Shulyak
et al. 2010). We measure the magnetic field by comparing ob-
served FeH lines to spectra of stars with known magnetic fields.
These template stars are GJ 1002 (M5.5, no measured magnetic
field) and Gl 873 (M3.5, B f ∼ 3.9 kG, Johns-Krull & Valenti
2000). Before the spectra can be compared, the template spectra
have to be scaled to match the strengths of the FeH absorption to
the strength found in our spectra of Proxima Centauri. They also
have to be adjusted to match in terms of rotational velocity. The
observed spectrum is then modelled as a linear combination of
the template spectra to determine B f , thus it is assumed that the
Zeeman broadening is linear in B f and that the magnetic field
strength is distributed similarly in all stars.

We measured the average magnetic field B f for all three
nights by using a χ2-minimisation to find the best-fit relation for

Fig. 6. Result of the fit for UVES red arm spectrum 5 from night 1 with
B f = 400 G ± 110 G. Black: slope corrected Proxima Centauri data;
red: scaled and broadened spectrum of magnetic reference Gl 873; blue:
scaled and broadened spectrum of non-magnetic reference GJ 1002;
green: best fit; Y : magnetically sensitive lines; N: magnetically insensi-
tive lines; vertical dashed lines border the wavelength regions used for
the fit.

the interpolation between the template stars and the UVES red
arm spectra of Proxima Centauri. The fit was calculated in two
wavelength regions, 9947.3–9961.5 Å and 9970.95–9981.0 Å,
containing 14 absorption lines of FeH with 7 being sensitive and
7 being insensitive to the magnetic field, respectively. A typical
example of our fits is shown in Fig. 6. We compute a formal
1σ uncertainty in B f by searching the range of B f for which
χ

2
< χ

2
min + 1 while varying the four other parameters. This re-

sults in an average uncertainty of ∆B f = 110 G. We note that
it is only the statistical error that we use to compare individual
differential measurements because the magnetically insensitive
lines remain constant; thus they provide an accurate calibration
particularly when intercomparing exposures. In addition to sta-
tistical errors, there are systematic errors and we estimate the
true uncertainty in the absolute measurement of the magnetic
field B f to be of the order of a few hundred gauss. Hence, to
accurately assess any trend in the data the statistical error has to
be considered, while the systematic errors may offset the whole
graph.

There is a relatively strong correlation between the seeing
conditions and the derived values of B f , especially in the sec-
ond and third night with Pearson’s product-moment correlation
coefficients r of rN2 = 0.84 and rN3 = 0.64. This was eliminated
by dividing the B f measurements by a polynomial describing
the general trend of the seeing taken from the ESO archive. The
resulting timing behaviour of B f is shown in Fig. 7. The field
has a mean level of B f = 250 G with a statistical error of 60 G.
Reiners & Basri (2008) also measured the average magnetic field
of Proxima Centauri with the same method using data taken in
April 2004 and found magnetic field values in the range 450 G
< B f < 750 G. This change of ∼350 G over five years might
well be real, but is close to the limits of our uncertainty. Hence,
it is unclear whether this difference is real or a consequence of
the measuring inaccuracy.

As mentioned above, we can use the statistical error in the
χ

2-minimisation to compare individual measurements, because
we are only interested in a differential comparison and not in
the absolute values of B f . For the first and second nights, the
magnetic field is consistent with a constant value within the er-
ror bars. For the third night, there is a dip in the magnetic field
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Fig. 7. Timing behaviour of the average magnetic field B f for the three
observed nights. The onset of the flare in the third night is marked by a
vertical dashed line.

with its minimum roughly at the time of the flare onset (Fig. 7).
In the context of the reconnection model for flares, a weak mag-
netic field at flare onset is what one would expect. However, we
note that the measured fields refer to the photosphere, while the
field annihilation is assumed to take place in the corona. In ad-
dition, the slow decay before the flare event is surprising for a
catastrophic event such as magnetic reconnection, while after the
flare the magnetic field recovers relatively quickly. In summary,
it remains unclear whether there is a physical association of the
magnetic field changes with the flare.

4. Coronal properties of Proxima Centauri

4.1. X-ray spectral analysis

Our X-ray observations of Proxima Centauri can be analysed to
help us derive several time-variable properties of its corona such
as temperatures, abundances, and densities, as we investigate in
this section.

4.1.1. Spectral fits and elemental abundances

To visualise the spectral changes of Proxima Centauri associ-
ated with the large flare, we show the time evolution of the RGS
spectra during night 3 in Fig. 8. The mean spectrum is shown
in the uppermost part of the diagram, while the time evolution
in the form of the light curve is depicted vertically at the right
border. The mean spectrum resembles a typical RGS spectrum
of M-dwarfs with O  Ly α being the strongest line and other
prominent lines originating from Ne , Ne , Fe , O , and
C . As expected, the diagram shows a brightening in the spec-
tral lines with the flare onset. The higher plasma temperatures
during the flare manifest themselves as a relative brightening
of lines formed at higher coronal temperatures than the cooler
spectral lines, for example O  vs. the O  triplet. However,
pronounced changes in the density-sensitive ratio of the O 
forbidden to intercombination line cannot be identified in this
time-resolved plot for the flare and the pre-flare period; they are
only evident in time-integrated measurements for the flaring and
quiescent states (see Sect. 4.1.3).

There is particular interest in studying elemental abun-
dances during a flare. Since flares transport chromospheric ma-
terial into the corona by chromospheric evaporation, coronal
abundance patterns can temporarily change during flares. We

determined the temperatures and abundances relative to solar
values (Grevesse & Sauval 1998) with an iterative procedure of
global Xspec fits to EPIC and RGS spectra with VAPEC plasma
models. In these fits, the abundances and emission measure are
inherently interdependent, hence we made our inferences from
relative changes in the fit parameters for the three observations.
The errors we give for the fitted parameters were calculated with
Xspec’s error command. The program Xspec calculates the con-
fidence intervals for the desired parameter by fixing this parame-
ter at a specific value and varying the other free parameters until
the best fit is reached. New fixed values for the parameter of in-
terest are chosen until the error margins that were requested in
the error command are covered. The errors in these plasma fits
are correlated; in particular for the emission measure and ele-
mental abundances, there is a strong interdependence (see be-
low). Thus, in the calculation of Xspec’s error margins for an
individual parameter, all other non-frozen parameters are also
allowed to vary, yielding effectively larger error margins than if
one (incorrectly) assumes the errors to be uncorrelated.

When fitting the EPIC spectra, we adopted the following
method to obtain the abundances: the abundances of oxygen,
neon, iron, magnesium, and silicon were allowed to vary freely
and independently, but were constrained to be the same among
all the VAPEC temperature components. The abundances of all
other elements were frozen to the solar value because they can-
not be well-constrained with EPIC spectra since they do not have
prominent spectral lines at energies where EPIC has a large ef-
fective area. When fitting EPIC spectra together with RGS spec-
tra, carbon and nitrogen abundances also were allowed to vary.
To determine the number of VAPEC components with different
temperatures, we added new components one by one until the
addition of the next component did not improve the fit signifi-
cantly.

In the following sections we used the RGS spectra with their
much higher wavelength resolution for spectral fitting simul-
taneously to the MOS spectra. We combined the spectra from
the quiescent states of all three nights (for a definition of quies-
cence, see Sect. 3.1) and compared them to the spectra obtained
from the large flare during the third night. To compare these two
states, we defined a fixed temperature grid consisting of the val-
ues 0.14, 0.4, and 1.0 keV (1.6, 4.6, and 11.5 MK). The resulting
best-fit χ2 values of the three-temperature VAPEC models along
with average individual elemental abundances for the quiescent
state and the flaring state are listed in Table 2. The quiescent
state is characterised by dominant plasma components at 0.14
and 0.4 keV. During the flare, there was a pronounced enhance-
ment of the emission measure at 0.4 and 1.0 keV. The emission
measure at low temperatures is more weakly constrained than
for the quiescent state; within the errors, the low-temperature
emission measure is consistent in both fits.

4.1.2. The FIP effect

Similar to the Sun, inactive or low-activity-level stars show a
normal first ionisation potential (FIP) effect where elements
with a low FIP are enhanced in the corona compared to elements
with a high FIP. A reversed pattern – the inverse FIP effect – with
enhanced high-FIP elements and depleted low-FIP elements is
frequently found in stars of higher activity (e.g. Brinkman et al.
2001, Audard et al. 2003). A FIP effect is common among stars
with low activity levels (logLX/Lbol < −4). Owing to the activ-
ity level shown by Proxima Centauri, one would expect to ob-
serve the inverse FIP-effect. In the measurements for the quies-
cent state, the inverse FIP-effect might be observed but owing
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Fig. 8. Time evolution of RGS spectra of Proxima Centauri. Prominent emission lines are labelled in the mean spectrum shown in the upper part
of the graph. In the right panel, the associated light curve can be found.

Fig. 9. Normalised elemental abundances to oxygen abundance relative
to solar photospheric values (Grevesse & Sauval 1998) as a function
of the first ionisation potential (FIP) during quiescence (red) and flare
(black). Dashed line indicates the solar photospheric abundance.

to our measurement errors we cannot make a strong claim here,
which is illustrated in Fig. 9. The actual abundance values can
be found in Table 2. During the flare, the abundances are slightly
higher on average, and the iron and silicon abundances rise in re-
lation to the high-FIP elements. This is in line with the picture
that fresh chromospheric material is evaporated into the corona
during the flare, which causes a change in elemental abundances.
In previous X-ray observations of Proxima Centauri, a similar
abundance distribution was found (Güdel et al. 2004).

To investigate in greater detail the abundance variations, we
created spectra by dividing the flare data into several time in-
tervals with the first four lasting 120 s, followed by three in-
tervals of 180 s, 240 s, and 300 s and the remaining data be-
ing divided into spectral intervals of 600 s each. The first spec-
trum covers the flare rise and the following time intervals cover
the different phases of the decay. These spectra are fitted with

Table 2. Three-temperature fit to the X-ray spectra extracted from
MOS1, MOS2, RGS1, and RGS2 data allowing individual elemental
abundance and emission measure to vary on a fixed temperature grid.
Errors given are 1σ errors.

Parameters Quiescence Large flare

T1 (keV) 0.14

EM1 (1050 cm−3) 0.16+0.02
−0.02

0.17+0.07
−0.07

T2 (keV) 0.4

EM2 (1050 cm−3) 0.35+0.02
−0.02

1.42+0.08
−0.07

T3 (keV) 1.0

EM3 (1050 cm−3) 0.01+0.01
−0.01

1.10+0.03
−0.03

C 0.57+0.04
−0.03

0.66+0.18
−0.12

N 0.79+0.09
−0.07

0.73+0.21
−0.19

O 0.45+0.03
−0.02

0.45+0.03
−0.03

Ne 0.63+0.05
−0.03

0.56+0.04
−0.04

Mg 0.30+0.04
−0.03

0.54+0.05
−0.05

Si 0.32+0.07
−0.07

0.49+0.05
−0.05

Fe 0.32+0.02
−0.02

0.44+0.02
−0.02

red. χ2 1.96 1.877
D.O.F. 784 561
log LX (0.2–10 keV) 26.70 27.50

combinations of APEC models, using two temperature compo-
nents and assuming fixed elemental abundances for the flare
plasma but leaving the iron abundance as a free parameter. To
obtain the plasma properties, we use the total emission measure
EM, i.e. the sum of the emission measures of each temperature
component

EM =

∑

i

EMi
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Table 3. Model parameters for the flare spectra with variable Fe abundances.

Spect. KT1 EM1 KT2 EM2 Fe Red. χ2 d.o.f T EM

No. [keV] [1050 cm−3] [keV] [1050 cm−3] MK [1050 cm−3]

1 0.75+0.05
−0.06

2.38+0.91
−0.63

1.90+0.28
−0.26

4.90 +0.58
−0.72

0.58+0.15
−0.12

1.15 119 17.71+1.65
−1.95

7.28+1.49
−1.36

2 0.69+0.07
−0.09

3.23+1.12
−0.85

1.58+0.19
−0.17

6.39+0.81
−0.98

0.38+0.12
−0.07

1.10 148 14.88+1.44
−1.61

9.62+1.93
−1.83

3 0.61+0.03
−0.03

2.85+0.53
−0.44

1.60+0.11
−0.12

4.98+0.40
−0.42

0.54+0.11
−0.09

1.19 159 14.40+0.82
−0.91

7.83+0.94
−0.86

4 0.63+0.03
−0.09

3.61+1.47
−1.87

1.26+0.27
−0.15

2.85+1.71
−0.92

0.35+0.11
−0.09

0.95 93 10.60+1.89
−1.32

6.47+3.19
−2.80

5 0.58+0.07
−0.12

2.41+0.59
−0.54

1.22+0.48
−0.24

1.91+0.48
−0.62

0.33+0.07
−0.06

1.07 113 10.05+2.95
−2.17

4.32+1.07
−1.16

6 0.46+0.13
−0.10

1.80+0.75
−0.36

0.97+0.14
−0.13

1.71+0.38
−0.75

0.24+0.11
−0.07

0.92 96 8.26+1.57
−1.41

3.52+1.13
−1.12

7 0.38+0.09
−0.06

1.16+0.17
−0.18

1.06+0.11
−0.07

1.67+0.22
−0.11

0.37+0.20
−0.10

1.20 106 9.11+1.20
−0.75

2.84+0.40
−0.30

8 0.79+0.02
−0.03

2.72+0.34
−0.46

1.58+0.89
−0.46

0.79+0.45
−0.39

0.21+0.05
−0.03

1.00 135 11.28+6.05
−2.69

3.52+0.79
−0.85

9 0.64+0.02
−0.03

1.71+0.43
−0.44

1.01+0.12
−0.14

1.82+0.38
−0.35

0.26+0.04
−0.03

1.03 229 9.64+0.82
−0.97

3.53+0.82
−0.79

10 0.62+0.02
−0.12

2.86+0.39
−0.33

1.22+0.42
−0.27

0.92+0.28
−0.32

0.30+0.03
−0.03

1.03 222 8.88+2.27
−2.32

3.78+0.67
−0.65

11 0.46+0.03
−0.09

1.88+0.74
−0.69

0.76+0.13
−0.06

2.00+0.72
−0.87

0.27+0.05
−0.03

1.00 217 7.17+1.22
−0.91

3.89+1.47
−1.57

12 0.31+0.03
−0.04

1.52+0.29
−0.32

0.72+0.05
−0.04

1.72+0.34
−0.29

0.36+0.07
−0.06

0.92 193 6.21+0.52
−0.51

3.24+0.64
−0.62

13 0.24+0.05
−0.03

1.25+0.45
−0.34

0.64+0.05
−0.03

1.70+0.35
−0.37

0.38+0.07
−0.05

0.81 184 5.53+0.62
−0.43

2.95+0.80
−0.72

14 0.25+0.05
−0.04

1.04+0.50
−0.35

0.59+0.06
−0.03

1.42+0.38
−0.46

0.38+0.09
−0.07

0.97 162 5.23+0.73
−0.47

2.47+0.89
−0.82

15 0.22+0.03
−0.05

0.88+0.29
−0.40

0.57+0.04
−0.07

1.36+0.54
−0.29

0.34+0.08
−0.07

1.14 142 5.05+0.46
−0.74

2.25+0.83
−0.70

16 0.26+0.03
−0.01

1.67+0.12
−0.12

1.78+0.15
−0.09

0.40+0.20
−0.14

0.35+0.21
−0.17

0.75 134 4.28+1.30
−0.69

2.08+0.32
−0.27

17 0.24+0.01
−0.01

1.31+0.10
−0.11

0.78+0.19
−0.28

0.25+0.44
−0.09

0.37+0.05
−0.03

1.11 103 3.82+1.83
−1.61

1.57+0.55
−0.21

18 0.24+0.02
−0.02

1.15+0.14
−0.09

0.70+0.13
−0.09

0.25+0.11
−0.14

0.36+0.37
−0.17

1.02 91 3.78+0.83
−0.78

1.40+0.25
−0.24

19 0.31+0.09
−0.04

1.15+0.29
−0.30

0.68+0.35
−0.22

0.21+0.26
−0.19

0.29+0.07
−0.07

0.95 74 4.29+2.54
−1.39

1.37+0.56
−0.50

20 0.22+0.02
−0.02

0.79+0.08
−0.09

0.69+0.14
−0.09

0.15+0.09
−0.06

0.20+0.07
−0.11

1.24 62 3.48+1.01
−0.61

0.95+0.18
−0.16

21 0.13+0.03
−0.01

0.72+0.23
−0.19

0.47+0.14
−0.06

0.54+0.19
−0.30

0.24+0.05
−0.08

0.98 60 3.25+0.97
−0.54

1.26+0.43
−0.50

22 0.23+0.02
−0.03

0.70+0.19
−0.13

0.76+0.10
−0.10

0.45+0.15
−0.13

0.32+0.16
−0.12

1.03 77 5.14+0.73
−0.84

1.15+0.34
−0.26

23 0.40+0.08
−0.06

1.05+0.21
−0.13

0.91+0.07
−0.11

1.00+0.25
−0.17

0.33+0.08
−0.05

1.09 135 7.57+0.94
−1.05

2.05+0.46
−0.31

24 0.26+0.07
−0.04

0.76+0.31
−0.23

0.72+0.08
−0.05

1.22+0.25
−0.28

0.27+0.08
−0.06

0.84 129 6.38+0.90
−0.59

1.98+0.57
−0.52

25 0.19+0.03
−0.03

0.66+0.13
−0.14

0.63+0.04
−0.04

0.90+0.19
−0.17

0.32+0.09
−0.07

1.14 105 5.16+0.48
−0.44

1.56+0.32
−0.31

26 0.29+0.06
−0.05

0.94+0.22
−0.22

0.78+0.11
−0.14

0.38+0.21
−0.11

0.32+0.28
−0.15

1.22 85 5.09+1.02
−1.00

1.33+0.44
−0.34

27 0.26+0.06
−0.03

0.72+0.17
−0.18

0.68+0.12
−0.10

0.32+0.18
−0.10

0.32+0.18
−0.11

1.02 69 4.56+1.09
−0.72

1.04+0.36
−0.29

28 0.23+0.02
−0.11

0.65+0.09
−0.16

0.78+0.11
−0.16

0.25+0.21
−0.08

0.25+0.11
−0.20

1.14 66 4.49+1.03
−1.53

0.91+0.31
−0.25

and the flare temperature T is defined as an emission-measure
weighted sum of the temperatures from each flare component

T =

∑

i

Ti × EMi

EM
·

We infer that the iron abundance increases from a level of
0.30 ± 0.03 directly before the onset of the flare to a maximum
value of 0.58+0.15

−0.12
, when the flare peak is reached (see Table 3).

As oxygen is another element that produces very strong emission
lines in our X-ray spectra, we also investigated possible oxy-
gen abundance changes during the flare in the same fashion, but
found no evidence of a similar timing behaviour. This indicates
that fresh plasma material is evaporated from the photosphere
and chromosphere that has a different composition with a higher
iron abundance than the quiescent coronal plasma. This scenario

fits very well with the measured Hα asymmetries that indicate
movements from the chromosphere in the direction of the corona
(see Sect. 5.2). As can be seen from line shift measurements in
Table 9, material is evaporated with a velocity of 44.3 km s−1

in the spectrum lasting from 6:12 to 6:14 UT. If one makes a
conservative estimate that the material is accelerated only at the
end of the exposure time, it can travel for about 90 seconds or
about 4000 km before the measurement No. 1 of Table 3 starts
(6:16:00 UT), which would place the material within the corona.
For the second measurement of Hα blue-shifts, the situation is
not as clear because the blue-shifts persist for a longer time over-
lapping with measurement No. 3 (starting at 6:20:00 UT) of
higher coronal iron abundance. If most of the material is evap-
orated at the beginning of the blue-shift, the material moves for
about 210 s or about 2200 km before the X-ray measurement
No. 3 starts, again putting the material into the corona.
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Table 4. X-ray counts in the O  triplet during quiescence (total in-
tegration time of 49 ks) and during the flare (total integration time of
7 ks).

Line Counts (quiescence) Counts (flare)

resonance (21.6 Å) 225 ± 17 96 ± 12
intercombination (21.8 Å) 60 ± 11 39 ± 8
forbidden (22.1 Å) 130 ± 13 48 ± 8

4.1.3. Coronal densities

Electron densities can be inferred from line triplets of He-like
ions. The RGS energy range contains density-sensitive He-
like triplets of N , O , Ne , Mg , and Si . These
He-like triplets show in increasing order of wavelength a res-
onance (r), intercombination (i), and a forbidden line ( f ). If the
electron collision rate is sufficiently high, ions in the upper level
of the forbidden transition, 1s2s3S1, do not return to the ground
level, 1s21S0, but the ions are instead collisionally excited to the
upper level of the intercombination transitions, 1s2p3P1,2, from
where they decay radiatively to the ground state. Thus, the ra-
tio of the f to i fluxes is sensitive to density (Gabriel & Jordan
1969).

The He-like triplet of O  is strong enough in our obser-
vations to be used to obtain characteristic electron densities in
the source region. We estimate the coronal plasma densities us-
ing the density-sensitive ratio of the forbidden to intercombi-
nation line of the O  triplet in the quiescent and the flaring
state. The measured f /i flux ratios are 2.17± 0.61 in quiescence
and 1.23 ± 0.46 during the flare in the third night (see Fig. 10,
Table 4). The errors in these line ratios are rather large and are
caused by the weak intercombination line. Formally, the errors
overlap, hence one could argue that the change in density is in-
significant. However, the ratio ( f + i)/r is practically constant
during quiescence (0.84± 0.17) and the flare (0.90± 0.28). This
indicates that physically X-ray photons are only shifted from the
forbidden to the intercombination line at high densities. Hence,
the constant ( f + i)/r ratio suggests that the change in the f /i
ratio is actually density-related and makes it less probable that it
is a statistical fluctuation.

To convert the measured f /i ratios into coronal plasma den-
sities, we approximated the flux ratio by f /i = Ro/(1 + ne/Nc),
where Ro is the low density limit and Nc is the critical density.
We adopted the values from Pradhan & Shull (1981) of 3.95 and
3.1 × 1010 cm−3, respectively. We find electron densities of ne =

2.5±0.7×1010 cm−3 in quiescence and ne = 6.9±2.6×1010 cm−3

during the third-night flaring period. This suggests an increase in
plasma density during the flare, as one expects from the standard
flare model.

4.2. Interpretation: loop properties

Emission measure – temperature (EM-T ) diagrams are useful
for estimating physical quantities that are not directly observ-
able. Since there is no direct information about the morphol-
ogy of the involved coronal structures, we estimate the size of
the spatially unresolved stellar coronal flaring region from the
light curve, time-resolved temperature (T ), and emission mea-
sure (EM) values obtained during the decay of the flaring loop.
The decay time of an X-ray flare is directly related to the length
of the flaring loop. However, if there is a significant amount of
heating present during the decay of the flare, it can prolong the
decay and lead to an overestimated loop length. We assumed

Fig. 10. Density-sensitive line triplet of O  (resonance, intercombi-
nation, and forbidden line for increasing wavelength). The upper panel
shows the best fit to cumulated RGS1 data during quiescence, while the
lower panel shows the RGS1 triplet data during the large flare.

that the flare occurs inside a single coronal loop with a constant
cross-section that is anchored in the photosphere. The plasma
is confined to the loop, and the decay begins after the loop has
reached a quasi-steady state, where the energy and plasma flow
are negligible. According to this assumption, the decay time
of the X-ray emission roughly scales with the plasma cooling
time, which in turn scales with the length of the loop struc-
ture. Therefore, the longer the decay takes, the larger the loop
structure becomes. Serio et al. (1991) derived a thermodynamic
timescale for pure cooling of flaring plasma confined to a sin-
gle flaring coronal loop. Reale et al. (1997) derived an empirical
formula to determine the loop length considering the effect of
sustained heating during the flare decay that uses the trajectory
of the flare in the EM-T diagram, viz.

L =
τLC
√

T0

αF(ζ)
or L9 =

τLC
√

T0,7

120F(ζ)
ζmin < ζ ≤ ζmax,

where τLC is the decay time derived from the light curve and
α = 3.7 × 10−4 cm−1 s K1/2. The observed maximum temper-
ature must be corrected to T0(T − 0, 7) = ξT ηobs (in units of
107 K), where Tobs is the maximum best-fit temperature derived
from spectral fitting to the data. The unit-less correction factor
is F(ζ) = ca

ζ−ζa
+ qa, where ζ is the slope of EM-T diagram. The

coefficients ξ, η, ca, ζa, and qa depend on the energy response
of the instrument. According to Reale (2007), for XMM/EPIC
the values are ξ = 0.13, η = 1.16, ca = 0.51, ζa = 0.35, and
qa = 1.35.

We show the EM-T diagram of the flare on Proxima Centauri
including the two secondary flares in Fig. 11. For the part of the
flare evolution before the secondary events, the slope measured
from the logT – 0.5logEM diagram in Fig. 11 is ζ = 1.07±0.29.
Given Tpeak[MK] = 33.26+7.73

−11.93, we determined the loop half
length to be L = 8.55+3.81

−2.86 × 109 cm. Assuming that the volume
V ∝ L3, we computed the volume of the flaring region Vflare ≈
6.25+2.12

−0.35 × 1029 cm3. We also computed the loop-footpoint area
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Fig. 11. Flare evolution in density-temperature. The green line repre-
sents the evolution of flare decay (black) and secondary events (blue
and red).

V/2L and an area filling-factor of the flare of three percent. We
also note that in addition to this flare decay, there are two other
secondary events. From the EM-T diagram for these events, the
slopes measured from these secondary events are similar to the
slope obtained for the first flare event. Thus, the derived loop
lengths are of the same order of magnitude within the errors.

4.3. Optical Fe  emission

We also investigated the Fe  forbidden coronal line at
3388.1 Å in our spectra of Proxima Centauri. The stellar spec-
trum had previously been searched for this line but no clear con-
clusion had been drawn (Fuhrmeister et al. 2004). In the new
UVES data, there is indeed evidence of the forbidden line dur-
ing and after flare activity for the first and the third night.

To isolate the forbidden coronal line emission at 3388.1 Å,
we averaged at least three normalised spectra for the quiescent
state, the flare state, and after-flare state. To emphasise the chro-
mospheric and coronal changes between the averaged spectra,
we subtracted the quiescent state from the flaring state and the
post-flare state (and for testing purposes also from different qui-
escent states of the same night). These difference spectra of the
different quiescent states usually contain only noise as expected.
However, the differences between the spectra of flare states and
quiescent states in the first and third nights show a weak broad
excess at the position of the Fe  line beginning at about UT
6:00 for the first night. This line persists for the post-flare state.
In the third night, the line can also be found directly before the
large flare starting at UT 4:40, while no evidence of Fe  emis-
sion could be found for the second night. An example of the line
can be found in Fig. 12, the fit parameters obtained with CORA
can be found in Table 5. The derived fluxes have an error of about
a factor of two because of the uncertainties in the flux calibra-
tion. For the first night, we used the spectra No. 3–7 as quiescent
state, for the second night the spectra No. 4–6, and for the third
night the spectra No. 1–5. The half width σ of the line is much
larger than the typical measured half width of the chromospheric
lines of 0.04 Å (see Table 6). Interpreting the line width as pure
thermal Doppler broadening, we expect a half width of 0.04 Å,
for a typical chromospheric temperature of about 10 000 K and
a half width of about 0.17 Å for the coronal Fe  line with
a peak formation temperature of about 1.6 MK. The measured
half widths are larger for the forbidden Fe  line suggesting

Fig. 12. Example of the fit to the averaged difference spectrum of the
first night for the after-flare state at the end of the night for the Fe 
line. The broad Gaussian is the line best fit obtained with CORA.

Table 5. Fit parameters of the Fe  line.

Averaged Central wavelength Half width Line fluxa

spectra No. [Å] [Å] [erg s−1 cm−2]
1st night
13–17 3388.02 ± 1.32 0.25 ± 0.02 6.6 × 10−15

18–22 3388.07 ± 1.32 0.22 ± 0.02 6.6 × 10−15

23–26 3388.10 ± 1.32 0.25 ± 0.02 7.2 × 10−15

3rd night
6–8 3388.13 ± 1.32 0.27 ± 0.03 1.0 × 10−14

9–11 3388.16 ± 1.32 0.20 ± 0.01 1.5 × 10−14

12–15 3388.15 ± 1.32 0.36 ± 0.03 1.7 × 10−14

Notes. (a) Flux errors are about a factor of two.

that there are additional line-broadening mechanisms; however,
it must be kept in mind that the measurement of the line width is
sensitive to the determination of the background, thus the given
(formal) errors are probably underestimates.

The order of magnitude of the derived Fe  flux is consis-
tent with our estimate derived from Proxima Centauri’s coro-
nal X-ray spectrum during the flare. The O  triplet is formed
at a similar temperature as Fe  (log T = 6.3 and 6.2, re-
spectively). We calculate the flux in the O  triplet during the
flare from a CORA fit to the RGS1 spectrum to be FOvii =

4.32×10−13 erg s−1 cm−2. The coronal abundance ratio of iron to
oxygen is 0.67 during the flare (see Table 2), and from CHIANTI
we calculate the ratio of the line emissivities of Fe  to the
O  triplet to be of the order of 0.25 in the temperature range
log T = 6.2−6.3. From this, we derive an order-of-magnitude es-
timate of FFe xiii ≈ 10−15 erg s−1 cm−2, which is a little bit lower
but given the uncertainties compatible with the flux computed
from the optical spectra in Table 5.

The observation of the Fe  line during the larger flare in
the third night seems to be counter-intuitive at first glance, since
a flare should heat the corona and Fe  has its peak ionisation
equilibrium at T = 1.6 MK. However, during the flare the emis-
sion measure for the low temperature component at 1.6 MK is
slightly higher than for quiecent state (or, given the errors, com-
parable to the emission measure during quiescence) and the iron
abundance is similary higher, which is consistent with the forbid-
den Fe  line being seen during the flare. Moreover, for another
M5.5 star, LHS 2076, the line was also observed only during a
flare (Fuhrmeister et al. 2004).
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5. Chromospheric and transition region properties

of Proxima Centauri

5.1. Identification of chromospheric emission lines

For the flare spectrum No. 9 in the blue arm and No. 76 in the
red arm, respectively, we produced an emission line list contain-
ing 474 chromospheric emission lines, out of which 21 are from
the red arm. In the blue arm, we analysed the flare spectrum di-
rectly, while in the red arm we subtracted the quiescent spectrum
No. 74. The main part of spectrum No. 9 and spectrum No. 7 can
be found in Fig. 13.

To access the line parameters, we fitted the background, cen-
tral wavelength, half width σ, and line flux as free parameters
using a Gaussian profile for every manually indicated emission
line in a certain wavelength range. We typically chose 10 Å as
the wavelength range size for the fitting process, since the back-
ground variations for such a short wavelength interval are negli-
gible. The line fit parameters including a (possible) identification
can be found in Table 6. We only show a few rows of the Table 6
in this paper as an example, while the whole table is provided
only in electronic form.

The flux measurements given in the line catalogue may be
affected by rather large errors mainly for the following rea-
sons. First, the description with a Gaussian may give a poor
fit quality if the lines have broad wings (and should be fit-
ted with a Lorentzian/Voigt). Second, the background/quasi-
continuum may be ill-defined. This is true for emission lines
in a broader emission line wing, but also for emission cores
of absorption lines and a variable background. Moreover, nine
Balmer/Paschen and other lines could not be fitted at all because
they are too broad or have an ill-defined background level (but
the lines are clearly there). The absolute flux level is also esti-
mated to have rather large errors as discussed in Sect. 2.1.

For the line identification, we generally used the catalogue
of (Moore 1972). A few lines were identified using the NIST
database3. For the identifications from the Moore catalogue, the
multiplet is also given in Table 6. The spectra were first shifted
to the rest wavelength for the identification process which should
enable us to identify systematic line shifts caused by the flare.

Three lines could not be identified with any known line.
Another 98 lines have only possible identifications for the fol-
lowing reasons: (1) the line was not found in the Moore cata-
logue, (2) the wavelength shift to the possible laboratory wave-
length is large, (3) the line is blended severely with other lines,
and (4) (most often) the line is the only one out of the multi-
plet. Since we excluded doubtful features from our line list, the
list cannot be claimed to be complete, especially for weak lines.
The identified lines belong in total to 32 different ions. The num-
ber of lines found for the individual ions is shown in Table 7.
Statistically, all lines are blue-shifted by 0.01 Å.

We found Balmer lines up to number 19 during as well as
outside the flare. The lines are only stronger during the flare.
This indicates that the densities during the flare are not high
enough to cause any Stark broadening of the lines, which would
lead to the merging of higher order Balmer lines (Švestka 1972).
This agrees well with the electron densities measured using the
X-ray data (see Sect. 4.1.3), which have at most doubled during
the flare compared to quiescence.

We compare the line list to that of the large flare on CN Leo
(Fuhrmeister et al. 2008), which consists of 1143 chromospheric
emission lines. The two catalogues overlap in the wavelength

3 Available online under
http://physics.nist.gov/PhysRefData/ASD/index.html

region from 3280 to 3850 Å. In this range, we compared the
proportion of lines found in the CN Leo flare to those found in
this event. While for Fe , Ti , Mn , Ni , and Cr , the proportion
of lines found in the CN Leo flare compared to the lines found in
the Proxima Centauri flare is (partially much) larger than 2, for
the single ionised species of the same elements the proportion
is 1–1.5. Moreover, nineteen lines in our present catalogue are
not found in the CN Leo flare. These are 4 He  lines, 2 Fe ,
6 Fe , 2 Zr  lines, 2 Co , 1 V , 1 Ti , and 1 H . This seems
to indicate that the flare energy is deposited very effectively in
the higher chromosphere/lower transition region, where helium
and Balmer lines are formed, and also the lines of singly ionised
metals should be formed.

5.2. Line asymmetries

During the flare, line asymmetries are found in both the blue
and the red spectra. The Balmer lines, He , and Ca  K show
additional flux in the red wing. In the blue arm, we investi-
gated the Balmer lines Hγ, Hδ, and the Balmer lines at 3889 Å
and 3835 Å. We refrained from fitting Hǫ because of the heavy
blending with the Ca  H line. We also failed to fit the higher
Balmer lines because of the extreme width of these lines during
the flare, the blending with multiple metal lines, and the low line
amplitudes of the very highest Balmer lines. Unfortunately, all
He  lines in the blue arm are weak or blended and decay very
fast, so that in the spectrum No. 10 after the flare peak spectrum
No. 9, the helium lines have almost vanished. The Ca  K line
being an unblended strong metal line shows a clear red wing
asymmetry. No other metal lines have clear asymmetries. In the
red arm, we find an asymmetry for the He  line at 6678 Å in the
flare peak spectrum No. 76, while in spectrum No. 77, the line
has already faded too much to display any asymmetry. The other
three helium lines in the red arm spectrum are either too weak
or too complicated in their structure (blend with another helium
line) to show unambiguous asymmetries. Hence, the only line
for which we could study the asymmetries with higher time res-
olution of the red arm spectra is Hα. This line shows indeed that
the asymmetries have a strong time dependence that cannot be
studied with the time resolution of the blue arm spectra. We fit-
ted the line asymmetries with two Gaussians: one for the main
(narrow) line component and one for the (broad) wing compo-
nent. For all fits, we subtracted the quiescent spectrum directly
before the flare. The shifts between the broad and the narrow
Gaussian are listed in Table 8 for various lines and for the Hα
line with higher time resolution in Table 9. Although the formal
errors found in the fitting process for the line shifts are small, we
assume a ten percent error for all the line shifts.

The high time resolution of Hα clearly shows that the asym-
metries are a dynamical phenomenon as can be seen in Fig. 14.
The asymmetries for the first secondary flare can be identified
in the time map itself (elapsed time is about 1.3 h). In addi-
tion, it can be seen in the top panel of Fig. 14, where the yel-
low shaded spectrum shows the most prominent asymmetry in
the wing. The third peak in this light curve also shows broad
wings in the Hα spectra, which are, however, weaker, thus could
not be fitted. Starting with spectrum No. 149 (08:52:10 UT) and
No. 150 with a blue asymmetry, the asymmetry turns to the red
side in spectrum No. 152 and 153 (09:00:48 UT). These asym-
metries can also be noted in the time map (elapsed time about
3.2 h in Fig. 14). While in the blue spectra there are only red
asymmetries, in Hα there are also blue ones. Indeed for the en-
tire integration time of the blue spectrum No. 9, there are mostly
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Fig. 13. Main part of the UVES blue flare (black) and quiescent (red/grey) spectrum. Several major chromospheric emission lines are identified
in the plot.

Table 6. Ten rows of the line catalogue.

Central wavelength Half width Fluxa Catalogued wavelength Ion Multiplet Id flag Comment
[Å] [Å] [erg s−1 cm−2] [Å]

3495.35 0.06 8.70 × 10−15 3495.285 Fe  238 2 blend 3495.370 CrII 2
3495.82 0.04 1.25 × 10−14 3495.831 Mn  3 0
3496.80 0.03 1.01 × 10−14 3496.814 Mn  3 0
3497.09 0.04 3.93 × 10−15 3497.115 Fe  78 2 em
3497.51 0.03 7.56 × 10−15 3497.536 Mn  3 0 em
3497.83 0.03 1.21 × 10−14 3497.843 Fe  6 0 em
3500.33 0.04 8.34 × 10−15 3500.340 Ti  6 0
3500.87 3500.852 Ni  6 0 em, line not fitable
3503.46 0.05 7.53 × 10−15 3503.474 Fe  4 0
3504.89 0.02 1.23 × 10−15 3504.890 Ti  88 0

Notes. The whole table is accessible electronically at the CDS. (a) As discussed in Sect. 2.1, the absolute errors for the given fluxes are about a
factor of two.

Table 7. Chromospheric emission line identifications.

Ion No. lines1 Ion No. lines1

H  19(19) Mg  10(6)
He  14(6) K  1(0)
Li  1(0) Ca  1(0)
Sc  7(4) Ca  7(7)
Ti  3(0) C  5(4)
Ti  58(53) O  3(3)
V  2(0) Ne  1(0)
Cr  9(7) Ne  1(0)
Cr  30(26) Al  2(2)
Mn  4(3) Si  2(0)
Mn  9(8) Si  4(3)
Fe  182(148) Cl  1(0)
Fe  45(35) Ce  1(0)
Co  5(2) Sr  2(2)
Ni  31(28) Zr  3(2)
Ni  5(5) Y  2(0)

Notes. (1) In brackets we indicate the number of secure identifications.

blue-shifts for Hα; only for red spectrum No. 76 correspond-
ing to the first few minutes exposure time of spectrum No. 9
there is a red shift (the spectrum No. 9 corresponds to elapsed
time from 0.4 to 0.7 h in Fig. 14). Since the amplitude decays
exponentially, the conditions at the beginning of the spectrum
should dominate the spectrum. Therefore, blue spectrum No. 9
and spectrum No. 76 yield similar red shifts. After red spectrum

Table 8. Line shifts of the broad line component for diverse lines from
the flare-only spectra.

Line Velocity Velocity Velocity
[km s−1] [km s−1] [km s−1]

spec. No. 8(75) spec. No. 9(76) spec. No. 10(77)
05:47:14 06:14:39 06:45:12

Hγ (4340 Å) – 4.8 12.4
Hδ (4101 Å) 3.9 4.9 10.2
H  3889 Å – fit ambiguous 13.1
H  3835 Å 2.1 fit ambiguous 9.4
Ca  K – 5.1 21.4
He  6678 Å – 6.0 –

No. 80 (corresponding to an elapsed time of about 0.6 h), the
asymmetries and large wings disappear – but re-appear in red
spectrumNo. 97–102 (corresponding to an elapsed time of about
1.1 to 1.3 h in Fig. 14). This agrees with the red wing asymme-
tries in blue spectrum No. 10, although the asymmetry in the red
arm is invisible for the whole integration time of this spectrum.
That the time scales on which the asymmetries evolve can be
very short can be seen in red spectrum No. 75 and blue spectrum
No. 8. While the red spectrum shows a clear blue-shift, in the
blue spectrum the lines either cannot be fitted or show no real
line shifts, but do display broad wings (see Tables 8, 9).

We interpret all these line shifts as manifestations of mass
motions in the chromosphere as e.g. Fuhrmeister et al. (2008).
The high velocity blue-shift at the flare onset corresponds to
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Fig. 14. The Hα line variations in time with the quiescence spectrum No. 74 subtracted. The top panel shows three individual spectra as marked
by the horizontal dashed lines in the time map below. On the right hand panel, we show the light curve of the integrated flux of the quiescence
subtracted spectrum for the shown wavelength region. The time is measured in elapsed time since 5:50 UT.

Table 9. Line shifts of the broad line component for the Hα line from
the flare-only spectra.

Spectrum Start time Velocity Spectrum Start time Velocity

No. (UT) [km s−1] No. (UT) [km s−1]

75 06:12:16 –44.3 97 06:59:50 8.7
76 06:14:29 5.3 98 07:02:00 13.7
77 06:16:37 –10.5 99 07:04:09 13.7
78 06:18:48 –9.6 100 07:06:19 33.7
79 06:20:57 –5.9 101 07:08:28 32.9
80 06:23:06 1.4 102 07:10:37 3.7

evaporation of chromospheric material, while during the decay
phase raining down as well as rising material can be found.

5.3. Theoretical modelling of the flare with PHOENIX

We modelled the flare spectra with theoretical PHOENIX chro-
mospheric flare spectra. These spectra were originally computed
to fit the mega-flare on CN Leo (Fuhrmeister et al. 2010). The
stars CN Leo and Proxima Centauri have similar photospheric
properties. While for Proxima Centauri, Teff is about 3100 K,
for CN Leo a Teff of 2900 K was used for the underlying pho-
tosphere in the model calculation. Short & Doyle (1998) studied
the influence of the underlying photosphere on a quiescent chro-
mospheric model and found that a difference of 200 K in Teff

leads to uncertainties in the parameters of the column mass at
the onset of the transition region as well as the column mass of
the temperature minimum of about 0.3 dex. The finest step in our
flaring model grid is 0.2 dex. Since we use a photosphere with
a lower Teff than is realistic, we should infer a too high column
mass for the onset of the transition region and the temperature
minimum. Details about the model construction can be found
in Fuhrmeister et al. (2010). In this paper, we constructed the
flaring model as a linear combination of a quiescent spectrum
observed directly before the flare and a flaring model spectrum.

Table 10. Mean best-fit flare model parameters in time.

Spec. Tchrom log log grad TR Filling

no. [K] cmassTchrom cmassTmin factor

76 8400 ± 300 –2.5 ± 0.2 –0.3 ± 0.2 11.0 ± 0.1 2.0 ± 0.5

77 8400 ± 200 –2.5 ± 0.1 –0.3 ± 0.2 11.1 ± 0.3 2.0 ± 0.1

78 8300 ± 200 –2.7 ± 0.3 –0.4 ± 0.0 11.1 ± 0.3 2.0 ± 0.1

80 8200 ± 300 –2.7 ± 0.3 –0.4 ± 0.2 11.1 ± 0.3 2.0 ± 0.1

82 8300 ± 300 –2.9 ± 0.2 –0.9 ± 0.3 11.0 ± 0.4 4.0 ± 0.1

95 8000 ± 100 –3.0 ± 0.1 –1.1 ± 0.3 11.0 ± 0.4 6.0 ± 1.0

96 8400 ± 300 –2.6 ± 0.3 –0.2 ± 0.2 11.0 ± 0.1 2.0 ± 0.8

97 8400 ± 300 –2.5 ± 0.2 –0.3 ± 0.2 11.0 ± 0.1 1.5 ± 0.4

98 8400 ± 300 –2.7 ± 0.2 –0.3 ± 0.2 11.1 ± 0.3 1.5 ± 0.4

99 8400 ± 300 –2.7 ± 0.2 –0.3 ± 0.2 11.1 ± 0.3 1.5 ± 0.4

101 8200 ± 300 –3.0 ± 0.1 –1.1 ± 0.5 10.9 ± 0.3 4.0 ± 0.1

9 8500 ± 100 –2.5 ± 0.2 –0.3 ± 0.2 11.0 ± 0.4 0.8 ± 0.1

10 8400 ± 300 –2.9 ± 0.2 –0.8 ± 0.3 11.0 ± 0.1 0.9 ± 0.1

For the red and the blue arm respectively, we then used a
global normalisation of the spectra and a grid of different fill-
ing factors of the flare model spectra to the quiescent observed
spectra to help us find the best fit to the observed flare spectra.
The filling factors used for the quiescent spectra are 0.85, 0.90,
0.93, 0.95, 0.96, 0.97, 0.98, 0.99, 0.995, and 0.999. The best
fit was found using a χ2 analysis again following Fuhrmeister
et al. (2010). The mean best-fit parameters for the five best-fit
flare models can be found in Table 10 with the standard devia-
tion of the mean. Examples of the temperature structure of the
best-fit models for a selection of different spectra can be found in
Fig. 15. For a small wavelength range in the blue, a comparison
between the observed spectrum and best-fit model spectrum can
be found in Fig. 16.

The model parameters of the fitting process from the blue
and the red arm agree well with each other with both exhibiting
a shift towards flare models further out in the atmosphere later in
the decay phase. For red models later than No. 82, no meaningful
fit could be found with many models exhibiting nearly the same
χ

2. Even later during the secondary flare phase, a fitting of the
flaring models also turned out to be possible again, starting at red
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Fig. 15. Example of the temperature structure of the best-fit flare mod-
els for different spectra: black line: red spectrum No. 76 (flare onset);
dotted line: red spectrum No. 97 (secondary flare); dashed line: blue
spectrum No. 9.

Fig. 16. Exemplary comparison between observed spectrum (black)
and our best-fit model spectrum (red) for blue spectrum No. 9.

spectrum No. 95. The secondary flare can be seen in the models
as a re-shift to higher-pressure chromospheric flare models. For
the higher-pressure models, a higher temperature for the onset
of the transition region is also found.

The only disagreement between model parameters can be
found for the filling factor. Comparing red spectrum No. 76 to
blue spectrum No. 9 shows that the blue spectrum has a lower
filling factor. This may indicate that there is an error in the nor-
malisation, which was done for the red arm where the influence
of the flare on the continuum should be small and then applied to
the blue arm. Another possibility of the different filling factors
is a height dependence of the filling factor. The blue arm with its
wealth of metal lines should trace the mid-chromosphere, while
the red arm with the He , Balmer, and Paschen lines should
trace the upper chromosphere. The filling factor found for the
red spectra models of about two percent agrees well with that
found by the EM-T diagnostics from the X-ray data, which is
three percent (see Sect. 4.2).

6. Discussion

The multi-wavelength character of the observations allows us
to characterise general behaviour and energetics of the flare for
various wavelength bands, hence different temperature regimes
and also cross-check these using different instruments.

Table 11. Various fluxes and flare energetics for different wavelength
regimes.

Wavelength band Instrument Fluxa Energy
[erg s−1 cm−2] [erg]

chrom. em. lines UVES blue arm 1.2 × 10−11 8.5 × 1028

Hα emission UVES red arm 2.0 × 10−12 1.6 ×1028

blue excess em.
UVES blue arm 5.3 × 10−10 3.8 × 1030

(3300–3600 Å)
X-rays PN+RGS XMM 2.2 × 10−11

1.9 × 1029

(0.2–10 keV) ±0.2 × 10−11

Notes. (a) The errors in the UVES fluxes are about a factor of two (see
Sect. 2.1).

6.1. Flare energetics and excess emission

The flare exhibited a broadband excess emission in the far blue
of the UVES spectral arm, which can be easily identified in
Fig. 13. A similar excess was found for larger flares and could in
these cases be ascribed to blackbody emission (Fuhrmeister et al.
2008; Hawley & Fisher 1992). In the flare observed here, it was
impossible to fit the excess emission with a blackbody model.
We nevertheless calculated the excess flux, noting that the shape
of the spectrum suggests that the bulk of the broadband emis-
sion is not covered by the UVES spectrum. We integrated the
flare spectrum up to 3600 Å and subtracted (1) the quiescent
flux, (2) the general flux increase seen in the blue arm during
the flare, and (3) the chromospheric line flux in this wavelength
interval for the flux excess calculation. We also calculated the
total of the chromospheric line fluxes in the blue arm and in Hα.
We compared the Hα line flux to the value one obtains using
the χ method introduced by West & Hawley (2008), which is
based only on the equivalent width of the line, the bolometric
luminosity, and the distance of the star (so one needs no abso-
lute flux calibration). Using the χ value of 0.176 × 10−4 for an
M 6 dwarf, Lbol of 6.7 × 1030 erg s−1, and a measured peak EW
of 3.4, we evaluated the same flux of 2.0 × 10−12 erg s−1 cm−2

as in our flux calibration (or 1.8 × 10−12 erg s−1 cm−2 using Lbol
of 6.0 × 1030 erg s−1). The various fluxes can be found in Table
11 together with the resulting energies assuming a filling factor
for the flare of two percent for the time range of the blue UVES
spectrum No. 9 from 6:14 to 6:45 UT.

6.2. Hα self-absorption

A comparison to the flux-calibrated spectrum of Proxima
Centauri presented by Cincunegui et al. (2007) shows that the
Hα line amplitude in our spectra is extremely small during the
whole three days of our observations. The line amplitude dur-
ing the flare is comparable to the line amplitude of the spectrum
from Cincunegui et al. (2007), which was taken during a quies-
cent state. This indicates that Proxima Centauri’s chromosphere
was generally in a low activity state during the observations. The
occurring flare enhanced the Hα line flux only to a level that can
also be found during a quiescent state (at other times). This fits
well with the relatively low X-ray flux found in our observations
(see Sect. 3.1).

The Hα line is heavily self-absorbed during our observa-
tions. This self-absorption is in most cases asymmetric. The line
peak at the red side is higher than at the blue; this peak asymme-
try should not be confused with the wing asymmetry described
in Sect. 5.2 of this paper. Two examples can easily be noted in
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the “flare only” spectra shown in the top panel of Fig. 14: while
for the flare spectrum the two peaks are about of the same height
and the line centre therefore symmetric, for the two spectra from
the decay phase the red peak is higher than the blue peak. We
note that the spectra of Cincunegui et al. (2007) have lower spec-
tral resolution hiding a possible self-reversal. We therefore com-
pared our data to processed HARPS data from the ESO archive
facility4, which cover the spectrum of Proxima Centauri from
3782 to 6912 Å, in the time from 2004 to 2007. These spectra
have not yet been published and show a wide variation in the Hα
line amplitude, with the spectra from Cincunegui et al. (2007) at
the high end of measured Hα line amplitudes and our observa-
tions at the low end. Like our spectra the HARPS spectra exhibit
in most cases a self-reversal with more flux in the red side peak.

We checked the red peak asymmetries using our models,
which also display Hα self-absorption at the line centre that
is in all cases symmetric. This would be expected for one-
dimensional (1D) chromospheric models without mass motion,
where the self-reversal is a pure non-local thermal equilib-
rium (NLTE) effect. Allred et al. (2006) computed 1D hydro-
dynamical models of M dwarf flares. For various evolutionary
stages of the flare in their simulations, the Hα line profiles show
the red peak asymmetries also observed in our and the HARPS
spectra. In the hydro-dynamical models, the peak asymmetry is
caused by mass motions during the simulated flare. It appears
reasonable to assume that similar mass motions are also common
in the quiescent state to explain the observed peak asymmetries.

6.3. Magnetic field

The dip in the magnetic field coincides in time with the flare
in the third night. We estimated the energetics as a consistency
check, in case a physical connection were possible. The level
of the magnetic field changes from ≈300± 100 G just before the
flare to ≈100±100 G at the time the flare starts in the optical. So,
the nominal change in mean magnetic field is 200 G, although
the errors are very large. As a consistency check however, we
can calculate that this corresponds to a released magnetic energy
density of

η =
B2

8π
= 1.6 × 103 erg cm−3

.

In Sect. 4.2, we calculated the flaring volume to be Vflare ≈

6.25 × 1029 cm3, yielding a total released magnetic energy of
1.0×1033 erg. We computed the total X-ray energy released dur-
ing the first 6.5 ks of the flare to be 1.5 × 1031 erg by integrating
the flare and quiescent spectral models from Table 2 over the en-
ergy range 0.2–10 keV and calculating the difference between
the two. This is two orders of magnitude less than our estimate
for the total released magnetic energy. However, since the de-
tailed loop configuration is not known and we simply estimated
the flaring volume as V = L3 with L being the loop half length,
the volume itself can only be an order-of-magnitude estimate.
Therefore, we interpret the derived numbers as a general confir-
mation that the emitted X-ray energy during the flare is within
the energy budget of the theoretically released magnetic energy.
The question, of whether the dip in magnetic field is really physi-
cally connected to the flare must unfortunately remain unsolved.

Other flare stars of similar spectral type do show higher qui-
escent activity levels. Although magnetic field measurements of

4 Based on data obtained from the ESO Science Archive Facility from
program 072.C-0488(E).

mid and late-type M dwarfs are still quite rare, there is a time se-
ries measurement for the M5.5 star CN Leo (Reiners et al. 2007)
with mean magnetic field of 2.2 kG covering a large flare. A
dip in B f at the time of the flare is also seen in these data, al-
though there are other field variations of similar amplitude that
are not associated with flares. Thus, it remains unclear whether
the change in magnetic field is associated with the flare.

Reiners et al. (2007) found a correlated change in the dis-
tributions of magnetic field B f and Hα emission in their data
of CN Leo. We searched for a similar correlation in our data,
but found no one, which is unsurprising as the magnetic field
changes are only small. We note that the Hα emission during the
course of these observations are quite low (see Sect. 6.2) corre-
sponding to a weak magnetic field. Unfortunately, the observa-
tion of Reiners & Basri (2008), which found a stronger magnetic
field for Proxima Centauri (as described in Sect. 3.3) does not in-
clude the Hα line.

6.4. Line asymmetries

Line asymmetries during flares have often been found in high
resolution spectra mostly for H  and He  lines. Examples are
red line asymmetries for a large flare on LHS 2034 (M6.5)
(Fuhrmeister et al. 2005), blue line asymmetries for a flare
on AT Mic (M4) (Gunn et al. 1994), and red line asymme-
tries for flares on AD Leo (M3.5Ve) (Crespo-Chacón et al.
2006, for further examples see also references therein). For the
CN Leo mega-flare described by Fuhrmeister et al. (2008), blue-
wing as well as red-wing asymmetries have also been found.
Asymmetries were normally ascribed by these authors to mass
motions, which were partially modelled with multiple kernels
and compared to the chromospheric downward condensations
(CDCs) observed in the Sun in the case of the red asymmetries.
During the CN Leo flare, asymmetries in the wings of Ca  lines
were also found for the first time. Surprisingly, we found asym-
metries in the Ca  H and K line for this much smaller flare on
Proxima Centauri, though Crespo-Chacón et al. (2006) found
that larger flares have stronger asymmetries and found no asym-
metry in the Ca  H and K line in their flare data (their longest
flares lasted about 30 min).

In contrast to the CN Leo mega-flare we also found blue
wing asymmetries during flare decay and for the first time a re-
appearance of the asymmetries during the secondary flare phase.
The vanishing and re-appearance of the broad wings combined
with the asymmetries of the Hα line coincides with the sec-
ondary flare process seen in the X-ray light curve (see Fig. 3 and
Table 9). When the secondary flare started, the broad component
vanished, but reappeared some time later. The reappearance of
the broad wings can also be identified in the Hα light curve (see
Fig. 3) as the peak after the main flare peak. The data again il-
lustrates the dynamic behaviour of the asymmetry phenomenon,
which provides additional evidence of mass motions.

6.5. Theoretical modelling

The clear secondary flare found by the flare models for the chro-
mosphere strengthens our confidence in this approach of mixing
quiescent observations with flaring model spectra. However, the
general caveats of the method presented by Fuhrmeister et al.
(2010) still apply: the 1D models show (for simplicity reasons)
a linear temperature rise, which can explain part of the diffi-
culties in fitting large wavelength regions with the same model
spectrum equally well. Moreover, the 1D models are a very
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Fig. 17. Temporal evolution of flare temperature and emission measure.

Fig. 18. Light curves with 100 s binning and hardness ratio of flares
observed on Proxima Centauri by XMM-Newton on 12 August 2001
(red) and 14 March 2009 (black), respectively.

rough description of the horizontally as well as vertically highly
complex temperature pattern (including shocks) of the (solar)
chromosphere. Therefore, more physical chromospheric models
should include hydrodynamic simulations and dynamic ionisa-
tion in either 1D or 3D.

6.6. Secondary flare events

The nature of this flare with its two secondary events follow-
ing the first peak in the light curve raises the question of what
kind of magnetic structure we are dealing with. There are two
possibilities: it could be a single loop that experiences two ad-
ditional heat pulses after the initial flare, or an arcade structure
where several loops light up in sequence. The heat pulse refers to
the process where the electron beam is accelerated in the coro-
nal part of the magnetic flare loop, then propagates along the
magnetic field lines down to the chromosphere, where the elec-
trons are fully thermalised. A heat pulse represents the heating
of the atmosphere by the electron beam. Reale et al. (2004) in-
terpreted an earlier long-duration flare light curve of Proxima
Centauri as being produced by two loops flaring in sequence,
since the coronal temperature during the second peak was flat-
topped and could not be adequately explained by a second heat
pulse in the same loop. In our data however, the temperature and
emission measure evolution follows the trend seen in the light
curves closely as can be seen comparing Figs. 17 and 3.

From our analysis of the EM-T diagram for this flare, we
derive very similar EM-T slopes for all three flare decays, each
one indicating that a moderate amount of continuous reheating
is present. The thus derived loop lengths are of the same order
of magnitude. Even if the errors are rather large, there is a de-
creasing trend discernible within these three lengths; the lengths
derived from the second and third peaks are comparable, while
the length derived from the first peak seems to be larger by a fac-
tor of roughly two. This, and that the amount of reheating during
the decays is very similar, suggests that we may see a series of
similar loops in an arcade lighting up in sequence. However, ow-
ing to the large errors in the loop lengths, the possibility of a sin-
gle loop with several heat pulses cannot be ruled out completely.
A comparison of the X-ray and hardness ratio light curves for
the mega-flare observed by Reale et al. (2004) and Güdel et al.
(2004) and the flare presented here can be found in Fig. 18. The
similarity of the light curves of the two events (despite the dif-
ferent count rates) is quite remarkable.

7. Summary and conclusions

We have presented multi-wavelength observations of the differ-
ent activity stages of Proxima Centauri with particular emphasis
on a long duration flare. We have tried to construct an overall
picture of the atmosphere from the photosphere to the corona.
We have determined a low average magnetic field, correspond-
ing to low average X-ray and Hα emission, with the latter being
heavily self-absorbed. For the flare, we have compiled a chro-
mospheric emission line list and found asymmetries in the broad
wings of Balmer, He , and Ca  H & K lines, which we as-
cribe to mass motions, which could explain coronal abundance
changes. From the X-ray data, we have determined coronal den-
sities, abundances, emission measures, and temperatures. The
higher emission measure of the low temperature component and
the higher Fe abundance during the flare fit well with the de-
tection of a forbidden optical Fe  line during this time. The
flare light curve is similar to the mega-flare for the same star de-
scribed by Reale et al. (2004) and Güdel et al. (2004) exhibiting
two bumps during the decay phase. The secondary flares are of
a similar loop length as the main flare, show line asymmetries,
and chromospheric flare modelling shows that the first one ex-
hibits similar chromospheric parameters as the main one. All this
indicates that the events are not independent of each other, but
result from the same loop or at least an arcade with several ar-
cade loops igniting consecutively. This seems to be a typical flare
scheme for Proxima Centauri given, that it has been observed for
the second time, and Reale et al. (2004) noted the similarity to
solar flares. In contrast to Proxima Centauri, CN Leo, another
well-observed M5.5 but more active dwarf never showed a com-
parable flare cascade during a long-duration flare. On the other
hand, another highly active dM4.5e star, YZ CMi, also exhibited
a series of secondary flares during a white light mega-flare as
described by Kowalski et al. (2010b,a), who also speculated that
the flare on YZ CMi originated in a complex arcade with a se-
quence of reconnecting loops. If these interpretations are correct,
mid-type M dwarfs seems to have a flaring loop geometry that
may be similar to the Sun, which will help to place constraints
on turbulent dynamo theories.
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ABSTRACT

Aims. We study the chromosphere and corona of the ultrafast rotator AB Dor A at high temporal and spectral resolution using simultaneous

observations with XMM-Newton in the X-rays, VLT/UVES in the optical and the ATCA in the radio. Our optical spectra have a resolving

power of ∼ 50 000 with a time cadence of ∼ 1 min. Our observations continuously cover more than one rotational period of and include both

quiescent periods as well as three flaring events of different strength.

Methods. From the X-ray observations we investigate the variations of coronal temperature, emission measure, densities, abundance and we

interpret our data in terms of a loop model. From the optical data we characterise the flaring chromospheric material using numerous emission

lines that appear in the course of the flares. A detailed analysis of the line shapes and line centers allows us to infer physical characteristics of

the flaring chromosphere and to coarsely localize the flare event on the star.

Results. We specifically used the optical high-cadence spectra to demonstrate that both, turbulent and Stark broadening are present during

the first ten minutes of the first flare. Also, in the first few minutes of this flare, we find short-lived (one to several minutes) emission

subcomponents in the Hα and Ca ii K lines, which we interpret as flare connected shocks due to their large intrinsic velocities. Combining the

space based data with the results of our optical spectroscopy we derive flare filling factors. Finally, comparing X-ray, optical broadband and

line emission we find a correlation for two of the three flaring events, while for one event there is no clear correlation. Also, we do not find

correlation of the radio data to any other observed data.

Key words. stars: activity – stars: magnetic fields – stars: coronae – stars: chromospheres – stars: late-type – stars: individual: AB Doradus A

1. Introduction

Low mass stars possess stratified atmospheres with coronae,

transition regions, chromospheres and photospheres. All four

layers exhibit characteristic temperatures and magnetically in-

duced activity. Historically the first evidence of activity on the

Sun – photospheric spots – were later complemented by ob-

servations in other wavelength bands like X-ray, UV, and ra-

dio, which trace different layers of the atmosphere and hence

different activity phenomena. The different layers of the Sun’s

atmosphere are not independent, for e. g. during flares chromo-

spheric material is mixed into the corona causing a temporary

change in coronal metallicity (Sylwester et al. 1984, also see

Phillips & Dennis 2012) and section 6 of Fletcher et al. (2011).

Send offprint requests to: lsairam@hs.uni-hamburg.de
⋆ Based on observations collected at the European Southern

Observatory, Paranal, Chile, 383.D-1002A and on observations ob-

tained with XMM-Newton, an ESA science mission with instruments

and contributions directly funded by ESA Member states and NASA.

Moreover, for the case of the spatially resolved quiescent Sun,

Beck et al. (2008) found propogating events between the pho-

tosphere and the chromosphere with travel times of about 100

s. The different layers are connected by magnetic flux tubes,

which arc into the corona as loops (Fossum & Carlsson 2005;

Wedemeyer-Böhm et al. 2009).

For the Sun, the heating mechanisms of the three outer lay-

ers are not well understood, yet (e.g. Wedemeyer-Böhm et al.

2012). For other stars, our knowledge is even sparser because

their activity phenomena cannot be spatially resolved in most

cases. Furthermore, stellar observations usually lack either the

temporal or the spectral resolution required to follow the fast

changing and complex phenomena in active regions.

To our knowledge our study is the first that combines high

resolution (R ∼ 50 000) and high-cadence (∼ 50 s with 25 s

exposure time) optical spectra with simultaneous X-ray data

that also offer such a temporal resolution. Other flare studies

usually concentrate on high resolution or high cadence; e. g.

Crespo-Chacón et al. (2006) studied flares on AD Leo with a
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cadence of typically 3 min, but with R of ∼ 3500 in the wave-
length range of 3500 to 5176 Å. Also Kowalski et al. (2010)
observed a white light mega-flare on YZ CMi with a resolv-
ing power below 1000 but a cadence of 30 seconds covering a
wavelength range from 3350 to 9260 Å. Prominent examples
of good spectral resolution but lower cadence are Montes et al.
(1999), who observed a major flare on LQ Hya during decay
and about half an hour before its onset with R ∼ 35 000 and
a cadence of 6 to 7 minutes in the wavelength range between
4842 to 7725 Å. Fuhrmeister et al. (2008) observed CN Leo
during a mega flare with a cadence of about 15 minutes and R∼
50 000.

Achieving both, high spectral resolution and high cadence,
in our study, is only possible through the combination of the
instruments used and a bright target – AB Dor A, an extremely
active, young K-dwarf and the closest ultra-fast rotator. (Prot
= 0.52 days, d = 15pc, mv = 6.9mag, see Guirado et al. 2011
and their references). It has been a well studied target across
all wavelengths demonstrating its high activity level. At longer
wavelengths, AB Dor A was found to be a highly variable ra-
dio source by White et al. (1988). It also showed strong evi-
dence of rotational modulation in the radio emission (Lim et al.
1992). At shorter optical wavelengths, signs of photospheric
activity were found, e. g. long lived spots (Pakull 1981; Innis
et al. 1988), and by detecting magnetic regions with a typi-
cal field strength of ≈500G covering about 20% of the sur-
face (Donati & Collier Cameron 1997). At shortest wavelength
in X-ray AB Dor A was observed regularly since the detec-
tion by the Einstein observatory (Pakull 1981; Vilhu & Linsky
1987). Later observations were carried out with XMM-Newton
(Güdel et al. 2001; Sanz-Forcada et al. 2003) and Chandra
(Sanz-Forcada et al. 2003; Hussain et al. 2007; Garcı́a-Alvarez
et al. 2008). The corona of AB Dor A shows a high level of
variability on timescales from minutes to hours. Vilhu et al.
(1993) estimated an average of at least one flare per rotation on
AB Dor A’s surface.

Our paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we describe
our observations obtained with VLT/UVES, XMM-Newton,
and ATCA. In Section 3 we compare the temporal behaviour
of AB Dor A at radio, optical and soft X-ray wavelengths. We
present the coronal properties of AB Dor A in quiescence as
well as during flaring state in Section 4, while in Section 5 we
describe the chromospheric properties of the star. Section 6 and
7 contain the discussion and our conclusions.

2. Observations and data analysis

The data on AB Dor A discussed in this paper were obtained
simultaneously with XMM-Newton, ESO’s Kueyen telescope
equipped with the Ultraviolet-Visual Echelle Spectrograph
(UVES) and the Australian Compact Array (ATCA)1 on 25/26
November 2009.

1 The Australia Telescope Compact Array is part of the Australia
Telescope National Facility which is funded by the Commonwealth of
Australia for operation as a National Facility managed by CSIRO.

2.1. Optical UVES data

For the optical data the UVES spectrograph was operated in a
dichroic mode leading to a spectral coverage from 3720 Å to
4945 Å in the blue arm and 5695 Å to 9465 Å in the red arm
with a small gap from 7532 Å to 7655 Å due to the CCD mo-
saic.2 Data were taken on the 26 November 2009 between 2:00
UT and 9:30 UT. We used an exposure time of 25 s, i.e. a tim-
ing resolution of about 50 s due to the CCD readout, resulting
in 460 spectra for the whole night. The resolution of our spectra
is ∼ 40 000 for the blue spectra and ∼ 60 000 for the red spec-
tra. There are two short gaps in the data, one at about 6:55 UT
due to technical problems, where 2 spectra were lost and one at
about 8:00 UT due to observations of AB Dor B. The spectra
were reduced using the UVES pipeline vers. 4.4.8 3 including
wavelength and flux calibration.

We removed the telluric lines around Hα line using a table
of telluric water lines (Clough et al. 1992). We broadened the
lines with a Gaussian representing the instrumental resolution
and used a telluric reference line at 6552.61 Å for fitting the
FWHM of the instrumental Gaussian and the depth of the line
to each of our spectra and then subtracted the telluric spectrum.

2.2. X-ray data

The X-ray data were obtained using the XMM-Newton 4. obser-
vatory. XMM-Newton consists of three co-aligned X-ray tele-
scopes. Each of the three telescopes is equipped with a CCD
camera which together form the European Photon Imaging
Camera (EPIC); one of the telescopes is equipped with a pn
CCD and the other two telescopes carry a MOS (Metal Oxide
Semi-conductor) CCD each with sensitivity between ∼ 0.2 keV
and 15 keV. These X-ray CCD detectors provide medium-
resolution imaging spectroscopy (E/δE ∼ 20-50) and a tem-
poral resolution at sub second level. The telescopes with the
MOS detectors are equipped with reflection gratings that pro-
vide simultaneous high resolution X-ray spectra between 0.35
and 2.5 keV with the Reflection Grating Spectrometer (RGS).
In addition XMM-Newton carries an Optical Monitor (OM),
an optical/UV telescope with different filters for imaging and
time-resolved photometry.

Our XMM-Newton observations have a duration of 58
ks starting at 21:00 UT on 25 November 2009 (Obs ID:
0602240201), covering the entire time span of our optical ob-
servations. Useful data of AB Dor A were obtained with the
OM, EPIC and the RGS detectors, which were all operated si-
multaneously. The pn and MOS detectors were operated with
the medium filter in imaging and small window mode. The OM
was operated in fast mode with 0.5 s cadence using the UVM2
band filter covering a band pass of 205 - 245 nm.

2 A detailed description of the UVES spectrograph is available at
http://www.eso.org/instruments/uves/doc/
3 The UVES pipeline manual can be found at

ftp.eso.org/pub/dfs/pipelines/uves-cpl/uves-pipeline-manual-13.0.pdf
4 A detailed description of the instru-

ments onboard XMM-Newton is available at
http://xmm.esac.esa.int/external/xmm user support/documentation/technical/
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All X-ray data were reduced with the XMM-Newton

Science Analysis System (SAS) 5 software, version 12.0.1.

EPIC light curves and spectra were obtained using standard

filtering criteria. Spectral analysis was done with Xspec ver-

sion 12.5.0 (Arnaud 1996) for the overall fitting processes. The

models we used for fitting assume a collisionally ionised opti-

cally thin gas as calculated with the APEC code (Smith et al.

2001), elemental abundances are calculated relative to the solar

photospheric values of Grevesse & Sauval (1998).

2.3. Radio data

AB Dor was observed with the Australian Compact Array

(ATCA) on the 25 November 2009 from 19:00 UT until 26

November 2009 18:00 UT with a major interruption between

00:08 and 06:18 UT on the 26th (for details on the instrument

Wilson et al. 2011). The array was in configuration 6B with

baselines up to 6000 meters giving a spatial resolution of 1–

2 arcsec for the observed frequencies. The backend was cen-

tered on 5.5 and 9.0 GHz and the bandwidth was 2 GHz in

both cases. Data was taken every 10 sec. with breaks for cal-

ibrator (PKS 0515-674) scans every 7-15 minutes, depending

on the weather conditions.

Data reduction was performed using the Miriad package

(Sault et al. 1995). Time periods with bad phase stability and

frequency channels affected by radio-frequency interference

(RFI) were flagged. Bandpass calibration was performed using

PKS 0823-500 for the first half of the data and PKS 1934-638

for the second half. Phase and gain calibration was performed

using the frequent observations of PKS 0515-674. Absolute

amplitude calibration was performed using PKS 1934-638, as-

suming a flux density of 4.97 Jy at 5.5 GHz and 2.70 Jy at 9.0

GHz.

Images were made at both frequencies using the full data

set. The two strongest sources detected were at α=05:28:44.95

δ=-65:26:53.5 and α=05:28:44.61 δ=-65:26:44.7 (J2000),

which we identify as AB Dor A and B, respectively. The mean

flux densities were 4.2 mJy (5.5 GHz) and 3.0 mJy (9.0 GHz)

for the primary star and 2.0 mJy (5.5 GHz) and 1.6 mJy (9.0

GHz) for AB Dor B. The noise level in the images was 11 µJy

and 12 µJy at 5.5 and 9.0 GHz respectively.

Separate lightcurves in radio wavelength were produced for

the two stars (AB Dor A and AB Dor B). They were phase

shifted to the field centre and then self-calibrated (three itera-

tions on the phases). After subtracting all other sources in the

field, the data was vector averaged over a time interval of 120

sec over all baselines and channels.

3. Temporal Analysis

In Fig. 1 we provide a summary of our observations carried out

as a multi-wavelength campaign designed to cover the coronal

and chromospheric properties of AB Dor A. Specifically, from

top to bottom we plot the radio light curve recorded at 5.5 GHz

in Fig.1(a)with 120 s binning. The 9.0 GHz light curve is not

5 The XMM-Newton SAS user guide can be found at

http://xmm.esac.esa.int/external/xmm user support/documentation/

Table 1. Integrated energies of individual flare events in XMM-

Newton’s EPIC and OM.

Instrument energy [erg] energy [erg]

event 1 + event 2 event 3

2:50-6:40 UT 7:30-8:58 UT

OM 4.20×1030 1.40×1030

EPIC 3.57×1033 9.40×1032

shown, since it is very similar to the 5.5 GHz light curve. In Fig.

1(b) and Fig. 1(c) we show the measured UVES Ca ii K and

Hα equivalent widths (EW) as two examples of strong chro-

mospheric emission lines, which originate from the lower and

upper chromosphere, respectively. In Fig. 1(d) and Fig. 1(e)

we plot the XMM-Newton OM and EPIC (pn and MOS com-

bined) light curves with a binning of 100s. To identify heating

events we defined a hardness ratio (HR) for the EPIC-pn as

HR = H−S

H+S
, where H is the number of counts between 1.0 and

10.0 keV (hard band) and S is the numbers counts between 0.15

and 1.0 keV (soft band) and plot the time-dependent hardness

ratios (HR) in Fig. 1(f). The most extensive data set comes from

XMM-Newton, which observed AB Dor for a total of 16 hours

contiguously (fromNov 25 21:00 to Nov 26 13:00). UVES data

are available for the time span between Nov 26 2:00 to 9:30,

radio data is available from Nov 25 21:00-24:00 and Nov 26

6:00-13:00.

The most notable feature in the AB Dor light curve is a

large flare or sequence of flares lasting from about Nov 26 3:00

- 9:00, which was covered by both XMM-Newton and UVES

simultaneously, while the major part of the flare was unfortu-

nately missed in radio wavelengths. A rough estimate of the

flare energetics is given in Tab. 1. There are in addition a num-

ber of small scale events visible in the XMM-Newton OM and

EPIC light curves as can be seen in Fig. 1(e), however, we con-

centrate on the large events in this paper.

For purposes of discussion we distinguish the following

events, which need not necessarily be physically disconnected:

• Event 1: The first and main flare starts at 02:57 UT, consis-

tently seen in the X-ray as well as in the UV light curve;

also many chromospheric emission lines go into emission

at this instance. For the flare, the count rate increased from

a quiescent value of ∼ 14 cts/s in the pn and ∼ 5 cts/s in

the MOS detector to ∼ 38 cts/s and ∼ 15 cts/s in the pn

and MOS detectors, respectively at flare peak. In the HR

we find a clear hardening to ≈ −0.2 during the large flare.

• Event 2: The second event is immediately following event

1 and rather broad; it occurs between 04:20 UT and 6:40

UT. This events 2 may be connected with the decay of the

event 1, however, event 2 is not seen in the OM data, and

is seen only rather weakly in the chromospheric lines (see

Sect. 6.1). From the light curve it is not clear whether this

event 2 is associated with event 1 as a reheating episode or

whether it is independent; we will pursue this issue further

in Sect. 6.

• Event 3: The third event starts at 07:34 UT and lasts until

at 8:58 UT; this event can be traced through the X-ray, OM,

and the chromospheric emission lines. It is the only event
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Fig. 1. Light curves of AB Dor A observed on 25 Nov 2009: (a) 5.5 GHz radio flux from ATCA observations binned to 120 s, (b) and (c) Ca ii

K flux and Hα equivalent widths calculated from UVES spectra, (d) OM light curve, (e) EPIC (combined MOS and pn) light curve,(f) the EPIC

hardness ratio. Light curves (d) to (f) are binned to 100 s. The vertical lines in panel (e) indicate the time segment corresponding to the events

discussed in the article.

simultaneously covered by our radio observations, how-

ever, the radio light curve shows no clear response com-

pared to the flare data in the other bands.

In addition to the observed flaring, the Ca iiK EW curve be-

tween 5:00 UT and 8:00 UT shows two dimming events, which

we interpret to be caused by prominence crossings. The radio

light curve does exhibit a dip parallel to the second prominence

crossing. Since the first prominence crossing was not covered

in radio data and the radio light curve shows signs of another

dip at about 9:00 UT when no promince is noted in other diag-

nostics, it is hard to decide whether indeed the radio signal is

physically connected to the prominence or only a chance coin-

cidence. Such prominence crossings are observed typically in

the Hα line and were first noted on AB Dor and described in

detail by Collier Cameron & Robinson (1989). In our Hα EW

light curve the information about the prominences is lost due

to the large line width chosen for determining the EW in order

to cover the broad emission component emerging during event

1. The EW light curve is totally dominated by this broad line

component during event 1, however, the prominence crossing
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can be seen in Hα, nevertheless, e. g. in Fig. 7, where we pro-

vide a more detailed discussion.

4. X-ray spectral analysis

In the following section we provide a detailed discussion of the

X-ray observations.

4.1. Spectral fits and elemental abundances

4.1.1. Quiescent and flaring emission

The time span before 2:50 UT is free of any large temproal

variations and we therefore denote this period as the pre-flare

quiescence state of AB Dor A. The comparison of EPIC-MOS

spectra of quiescence and of the flare rise phase shows the

expected flare-related changes in spectral energy distribution

yielding a substantial increase of emission measure at higher

temperature. During a flare fresh material from the photosphere

and chromosphere is brought to the upper layers of the stellar

atmosphere, hence one may additionally expect a temporary

change of the coronal abundance.

We therefore performed a detailed spectral X-ray analy-

sis to determine plasma temperatures, emission measures and

abundances in different states of activity for AB Dor A. We

specifically determined the abundances relative to solar values

(Grevesse & Sauval 1998) with a iterative procedure of global

Xspec fits to EPIC and RGS spectra with VAPEC plasma mod-

els. In these fits, the abundances and emission measures are

inherently interdependent, therefore we make our inferences

from the relative changes of the fit parameters in the obser-

vations.

We compare each of the events introduced in sec.3 with

the quiescent state to allow a detailed comparison between the

various states. We divide the RGS and EPIC-MOS spectra into

the above defined quiescent and flaring states and fit each of

these spectra in the energy range 0.2-10.0 keV separately. For

this comparison, we defined a fixed temperature grid consist-

ing of the values 0.3, 0.6, 1.2 and 2.4 keV (∼3.5, ∼7.0, ∼14.0

and ∼28.0 MK, respectively). These temperature grids are in

agreement with the best fit temperatures obtained by Sanz-

Forcada et al. (2003), where three years of observations of

AB Dor A were analyzed. For fitting RGS spectra, the abun-

dance of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, neon and iron abundances

were allowed to vary freely and independently, but were fixed

among all VAPEC temperature components. Meanwhile for fit-

ting EPIC-MOS spectra magnesium, silicon, sulphur and argon

abundances were allowed to vary along with oxygen, neon and

iron abundances, but carbon and nitrogen abundance were fixed

to values obtained from RGS which is sensitive to strong indi-

vidual lines; the resulting fit parameters for the various states

of AB Dor A are given in Tab. 2. As revealed by an inspec-

tion of Tab. 2, satisfactory fits (from a statistical point of view).

can be obtained. Further, the quiescent state is characterised by

an enhanced temperature at 0.6 keV, while during the flare a

pronounced enhancement of the emission measure at 2.4 keV

(28 MK) is present, and to a lesser extent at the very softest en-

ergies. As far as the abundance pattern between flare and qui-

Table 2. Fixed 4-temperature grid fit to the quiescent and the flaring

states with variable elemental abundaces. The abundances are relative

to solar photospheric abundances (Grevesse & Sauval 1998).

Parameters Quiescence Event 1 Event 2 Event 3

kT1 [keV] 0.3

EM1 1.43 ± 0.16 2.12 ± 0.32 2.29 ± 0.29 2.37 ± 0.16

[1052 cm−3]

kT2 [keV] 0.6

EM2 4.59 ± 0.26 4.35 ± 0.46 5.53 ± 0.43 4.34 ± 0.24

[1052 cm−3]

kT3 [keV] 1.2

EM3 1.98 ± 0.19 1.16 ± 0.44 2.11 ± 0.37 1.72 ± 0.16

[1052 cm−3]

kT4 [keV] 2.4

EM4 1.79 ± 0.11 11.06 ± 0.40 8.47 ± 0.29 5.03 ± 0.11

[1052 cm−3]

C 0.71±0.10 0.82±0.20 0.67 ± 0.13 0.69 ± 0.13

N 0.90±0.14 0.82±0.24 0.77 ± 0.19 0.96 ± 0.19

O 0.41±0.02 0.38±0.03 0.34 ± 0.02 0.35 ± 0.01

Ne 0.81±0.04 1.02±0.08 0.93 ± 0.05 0.96 ± 0.04

Mg 0.27±0.03 0.22±0.07 0.28 ± 0.05 0.32 ± 0.03

Si 0.22±0.04 0.25±0.08 0.33 ± 0.05 0.27 ± 0.03

S 0.31±0.05 0.29±0.09 0.31 ± 0.07 0.33 ± 0.04

Ar 1.02±0.26 0.66±0.40 1.13 ± 0.32 0.76 ± 0.20

Fe 0.25±0.01 0.32±0.02 0.26 ± 0.01 0.29 ± 0.01

red. χ2 1.13 1.09 1.12 1.68

D.O.F. 1832 1229 1591 1464

log LX 30.01 30.33 30.31 30.17

[0.2 − 10keV]

escent states is concerned, there is no clear difference except

for the elements Fe and Ne, which are clearly enhanced during

the flaring states. strongly enhanced temperature components

at 0.3 and 0.6 keV.

4.1.2. The FIP effect

The measured abundance patterns of AB Dor A during flare

and quiescence are shown in Fig. 2, where we plot the abun-

dances with respect to solar photospheric abundances against

the FIP (First Ionisation Potential) of the corresponding ele-

ment. Inactive stars like the Sun show the so-called ’FIP effect’,

where low-FIP elements like Fe, Si, Mg, etc. are enhanced in

the corona when compared to high-FIP elements like C, N,

O, Ne, etc.. However a reverse pattern called the ’inverse FIP

effect’ (IFIP) is observed in active stars, where high-FIP ele-

ments are enhanced when compared to low-FIP elements (e.g.

Brinkman et al. 2001, Audard et al. 2003). As can be seen in

Fig. 2, the abundance pattern of AB Dor A for both quiecent

and flaring state indicates the inverse FIP effect, consistent with

the results of Güdel et al. (2001).

4.1.3. Coronal densities

Using our RGS spectra we can investigate the electron den-

sities of the coronal plasma from an analysis of the density-

sensitive line ratios of forbidden to inter combination lines of

helium-like triplets (N vi, O vii, Ne ix, Mg xi and Si xiii); the
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Fig. 2. AB Dor A’s coronal abundance relative to solar photospheric
values (Grevesse & Sauval 1998) as a function of the first ionisation
potential (FIP) during quasi-quiescence (blue) and event 1 (red).

Fig. 3. The best fit density-sensitive line triplet of O vii (resonance,
inter-combination, and forbidden line for increasing wavelength) from
cumulated quiescent RGS1 data .

theory of density-sensitive lines has been described in detail
by Gabriel & Jordan (1969). Only the He-like triplet of O vii
is strong enough in our data to be used to obtain the charac-
teristic electron densities in the source region. In Fig. 3 we
show the quiescent RGS spectrum centered on the O vii triplet,
together with the best fits to the triplet lines r (resonance), i
(inter-combination), and f (forbidden) provided by the CORA
program (Ness & Wichmann 2002). The measured line counts
and the deduced f /i ratios are listed in Table 3 for quiescence
(integration time of 18 ks) and the flaring events.

In order to convert the measured f/i ratios to electron den-
sities ne, we approximated the flux ratio by

f

i
=

Ro

1 + ne
Nc

where Ro is the low density limit and Nc is the critical den-
sity. We adopted the values from Pradhan & Shull (1981) of
Ro=3.95 and Nc=3.1 × 1010 cm−3. The errors are large in the
line ratios due to the weak inter-combination line and they over-
lap. Hence there is – formally – no significant change in den-
sity. However, the above density estimate during flare is not

Table 3. X-ray counts measured by best fit to lines and f /i ratios
deduced from the O vii triplet.

line Quiescence Event 1 Event 2 Event 3
∼18 ks ∼5.5 ks ∼8.4 ks ∼ 5.5 ks

R 259 ±20 101 ±13 145 ±15 178 ±16
(21.6 Å)

I 82 ±14 43 ±10 62 ±12 63 ±11
(21.8 Å)
F 160 ±17 49 ±10 92 ±13 85 ±12

(22.1 Å)
f /i 1.94 ± 0.40 1.15 ±0.36 1.46 ± 0.36 1.35 ±0.32
ne 4.16+0.50

−0.65 5.68+0.82
−1.15 4.96+0.63

−0.86 5.20+0.62
−0.82

[1010cm−3]

accounted for quiescence emission. If one takes into account
the quiescent emission then the f/i ratio decreases to 0.2±0.6,
0.8±0.7 and 0.4±0.7 for event 1, 2 and 3 respectively, then the
density could indeed be very high. However, with the current
observation it is too difficult to evaluate the density variation
due to the flare.

4.1.4. Emission measure, temperature, and iron

evolution

In our previous investigation we only consider the integrated
flare spectra. In order to investigate the temperature, the emis-
sion measure and the abundance variations in more detail, we
divided the flare data into several time intervals and created
spectra for each of these intervals. The first spectrum covers
the flare rise and the following time intervals cover the differ-
ent phases of the decay with 300s and 600s bins. Each of these
spectra were fitted with 4-T APEC models, but now we kept
the elemental abundances fixed except for the iron abundance,
which was allowed to vary. Our models always include quies-
cent emission, i.e. the first two temperature components and its
parameters are fixed to plasma properties of the quiescent spec-
trum before the flare. With this approach, we can account for
the contribution of the quiescent coronal plasma to the overall
X-ray emission.

In Fig. 4 we plot the evolution of the temperature, the emis-
sion measure and the Fe abundance. The temperature and the
emission measure evolution exhibits a decay-like light curve
and also the iron abundance increases from the quiescence level
directly before the flare to a maximum during the flare peak
(Fig. 4 right panel) and then decreases to pre-flare values. This
can be explained by fresh plasma material which is evaporated
from the photosphere and chromosphere during the flare on-
set. Since this evaporated plasma has a different composition
with higher iron abundance compared to the quiescent coronal
plasma, the iron abundance in the corona can change during a
flare. For event 3 we also checked for iron abundance changes,
but because of lower signal to noise in the data we find no sig-
nificant change in iron abundance compared to the quiescent
state.
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Fig. 4. Temporal evolution of flare temperature, emission measure in (left panel) and Fe abundance (right panel).

4.2. Loop properties

Observations of solar and stellar flares have revealed a corre-
lation between the emission measure and the peak tempera-
ture of the flare. The Emission measure - Temperature (EM-T)
diagram is a useful diagnostic to estimate physical quantities
which are not directly observable. In order to interpret this dia-
gram correctly, physical models are required. Hence we assume
that the stellar flare is similar to a solar flare, which occurs in a
localised region in the corona in a simplified geometry (single
loop structure) and remains mostly unchanged during the flare
evolution. As a result of decay, plasma cools down by radiation
and thermal conduction to the chromosphere with characteris-
tic cooling times. The plasma cooling time explicitly depends
on the confining loop structure in particular the loop length and
implicitly on density (Reale et al. 1997). Serio et al. (1991) de-
rived a thermodynamic decay time scale of the flaring plasma
confined to a single flaring coronal loop. However if there is a
significant amount of heat released during the decay this may
increase the decay time and therefore leads to a significantly
overestimated loop length. Hence a correction factor has to
be applied considering such heating during decay. Reale et al.
(1997) derived an empirical formula to estimate loop lengths
considering a correction factor due to significant reheating by
a hydrodynamic simulation of the loop decay. We use this for-
mula to estimate of loop lengths which has been explained in
detail by Fuhrmeister et al. (2011).

Fig. 5 shows the evolution of the large flare and the two
events 2 and 3 in the EM-T plane. We determine the loop half
lengths L by making use of the peak temperature, the decay
time derived from the light curve and the slope ζ measured
from Fig. 5 for each of these events. The derived temperature
from the spectral fitting of the data is corrected using the cor-
rection factors given in Reale (2007). From the EM-T diagram,
the slopes measured for the event 2 and 3 are similar, hence the
derived loop lengths are of the same order of magnitude (see
Table 4). The derived loop length for event 1 is a factor of two
greater than the stellar radius (0.96 ± 0.06R⊙, Guirado et al.
2011). This is very large and this over estimate could be due to
the simple model used to estimate the loop lengths. According
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Fig. 5. Flare evolution in density and temperature for event 1 (green),
events 2 (blue) and event 3 (red).

Table 4. The decay time τLC derived from the light curve, slopes (ζ)
from the EM-T diagram, flare peak temperature T and deduced loop
lengths L for each of the event.

Parameters Event 1 Event 2 Event 3

τLC [ks] 8.60 ± 0.02 7.72 ± 0.03 1.90 ± 0.01
ζ [slope in Kcm3] 1.67±0.05 1.90±0.12 1.80±0.12
T [MK] 77.47 ± 1.04 65.79 ± 1.31 55.43 ± 1.85
L [1010cm] 12.21±0.08 8.86±0.05 2.21±0.04

to this model we assume that the flare occurs in a single loop
with no further reheating, however its clear from the light curve
that this flare occurs in a much more complicated geometric
loop.

5. Chromospheric properties of AB Dor A

Optical lines, sensitive to chromospheric activity are found
throughout our UVES spectra, most of them in the blue wave-
length range up to about 4000 Å. For AB Dor A, the strongest
among them (Balmer lines, Ca ii H & K and Na i D lines) show
variations also outside of flares, but only during flares shal-
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low metallic emission lines show up. To illustrate that effect,
we show in Fig. 6 for event 1 an arbitrarily chosen wavelength
range both as an original spectrum and with a quiescent spec-
trum subtracted. The emission lines can only be noticed in the
subtracted spectrum. This is in contrast to active mid M-dwarfs
like Proxima Centauri or CN Leo, where the quiescent contin-
uum in the blue wavelength range is so weak, that the emission
lines easily outshine the continuum, especially during flares.
Also, the relatively strong photospheric continuum explains,
why in comparison to these very late-type stars, fewer emission
lines are found in the spectrum of AB Dor A (Fuhrmeister et al.
2008, 2011). Moreover, the high rotational velocity strongly
broadens the lines leading to a lower amplitude. On the other
hand, the rotationally broadened emission lines offer the chance
to identify emission of single active groups, if strong lines show
subcomponents.

In the following we first comment on the evolution of
strong lines and present an emission line catalog for events 1
and 3. Then we concentrate on the analysis of some selected
lines.

5.1. Chromospheric line evolution overview

As an example of the development of an emission line through-
out our observations we show an intensity map for the Hα and
the Ca ii K lines in Fig. 7. For the Hα line we subtracted a
PHOENIX spectrum (Te f f=4900 K and log g=4.5, for more
details see below), while for the Ca ii K line we show the orig-
inal spectrum. The main flare onset can be noted as a bright
horizontal line directly before 3:00 UT. For both lines one can
see the line broadening directly after flare onset; for the Hα
line, there is a dizzy brightening on the red side up to 6575 Å,
while for the Ca ii K line the core is broadened. The Ca ii K line
shows its strongest brightening directly at flare onset. In con-
trast, the Hα line shows the strongest brightening about half an
hour later and it seems to be drifting from blue to red, making
it questionable, that the brightening is really related to the main
flare. Also the third event shows up in the intensity map, start-
ing at about 7:30 UT, directly before the second observation
gap and extending to the end of the observations.

Beside these brightening events, a few dim structures can
be noted in the intensity map: between 5:00 and 7:30 UT, there
are two large prominences seen as absorption features drifting
across the line profile. This phenomenon was first described in
detail by Collier Cameron & Robinson (1989). We note that in
our spectra the prominences are not only seen in Hα – which is
the line, which most authors use to analyse such prominces –
but also in the Ca ii K line. The latter line is used by very few
authors, e. g. Parsons et al. (2011) and Dunstone et al. (2006).
We also searched for X-ray absorption at the time of the cross-
ings of the prominences, but could not find evidence for an X-
ray imprint. However, using the X-ray data, we could estimate
an upper-limit to the hydrogen column density of the promi-
nence as nH=9×1018 cm−3.

Judging from the Hα line, and compared to previous ob-
servations, AB Dor A is in a state of medium activity during
the whole observation. The absorption transients in the orig-

inal spectra reach a depth of about 0.8-0.85, which seems to
be quite typical compared to the findings of Collier Cameron
& Robinson (1989) and Vilhu et al. (1991). The latter detected
also significant Hα emission in the unsubtracted spectra, which
they ascribe to flaring activity or a high density prominence.
The flaring activity in our observations does not exhibit such a
pronounced Hα emission line, in line with the X-ray observa-
tions, which would also suggest a medium activity state during
our observations.

5.2. Line fitting procedure

To access the properties of individual chromospheric emission
lines, we performed fits using up to three Gaussian components
with width σ, amplitude and central wavelength as free param-
eters for each component. Since we are dealing with 460 spec-
tra the lines were fitted semi-automatically, i. e., we checked
the fit quality by eye for each spectrum and line, and if the fit
did not represent the line well, we changed starting parame-
ters and/or the parameter restrictions. The lines could not be
fitted in the original spectra, because the line shapes are of-
ten too complicated, e. g. the Na i doublet being an absorption
line with some filling in, but showing no emission core. We
checked the possibilities of subtracting either an observed qui-
escent spectrum or a PHOENIX photospheric model spectrum
(Hauschildt et al. 1999). For the latter we determined the best
fitting PHOENIX spectrum for different quiescent spectra of
AB Dor A using a model grid with Te f f ranging from 4700 to
5200 K in steps of 100 K, with log g ranging from 3.5 to 5.0 in
steps of 0.5, and with the rotational velocity ranging from 60 to
120 km s−1 in steps of 10 km s−1. We used solar metallicity. Our
best fitting values are a log g of 4.5 and 4900 ±100 K for the ef-
fective temperature. We find 100 ± 10 km s−1 for the projected
rotational velocity, in agreement with the value of 91 km s−1

adopted by Jeffers et al. (2007). The PHOENIX model spec-
trum describes the photospheric lines generally well, though
the amplitude of individual lines differ in most cases.

As individual lines we fitted the Ca ii K line (the H line is
too complicated due to blending with Balmer line emission),
the Na i doublet at 5889 and 5895 Å, the He i D3 line, Hα, Hβ,
Hδ, and as an example of a shallow metal line the Si i line at
3905 Å. The Si i and the He i D3 line were both fitted using
a running mean, i. e. for each fit two consecutive spectra were
averaged, nevertheless stepping through every spectrum.

5.2.1. Observed vs. simulated spectrum as quiescent

template

As shown in Fig. 6, a quiescent template spectrum must be sub-
tracted from the flaring spectra in order to identify and anal-
yse the emission lines. Using a model spectrum or an observed
spectrum as quiescent standard, has both advantages and dis-
advantages.

When subtracting a PHOENIX model spectrum, the devia-
tions of the model from the observed photosphere may be as
large as the amplitudes of the low amplitude metallic chro-
mospheric emission that emerges during the flare. Therefore,
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Fig. 6. Flare onset spectrum of AB Dor A in an arbitrary chosen wavelength range covering the blue end of our observations including the

Balmer lines H9 – H13. Top: The flare spectrum with a quiescent spectrum subtracted. The identified emission lines are labelled. Bottom: The

original flare spectrum.
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Fig. 7. Intensity map of the Hα line (right – with a PHOENIX photospheric spectrum subtracted) and for the Ca ii line (left – original spectrum,

no spectrum subtracted). The two horizontal bars indicate observational gaps.

a PHOENIX model can only be used for strong emission lines.

For these lines the general chromospheric emission leading to

the filling-in of the lines (or to emission cores), is often so large

that after subtracting the PHOENIX spectrum one ends up with

a strong emission line, with the flare and emission of single ac-

tive regions playing only a minor role, that cannot be properly

modelled with an automatic fit. This is only possible for Hα

line, where the emission of the flare and single components is

strong enough to show up against the emission core.

Subtracting an observed non-flaring spectrum as a proxy

for the quiescent spectrum has the disadvantage that the spec-

tra change significantly on short time scales (about 10 min-

utes), with single features of the line moving either in central

wavelength or changing in amplitude. For example, in the Hα

line, subtracting an average of the first three spectra from each

single spectrum, after only about 10 minutes of observations

an additional emission feature is turning up, and again about

10 minutes later, an absorption component manifests itself, but

these features are only defined relative to the subtracted aver-

aged spectrum. E. g. the absorption feature is caused by dim-

ming and shifting of a strong emission component in the aver-

aged quiescent spectrum, and therefore not a ’real’ absorption

component. This effect is illustrated for Hα line in Fig. 8, where

the PHOENIX subtracted lines are shown and one can note the

shifting and dimming. An example of an absorption artefact

can be found in Fig. 12 in the last two sub-frames. This subject
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Fig. 8. Examples from the evolution of the Hα line after subtraction of
a PHOENIX spectrum in the first hour of observations, covering the
main flare. Blue: spectrum at 2:13 UT (first spectrum taken), green:
spectrum at 2:48 UT, red: spectrum at 2:58 UT (flare onset), black:
spectrum at 3:05 UT. The additional flux in the black spectrum (best
seen at about 6557 and 6570 Å) is caused by the broad line component.

of the distributed and fast changing chromospheric emission is
also discussed in Sect. 6.5.

Nevertheless, for several lines the fitting process is best
done using an observed quiescent spectrum. This method gives
reliable results for the lines that are not present before the flare
or show up only shortly before the flare (all lines and broad line
components except the Balmer lines and the Ca iiK narrow line
components).

In the following sections we present our findings from the
line fitting.

5.3. Catalogue of emission lines

For events 1 and 3, a number of chromospheric metal lines be-
sides Ca ii H & K show up in the spectrum. Event 2 does not
influence the shallow metal lines. Therefore, we compiled an
emission line list for events 1 and 3. For the line identifica-
tion we generally used the Moore catalogue (Moore 1972). The
line fit parameters – central wavelength, half width, and flux in
arbitrary units – and (tentative) identifications including some
comments can be found in Table 5. We only show a few rows
of this table in the paper as an example, while the whole table
is provided in electronic form at CDS.

5.3.1. Event 1

For accessing the metal line properties, we averaged the first
and second flare spectrum and subtracted an averaged quies-
cent spectrum made of the first three spectra of the night. The
flare onset spectrum alone contains a number of emission line
candidates that are lost in the average spectrum. However, these
additional lines are very noisy and would only allow insecure
identifications.

We identified 90 lines in the blue arm and 11 lines in the
red arm spectra with a mean wavelength shift of 39.6 ± 9.6
km s−1 (applying a radial velocity of 32.5 km s−1). The rather
large scatter is caused by blended lines, for which the (proba-
ble) components are given as a remark. A few lines have pos-
sible blends with an unknown line or rather insecure identifica-
tion and are marked with ’blend??’ in the remarks. Because of
the high noise level the line list cannot be considered complete
concerning weak emission features.

Most of the blue emission lines can be detected for between
20 and 50 minutes after flare onset. Only the Balmer line and
Ca ii H and K emission persist after an hour of flare emission,
but the line shifts and the decay of the broad line suggest, that
the main part of this emission is not flare-related any more.

5.3.2. Event 3

During event 3 only few emission lines appear; they are a sub-
set of the lines found during event 1. Since the strong lines,
that also react during the event 3, show strong changes in time,
we took the average of the three spectra directly before the on-
set of event 3 as quiescent spectrum. We could detect a line
flux for 17 emission lines. The lines have an average line shift
of −23.9 ± 13.2 km s−1, which differs by more than 60 km s−1

from the velocity measured for event 1.

5.3.3. Comparison to other line catalogues

We compared our AB Dor A line list to that of Proxima
Centauri given in Fuhrmeister et al. (2011), which have an
overlap between 3720 and 4485 Å and between 6400 and 9400
Å. We found that most of the lines in the AB Dor A flare co-
incide with the strongest lines in the Proxima Centauri flare.
Nevertheless, there are 21 lines in the AB Dor A flare not
found in the Proxima Centauri flare (see remarks in the line
table). We compare therefore the line list also to the one of the
CN Leo mega-flare (Fuhrmeister et al. 2008), with which the
wavelength overlap is much smaller, though. In the overlap-
ping line region all lines not found in the Proxima Centauri list
could be identified besides one line.

5.4. Timing behaviour of event 1

The flux in the three strong lines Hα, Hβ, and less pronounced
for Ca ii K, shows a slow increase and (later on) decrease well
before the event 1 (see Fig. 11; the Hα and Ca ii K fluxes peak
at about 2:30 UT, while the Hβ flux peaks at about 2:40 UT).

A time series comparing the cores of the three strongest
lines with a PHOENIX spectrum subtracted is shown in Fig.
9, where the lines are scaled for convenience. The lines in the
spectrum taken at 2:22 UT show a single-peaked line center,
that decays and develops a double-peaked structure before the
flare for all three lines with one peak at about 40 to 45 km s−1

and a second broader and shallower peak at about -80 km s−1

for the Hα and Hβ lines and about -50 km s−1 for the Ca ii K
line. This large difference in velocity cannot be explained only
by different line forming heights and stays unexplained. This
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Table 5. Section of the line catalogue corresponding to the wavelength interval shown in Fig. 6. The whole table is accessible electronically.
See Sect. 5.3 for details.

central wavelength half width flux catalogued wavelength ion multiplet comment
[Å] [Å] a.u. [Å]

3733.78 0.12 0.003 3733.319 FeI 5
3735.18 0.47 0.017 3734.370 HI 3 blend with 3734.867 FeI 21
3737.42 0.13 0.007 3737.133 FeI 5
3743.80 0.15 0.005 3743.364 FeI 21
3746.32 0.27 0.005 3745.901 FeI 5 blend with 3745.561 FeI 5
3750.59 1.06 0.042 3750.154 HI 2 blend with 3749.487 FeI 21
3759.88 0.11 0.005 3759.291 TiII 13
3771.09 0.45 0.026 3770.632 HI 2
3776.35 0.13 0.006 3775.572 NiI 33 blend?? not in ProxCen list, but in CNLeo list
3790.58 0.10 0.005 3790.095 FeI 22 not in ProxCen list, but in CNLeo list
3798.44 0.43 0.030 3797.900 HI 2
3820.25 0.09 0.005 3819.606 HeI 22 blend with FeI 20 at 3820.428
3821.03 0.32 0.020 3820.428 FeI 20 blend with HeI 22 at 3819.606
3829.88 0.05 0.002 3829.355 MgI 3
3832.89 0.09 0.003 3832.303 MgI 3
3835.95 0.32 0.029 3835.386 HI 2
3836.52 0.25 0.008 3836.070 CrI 70 not in ProxCen and in CNLeo list
3838.86 0.07 0.002 3838.294 MgI 3

Fig. 9. Spectra of Hα (red), Hβ (green), and Ca ii K (blue) with a PHOENIX spectrum subtracted and scaled for convenience. For comparison
the PHOENIX-subtracted flare spectrum (2:58 UT) of each line is over-plotted in black. A different behaviour of the lines is seen, e. g. at 3:14
UT, where the Ca ii line is still double peaked, while in Hα and Hβ the peak at 40 km s−1 has already decayed. Also, the rotationally induced
shift of line components is seen, e. g. in Hα the main component which moves from about -40 (3:14 UT) to +20 (3:41 UT), +30 (3:50 UT), and
finally to +50 km s−1 (4:12 UT).

second peak can be seen at 6561 Å in Fig. 8 for the Hα line
in the green spectrum taken at 2:48 UT. Also it can be seen
in the flare spectrum in Fig. 9, since the blue peak is nearly
undisturbed by the flare. One can see the blue feature migrating
red wards until it reaches 40-50 km s−1 at about 4:10 UT (see
Fig. 9 or Fig. 7). We interpret the blue peak as the signature of
an active region rotating into view.

Event 1 occurred in the red-shifted half of the line, while
the blue emission peak is nearly undisturbed. After event 1,
for Hα and Hβ, the line flux in the flaring component decays
rapidly below the flare onset amplitude, while for the Ca ii K
line the amplitude stays at the level of flare onset (see Fig. 9,
3:14 UT). This indicates that the heating of the flare site di-
minishes in the upper chromosphere, while in the lower chro-
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mosphere the heating persists. This state persists for about 40
minutes during which the blue shifted component brightens
considerably and shifts red ward with a drift velocity of about
90 km s−1 per hour and eventually reaches the about 50 km s−1

of the original flare site at the stage it also reaches maximum
brightness (about 3:47 UT). In Fig. 9 this corresponds to the
peaks seen in Hα and Ca ii K starting at flare peak at about -70
(-50 for Ca ii K) km s−1, seen at 3:14 UT at about -40 km s−1,
at 3:41 UT (and 3:50 UT) the peak reaches about 40 km s−1.
This drift is better seen in the shift of the fitted Gauss kernels
for the lines. This brightest episode in Hα at about 3:45 UT
can also be noted in the intensity map. Furthermore, another
active region rotates into view in the blue line wing, which can
be seen in the spectrum taken at 4:12 UT (Fig. 9). The differ-
ence between Hα and Hβ (the Hα amplitude is similar to the
one during the flare, while the amplitude of Hβ is well below
the flare values) may be explained by a different optical depth
of the two lines. While for Hα and Hβ both components decay
further, the blue component of the Ca ii K line brightens until
about the spectrum taken at 4:45 UT, which again indicates the
different heating at different heights.

In the following we discuss the behaviour of the lines dur-
ing event 1 in more detail.

5.4.1. Broad line components

During the event 1 the Balmer lines, He iD3, as well as the Ca ii
H and K lines show a very broad component, whose velocities
and lifetimes differ significantly from the narrow components.
For the He i lines at 3819.6, 4026.2, and 6678.1 Å the am-
plitudes are not strong enough to reveal a broad component,
although the latter shows at least a second component. Such a
broad component has been noticed mostly in M dwarf flares
(Crespo-Chacón et al. 2006; Fuhrmeister et al. 2008, 2011),
however, also for young K-dwarfs (Montes et al. 1999 and ref-
erences therein). Such broad line components, which can be
blue- or (more often) red-shifted, are often ascribed to a mov-
ing turbulent plasma component. Broadening, especially of hy-
drogen lines, may also be caused by the Stark effect. E. g. for
a flare on Barnards star, Paulson et al. (2006) attributed a sym-
metric line broadening to the Stark effect. Also for the Sun,
Johns-Krull et al. (1997) found evidence for Stark broadening
in higher order Balmer lines during a strong flare.

In Fig. 10 we show the results of our Gaussian fit to the
broad component of the lines discussed above. All broad line
components exhibit red shifts and no blue shifts. The larger
shift of the Hα line that starts few minutes after flare onset
is most probably caused by additional red shifted narrow line
components, that are not included in our model but influence
the fit of the broad component (see Fig. 12).

The fluxes of the Ca ii K and the He i D3 line peak later
and more gradually than the Balmer lines. For the Ca ii K line
the observed behaviour could be explained by a height effect
and corresponds directly to the behaviour of the main compo-
nent (see below). For the He i D3 line the broad component is
shallow and therefore noisy, which may hide a true peak di-
rectly after the flare onset (the earlier flare onset for this line is

Fig. 10. Characteristics of the broad line component: Top: Flux am-
plitude; Middle: Velocity shift of the line centre; Bottom: Gaussian
width in km s−1. The legend applies to all panels. The earlier rise in
the He i D3 line is caused by using a running mean for the fitting pro-
cess. The large velocity shifts in Hα are caused by line subcomponents
influencing the fit.
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an artefact of the running mean used for the fitting and not of
physical origin).

The broad component vanishes about an hour after flare on-
set as illustrated by the decaying line flux seen in Fig. 10.

5.4.2. Stark broadening versus turbulent broadening

Although the uncertainties of the fitted Gaussians are rather
large, as can be seen from the scatter of the measurements,
we can discern Stark broadening from turbulent broadening in
our data. As seen in Fig. 10 there is a clear trend, that from
flare onset until about 3.1 UT the Balmer line widths are larger
than the widths of the helium and Ca ii K lines. We ascribe this
difference to Stark broadening. For a notable Stark broaden-
ing of helium lines, very high densities of at least 1016 cm−3

would have to be reached (Ben Chaouacha et al. 2007), which
is not expected for this smaller flare. Therefore, we argue that
the broadening observed in the He i D3 and Ca ii K is turbu-
lent broadening, while the additional broadening observed in
the Balmer lines is caused by Stark broadening.

We note that Stark broadening should affect higher mem-
bers of the Balmer series more strongly (Švestka 1972; Worden
et al. 1984). While Hβ is as broad as or even broader than Hα,
this is not found for the Hδ line. However, the signal to noise of
the spectra is decreasing towards the blue as is the amplitude of
the Balmer lines with increasing order. Therefore, even broader
tails may be hidden in the noise. For even higher members of
the Balmer series it is not clear, if their broad line components
start to merge. Moreover, also Paulson et al. (2006) found less
broadening in higher Balmer lines and gave NLTE effects as
possible reason, which affect low order lines most.

Although Stark broadening is present in the Balmer lines,
we choose to fit the lines with two or three Gaussian compo-
nents, instead of a Voigt profile. Asymmetric Stark profiles are
expected for moving plasmas, but would have to be calculated
with a full 3D hydrodynamic and radiative transfer code, as
done by Allred et al. (2006), which is beyond the scope of this
work. To obtain estimates of the velocities of the plasma move-
ments a Gaussian approximation should be sufficient.

5.4.3. Narrow line component

The evolution of the flux of the main narrow line emission com-
ponent is shown in Fig. 11. The Hα line is fitted after subtract-
ing a PHOENIX spectrum and scaled by 0.43, while all other
lines were fitted using a quiescent spectrum of AB Dor A for
subtraction. Also, since the Hα line displays more than one
narrow component, the fit switches to another component di-
rectly after flare onset, which is marked in light green in Fig.
11. Also, the dip between 3.5 and 4.0 UT in Hα flux is not real
but is caused by the fit shuffling flux from one to another fit
component (the total Hα flux peaks at about 3.75 UT).

5.4.4. Subcomponents of the Hα line

We also searched for weaker subcomponents in the Hα line. As
discussed in Sect. 5.2.1 they are more pronounced, when sub-

tracting a quiescent spectrum of the star instead of a PHOENIX
spectrum. Fig. 12 shows the evolution of the Hα line only dur-
ing a few minutes around flare onset; for all panels the averaged
spectrum taken between 2:56 and 2:58 UT has been subtracted
as a proxy for the quiescent state. The figure nicely illustrates
the complex and rapidly evolving multi-component structure of
the chromospheric emission during the impulsive phase of the
flare. Obviously, for most spectra a fit with only three compo-
nents is not sufficient to cover all components. However, a fit
with four or more components is even more unstable than a fit
with three components and can usually not be constrained by
the data. Beside the main flaring component, there are several
short-lived and a few longer lived narrow components of which
the bluest at about 6561 Å is growing stronger during the de-
cay of the flare. At 3:05 UT, about ten minutes after flare on-
set, an absorption component appears to emerge. However, it is
most likely an artefact, i. e. it results from changes in the non-
flaring line components relative to the pre-flare state. On the
other hand we argue, since notable changes in the non-flaring
spectrum seem to appear on time scales of about 10 minutes,
that the subcomponents in Hα during the first few minutes of
the flare are real. Their development (appearing, shifting, and
disappearing) takes place on much shorter time scales.

We interpret these weak subcomponents of the Hα line as
signatures of shock waves in the chromosphere. Alternatively
they could be small dense ’blobs’ created during the flare, mov-
ing at high intrinsic velocities. Some of them can only be iden-
tified in one or two consecutive spectra, translating into a life
time of one to two minutes. We counted up to six such subcom-
ponents in a single spectrum (2:59 UT, two spectra after flare
onset), moving with velocities ranging from -270 km s−1 to
+260 km s−1. If these subcomponents are present in more than
one spectrum they normally decelerate, i. e. blue shifted fea-
tures shift red wards, while red shifted features show a drift to
bluer wavelengths. This strengthens our confidence that these
features are not artefacts. The only other line besides Hα with
a sufficient signal to noise level to identify subcomponents is
the Ca ii K line. There we find a comparable number of sub-
components, but we cannot identify any of the Ca ii subcom-
ponents with Hα subcomponents even for the stronger ones.
This is caused partly, by the different velocity scatter ranging
from -390 to +190 km s−1. Actually, this is not surprising, if
these subcomponents are indeed tracers of material of different
temperature potentially at different heights of the atmosphere.

6. Discussion

6.1. Comparison between X-ray and optical signatures

During the 58 ks exposure of XMM-Newton, three medium
sized flares occurred in a time interval of only 22 ks, while the
remaining light curve showed no major flux enhancement. In
the same time interval also the OM light curve shows flux vari-
ations, coinciding with the X-ray events. The chromospheric
emission lines show more complex variations, but it is cer-
tainly straightforward to assume that these different wavelength
bands trace the same events in different parts of the atmosphere.
Furthermore, one may ask, whether the three events originate
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Fig. 11. Amplitude of the Gaussian fit for the strongest chromospheric emission lines. In case of multiple line components, the strongest narrow
fitting component is shown (Hα, Hβ, Ca ii K). The time interval covers the first 2.3 hours of observations, including the flare onset at 2:58 UT.
For fitting Hα a PHOENIX spectrum has been subtracted; the change of the green hue indicates, that the fit switched to another line component
(see text). Colours are indicated in the legend; both Na i D lines are denoted in red.

Fig. 12. Fit examples of the Hα line with the observed quiescent spectrum subtracted. The data is shown in grey, the fit components are shown
in green, blue, and red, and the resulting fit is shown in black. The data contains additional narrow short-lived line components, which are no
fitted here, but are indicated by arrows for the two most complicated spectra at 3:59 UT. Between 3:00 and 3:01 UT the fit switches to another
line component. The second spectrum in the upper row shows the flare onset. In the last two spectra one can note an absorption artefact at about
6563 Å which is caused by the dimming of a pre-flare line component.

from the same loop or arcade. In the following we discuss this
for each of the events.

6.1.1. Event 1

The onset of the main flare shows strong evidence for the
Neupert effect when comparing X-ray and optical/UV light
curves. The chromospheric emission lines start to react and also
peak at 2:58 UT while the X-ray emission peaks at 3:16 UT.

During a flare, the time integral of emission due to the acceler-
ated particles (like Hα emission, white-light emission) resem-
bles the rise of the flare light curve in the soft X-rays which is
called the Neupert effect. In Fig. 13, we plot the time derivative
of the soft X-ray light curve (only EPIC) and the optical light
curve. Since there is no data available from the OM during the
flare rise we obtained the optical light curve using the UVES
continuum spectra between the wavelengths 3895 Å - 3920 Å.
We note that during flare rise the derivative of the X-ray light
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Fig. 13. Neupert effect observed during the large flare on AB Dor A.

Depicted are the combined EPIC X-ray light curve in violet, its time

derivative (smoothed by five bins) in black, the OM light curve in

green and the UVES continuum light curve in red.

curve matches the shape of the optical light curve. It is also

clearly seen, that the optical/UV peak precede the X-ray peak

(see Fig. 13).

The chromospheric lines do not react strongly to the flare in

amplitude. In contrast to the X-ray and optical/UV light curve

they exhibit stronger emission before and after the flare events;

i. e. the flare does not dominate the chromospheric line emis-

sion. Despite the weak reaction of the chromospheric lines

in amplitude, the strong lines show turbulent broadening, the

Balmer lines even show Stark broadening and in the Hα line on

top of that single short-lived shocks can be identified. All this

is accumulating evidence that for this event, the above men-

tioned picture of a flare affecting different atmospheric layers

is certainly correct.

6.1.2. Event 2

Event 2 has its broad X-ray maximum between about 4:20

and 4:50 UT followed by a slow decay until about 6:00 UT.

Between about 4:15 and 4:45 UT there is a slight brightening

in a component of Hα at a velocity of about -35 km s−1, which

is not strong enough to be noticed in the intensity map (Fig. 7)

nor in the main component (Fig. 11). It is most pronounced in

the Ca ii K line, where it even shows up in the intensity map as

a slight brightening. As an example we show the central part

of the Ca ii K line covering the times of interest in Fig. 14. The

feature is not seen in Hβ, which may be due to the noise level

in this line.

Because of the slow rise and decay of the peaks in the X-ray

and the chromospheric lines light curves, it is hard to decide,

whether this brightening of the chromospheric lines is physi-

cally connected to the X-ray brightening.

Fig. 14. Central part of the Ca ii K emission line for different times.

The spectra are offset for convenience. A PHOENIX spectrum is sub-

tracted. The spectrum taken at 4:28 UT is always over-plotted for bet-

ter comparison.

6.1.3. Event 3

Event 3 is characterised by a peak at 7:46 UT in X-rays, starting

at 7:34 and lasting until 8:16 UT. Unfortunately, the third flare

falls partly in a gap of the UVES observations. Nevertheless,

the flare onset is covered and observed at about 7:34 UT, both,

in the OM and in the chromospheric emission lines. The chro-

mospheric emission lines all show a rather weak reaction com-

pared to X-rays and the OM. They exhibit a very broad peak

with the Na i D lines showing increasing flux until the end of

the observations at about 9:20 UT. Ca ii K is peaking at about

9:00 UT, while Hα appears to peak during the observational

gap.

6.2. Comparison to the radio data and to other work

While the X-ray and optical lightcurve show clear correlation

for two of the three events, the radio data covering event 3

shows no flaring activity. Also the correlation between the radio

data and the EW of the chromospheric lines during the second

prominence crossing is ambigous.

The timing of different flares for multi-wavelength obser-

vations has been extensively discussed by Osten et al. (2005),

who compare parallel radio, optical, UV, and X-ray observa-

tions for the young flare star EV Lac and found that flares in

different wavelength bands need not have counterparts in any
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other wavelength bands. Also Kundu et al. (1988) found little

correlation between radio and X-ray variations on the flare stars

UV Cet, EQ Peg, YZ CMi, and AD Leo. While these two stud-

ies found no strong correlation between different wavelength

bands, other studies did. E. g. Liefke et al. (2009), for the flare

star CN Leo found correlations between X-rays, chromospheric

lines, and the photospheric continuum at least for the larger

events, while smaller events were not seen in all wavelength

bands. The present study is in line with the latter: For the larger

events 1 and 3, there is a reaction in X-rays, OM, and the chro-

mospheric lines. For event 2 there is only a very small reaction

in the OM and in the chromospheric lines, which are not clearly

linked to the broad X-ray event 2. Therefore, the event appears

to be largely confined to the corona. As the above mentioned

authors, we could not find a correlation between the radio data

and other wavelength bands for event 3.

6.3. Location of the flaring regions

During event 1 the chromospheric lines show the same veloc-

ity shift of 39.6 ± 9.6 km s−1. Most of these lines appear during

the flare onset, but the Balmer lines and other strong lines can

be identified before the flare as well. These strong lines show

a slow velocity drift over a long time interval, but no discrete

jump in their velocity at flare onset. This suggests, that the pro-

jected rotational velocity of the star and not the intrinsic veloc-

ity of the flaring material dominates the velocity of the main

line component. This is further supported by observations of

slowly rotating M dwarfs, for which line shifts during flares are

normally not observed. E. g. Reiners (2009) searched for radial

velocity jitter in UVES observations in the M dwarf CN Leo

and found a jitter of below 1 km s−1 even during the observed

mega flare.

Under the assumption, that the velocity shift in the chromo-

spheric lines is dominated by rotation and the chromospheric

line emission originates in a region very near the stellar sur-

face, one can try to locate the flaring active region. Using an

inclination of 60◦ of the stellar rotational axis (Kuerster et al.

1994; Donati & Collier Cameron 1997) and 90 km s−1 as pro-

jected rotational velocity, the active region would be about 25◦

off the center of the stellar disk in terms of longitude, if it is

located at equatorial latitude and at about longitude of 60◦, if

located at 60◦ latidude. Thus, the active region could in prin-

ciple be also circumpolar, with 60◦ being the lowest circum-

polar latitude and therefore could allow to follow the flare site

of event 1 rotating onto the ’rear’ hemisphere (i. e. the hemi-

sphere behind the pole as seen from Earth). This would imply

a reversal in the velocity shift, yet, we see no such reversal of

the velocity shift and the fitted Gaussian components all show

increasing velocity (although the fit occasionally switches to

other components, which may hide such a reversal). Also, the

line velocity of about 40 km s−1 puts the active region below

64◦, allowing it to be only marginally circumpolar. Therefore

we exclude a high latitude, circumpolar active region.

To restrain the location of the active region further in lat-

itude, we computed the times, for which the flare would still

be visible for different latitudes. However, for the 45 minutes

flare duration (the time span for which the metal lines and the

broad line component can be identified), only latitudes lower

than about -30◦ are excluded. As another approach we mea-

sured the drift velocity of the lines to be about 20 km s−1 h−1

during event 1. This drift velocity implies a latitude of about

60◦. However, the highest possible velocity for this latitude at

the surface of the star is about 45 km s−1, which is exceeded

by far by the measured velocities of about 60-70 km s−1 (for

the Na D lines). A possible solution is, that the active region is

located at some distance to the stellar surface. But distances up

to 1 stellar radius do also not give consistent results. So there

seems to be some inconsistency in the drift velocity, which may

be influenced to some extent by the line profiles. We summa-

rize, that we cannot consistently locate the active region of the

event 1.

For events 2 and 3 the measured velocities are -35 and -24

km s−1, respectively. If these velocities are dominated by the

stellar rotation and the active region of event 1 is not circum-

polar, then event 2 and 3 cannot stem from the same active

region as event 1, since the star has completed less than half

a rotation, which does not suffice to move the site behind the

star and back to the visible hemisphere to reappear with a blue

shifted velocity.

For event 2 there is nevertheless the possibility, that the

weak reaction of the chromosphere and the strong coronal sig-

nal are not physically connected. Therefore, the X-ray signal

may stem from a reheating event, while in the chromosphere a

different active region undergoes a brightening that only coin-

cides in time with the coronal activity.

The event 2 and 3 can in principle originate in the same ac-

tive region. Since they exhibit only slightly different velocities,

the active region must be located at high latitude then. For low

latitudes, the expected velocity shift in the 3 hours between the

two flare events would exceed the measured difference by far.

Also the intensity map (see Fig. 7) suggests no dependency for

the two events.

6.4. Geometry of the flaring region

The continuum of the flare optical spectra shows a well-defined

slope which suggests a blackbody origin. For computing the

blackbody temperature we use the flare spectrum and subtract

the quiescent flux. The blackbody fit gives a temperature es-

timate of 16 000 K during the flare peak. Fig. 15 shows the

best-fit blackbodies as solid line (green); blackbody fits with

fixed temperatures at 14 500K and 17 500K for comparison as

dotted lines (red).

Using the UV light curve obtained with the OM one can

estimate the optical filling factor. For this we obtain the mean

count rate of 70 cts/s during the quiescent phase between 21:00

UT and 01:00 UT. Additionally we obtain the count rate of

190 cts/s at the flare peak (event 1). Using the count-to energy

conversion factor of 1.66×10−15 erg/cm2/s for a star of spec-

tral type K0 from the XMM-Newton handbook, we calculated

a flux of 1.1×10−13 erg/cm2/s and 3.1×10−13 erg/cm2/s during

quiescent and event 1 in the covered band of the UVM2 filter.

Combining this flux with a distance of ≈15 pc, we obtain a lu-
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Fig. 15. Blue UVES spectrum with the quiescent flux subtracted, cov-

ering the peak of flare event 1. Overlaid in green and red are different

blackbody fits.

minosity of 3.2×1027 erg/s and 8.6×1027 erg/s during quiescent

and flare event 1, respectively. Using the derived temperature

and the ratio of flare luminosity to the quiescent luminosity, an

areal filling-factor of the flare of ≈ 2.3% can be estimated.

Furthermore, one can attempt to estimate the volume of the

flaring region in X-rays making use of the emission measure

which is defined by EM ∼ n2eV , where ne is the electron den-

sity. Using the EM of the hottest component from Table 2 and

ne from Table 3 we computed their loop-footpoint area A =
V
L
,

where L is the loop length from Table 4. The resulting areal fill-

ing factor of each of the flaring events range between 1 − 3%,

which is consistent with the estimate from the UV emission.

6.5. Quasi-quiescence in the chromospheric lines

As discussed in Sect. 5.2.1, throughout our observations we

find significant variations in line shape and amplitude in Hα,

Hβ, and the Ca ii K lines on a timescale of 10 minutes and

less. These strong chromospheric lines also exhibit subcom-

ponents in their cores. This indicates, that they trace emission

from different active regions, which are partially resolved in

wavelength due to the high rotational velocity of AB Dor A.

The line emission thus results from the superposition of fluxes

emitted by the different active regions. The flux of the differ-

ent active regions vary in time, e. g. due to small flares and

therefore lead to the very dynamic line behaviour. While the

line shape is most affected by this phenomenon, even the over-

all fluxes in strong lines vary outside the flare events as can

be seen in Fig. 7. This is comparable to the situation in X-

rays, where many active flare stars do not exhibit a truly qui-

escent emission level, but some sort of flickering, sometimes

called quasi-quiescence (Robrade & Schmitt 2005). Moreover,

the chromospheric emission in the strong lines is dominated by

many active regions and not by the narrow component emis-

sion of the flare. Especially in Hα the flare emission only plays

a minor role compared to the overall signal.

6.6. Rotational modulation

Our observations cover about 16 hours, translating into ≈1.3

stellar rotation periods. Furthermore, an analysis of rotational

modulation in our data is hampered by the fact that much of it

is highly influenced by flares. Visual inspection of the radio and

X-ray light curves suggests that AB Dor A’s emission is rota-

tionally modulated outside Events 1 to 3, see Fig. 1. However,

closer inspection shows that the estimated maxima of the radio

emission do not match the rotation period of 0.52 d by an hour

or more. The same applies to the minima of the X-ray signal.

Thus we conclude that we do not see any significant rotational

modulation during our observations.

7. Summary and conclusions

We report on the temporal correlation of activity in different at-

mospheric layers of AB Dor A, with an emphasis on long dura-

tion flare events. From the X-ray data we determined the coro-

nal abundances, temperature, emission measure and densities

during different activity stages. The flare light curve shows a

striking similarity to the flares observed previously on the same

star described by Güdel et al. (2001). Such clustered events

suggest that they originate in the same loop or arcade simi-

lar to what is observed on the Sun (see Kołomański 2007 and

their references). However, our optical data clearly implies that

these events originate in different active regions at least for the

chromosphere. If there is a physical connection between the

re-heating like event 2 in X-rays and the coincidal event in the

chromospheric lines is not clear, though. Nevertheless, event 1

and 3 have clear counterparts in the different wavelength bands

except for the radio emission that is not covered or exhibit no

flaring activity, respectively.

Additionally, we found strong prominence absorptions in

the chromospheric line profile, however, we find no clear evi-

dence for an X-ray absorption by these prominences. Also we

found no signs of rotational modulation neither in X-ray nor in

radio emission.

In our high time cadence spectral series we could identify

shallow emission subcomponents in the Hα and Ca ii K lines

during the first few minutes of the flare, which we interpret

as the signature of the strongest chromospheric shocks caused

by the flare. Moreover, to our knowledge for the first time, we

could show that during the early phase of the large flare, both,

turbulent broadening for the helium and metal lines and Stark

broadening for the hydrogen lines is at work; later on only tur-

bulent broadening seems to be present. Our findings demon-

strate the importance of high time-cadence on the one hand

and high spectral resolution on the other hand for stellar flare

studies.
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Chapter 6

Charateristis of �ares on AB Dor A

AB Dor A is an ative young K dwarf with

an age of ∼40-50 Myr (Guirado et al. 2011).

It rotates rapidly with a rotational veloity

vsini≈90 Km/s (Kuerster et al. 1994) and a ro-

tation period of 0.514 days, hene overing ∼2
rotation yles in just over a day.

Being loated as a foreground star of the

large magellani loud (LMC), AB Dor A has

an advantage of being observed at all times

by most of the X-ray satellites. Additionally,

AB Dor A has been repeatedly observed in the

last deade; sine it is a alibration soure for

RGS on board XMM-Newton. Oasionally the

pn was also operational during these alibration

observations. During these observations several

�ares on AB Dor A have been observed provid-

ing an ideal opportunity to haraterise eah of

the �ares and ompare its properties to that of

Solar �ares.

6.1 Observations and data

analysis

Useful X-ray data were obtained by foussing

X-rays onto three EPIC (European Photon

Imaging Camera) ameras (one PN and two

MOS ameras) with a sensitivity range of

≈ 0.5 − 15 keV. The X-ray telesopes with

the MOS detetors are equipped with re�e-

tion gratings (RGS) produing high-resolution

X-ray spetra between 0.35 - 2.5 keV. All X-ray

data were redued using the standard XMM-

Newton Siene Analysis System (SAS) soft-

ware, version 11.0. EPIC light urves and

spetra were obtained using standard �lter-

ing riteria. Spetral analysis was done with

XSPEC version 12.5.0 (Arnaud 1996), mak-

ing use of multi-temperature omponent mod-

els with oupled abundanes for eah ompo-

nent. Abundanes are alulated relative to

the solar photospheri values from Grevesse &

Sauval (1998).

6.1.1 Quiesent emission

A quiesent emission level was alulated for

eah of the observations. The observed �ux

were onverted into X-ray luminosity in the

spetral band 0.2-10.0 keV and 0.3-2.7 keV

for pn and RGS, respetively. The derived

quiesent luminosity range between 29.96 ≤
log(Lx) ≤ 30.13. However, I de�ne the qui-

esent level as the time duration in whih no

energeti event is deteted in the light urve. If

there are events ourring below the detetion

threshold there is no way to disriminate the

quiesent and the mean level.

6.1.2 Flare analysis

I analyse the brightest X-ray �ares from

AB Dor A using XMM-Newton observations.

I de�ne an event as a �are when there is an

anomaly in the ount rate. In other words I

identify an event �are when the peak ount rate

inreases by 50 or more perent when ompared

the typial pre-�are/quiesent level. This re-

sults in over 17 �ares from XMM's pn and 27

�ares from the RGS over last deade. The dif-

ferene in the number of �ares deteted by the

PN and the RGS is beause AB Dor A is a

alibration soure for the RGS and has been

observed for longer period when ompared to

the PN.
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Figure 6.1: Distribution of �are peak emission measure plotted as a funtion of �are peak

temperature for PN (left panel) and RGS (right panel) data.

6.2 Results

6.2.1 Global �are properties

During a �are fresh material from the hromo-

sphere is brought to the upper layers of the

stellar atmosphere, hanging the oronal abun-

dane, temperature and emission of oronal

plasma temporarily (Güdel 2004). I perform

a spetral analysis and determine plasma tem-

peratures, abundanes and emission measures

in di�erent states of ativity for AB Dor A.

6.2.1.1 EM and T evolution

From X-ray point of view, the general �are se-

nario implies a harateristi evolution of the

�are emission measure (EM) and the temper-

ature (T). To investigate this, I divide eah of

the �are light urves into smaller time bins and

reate a spetra for eah of these bins. The �rst

spetrum overs the �are rise and the following

time intervals overs the di�erent phases of the

deay. Eah of the spetra is �tted with om-

binations of APEC models.

In addition I generated quiesent spetra be-

fore and after the �are for eah of the observa-

tion and �tted with two-temperature ompo-

nent APEC models. While the �t improved

with a three-temperature omponent model. I

obtain a global quiesent emission I used only

those observation whih has both the RGS and

the PN data. For �tting quiesent RGS spe-

tra, the abundane of arbon, nitrogen, oxy-

gen, neon and iron abundanes were allowed to

vary freely and independently, but were �xed

among all VAPEC temperature omponents.

Further, I allowed the temperature omponents

to vary independently. For �tting EPIC-PN

spetra the magnesium, silion, sulphur and

argon abundanes were allowed to vary along

with oxygen, neon and iron abundanes, but

arbon and nitrogen abundane were �xed to

values obtained from RGS whih is sensitive

to strong individual lines. As far as quiesent

emission is onerned for di�erent observations

I notie that the properties of the for di�er-

ent quiesent spetra are very similar. Hene

I reated an average quiesent emission i.e.

temperatures (kT1 = 0.29 ± 0.04 keV, kT2 =
0.69 ± 0.08 keV and kT3 = 2.29 ± 0.15 keV)

and emission measures (EM1 = 1.48 ± 0.17 ×
1052 cm−3

, EM2 = 4.98 ± 0.26 × 1052 cm−3

and EM3 = 2.18 ± 0.19 × 1052 cm−3
). While

the individual elemental abundanes ourred

with the abundanes treated as free parameters

are C/H= 0.71 ± 0.10, N/H= 0.90 ± 0.14,
O/H= 0.42 ± 0.02, Ne/H= 0.81 ± 0.04,
Mg/H= 0.28 ± 0.03, Si/H= 0.25 ± 0.05,
S/H= 0.25 ± 0.05, Ar/H= 1.04 ± 0.28, and
Fe/H= 0.28 ± 0.01 relative to the solar pho-

tospheri values of (Grevesse & Sauval 1998).

In the �are spetra models, I always in-

lude the quiesent emission, i.e. the param-

eters of the �rst three temperature omponents

are �xed to the plasma properties of the qui-

esent emission. Hene during the �are I used

�ve temperature omponent where the 4

th
and

the 5

th
temperature omponent de�nes the on-
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tribution from the �are (1

st
-3

rd
temperature

omponents represent the quiesent emission).

With this approah one aounts for the ontri-

bution of the quiesent emission to the overall

X-ray emission.

To improve the �t and to emanipate the

temperature and abundane variation, single

elemental abundane was introdued as addi-

tional free parameter. With the iron abundane

as a free parameter I notie a lear improvement

in the �t. I apply a similar spetral model to

eah data set to perform a self-onsistent anal-

ysis.

In order to obtain the plasma properties I

make use of the total emission measure (EM)

and �are temperature (T),

EM =
∑

i

EMi T =
∑

i

Ti × EMi

EM
, (6.1)

where the total emission measure is the sum

of the emission measures of eah temperature

omponent and the total �are temperature is

the emission measure weighted sum of the tem-

peratures from eah �are omponent. Two �are

temperature omponents give a reasonable �t

for all bins during the �are deay, this in-turn

supports that our assumption of low tempera-

ture omponent is not hanging during the �are

is orret. In Figure 6.1, I plot the distribution

of �are emission measure derived from XMM-

PN (left panel) and XMM-RGS (right panel)

data. As seen in Fig 6.1, the estimated EM

from PN and RGS are onsistent within the er-

rors. However, I note that the high energy om-

ponent of the XMM-RGS data yields a large

error sine the instrument is not sensitive at

those energies. Hene, it is not meaningful to

ompare the high temperature omponent esti-

mated from the RGS with the PN observations.

6.2.1.2 Fe abundane evolution

In Figure 6.2, I plot the time series of the iron

abundane relative to the solar photospheri

abundane (Grevesse & Sauval 1998), here eah

olour indiates a di�erent �are. The �rst point

for eah urve represent the abundane at �are

peak. Plotted as thik blak line is a simple

exponential deay �t to the entire data set.
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Figure 6.2: Evolution of Fe abundane for a

subset of �ares observed on AB Dor by XMM-

PN. Plotted as thik blak line is a simple ex-

ponential �t showing the expeted evolution.

When neon abundane is set as free param-

eter instead of iron, the neon abundane does

not give a lear pattern like the iron abundane.

This ould be due to ontamination with highly

ionized iron during the �are whih is too strong

to give any onlusive result. This was repeated

with oxygen as well as silion abundane as free

parameters, a large satter in the abundane

over time for these later elements was notied.

Hene iron seems to be the only element whih

shows a lear trend in variation of elemental

abundane as a result of a �are. In the general

piture of a stellar �are, the evidene of the

hange in the iron abundane indiated that

during the �are fresh material is evaporated

from the photosphere and hromosphere whih

intrinsially shows a di�erent omposition with

higher iron abundane than the quiesent oro-

nal plasma.

AB Dor A being and ative star, its quies-

ent orona is expeted to show the inverse �rst

ionisation potential (IFIP) e�et (Lalitha et al.

2013). The above trend of inrease in the Fe

abundane on�rms the �ndings of Nordon &

Behar (2008) that IFIP-biased oronae tend to

show FIP bias during �ares with respet to Fe

abundane.

In addition, I note that the deay time-sale

of the iron abundane is faster when ompared

to evolution of the EM or T or the ount rate.

The iron abundane goes bak to its respetive
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pre-�are value. This suggests two possibilities:

• the existene of some kind of iron-depleting

mehanism ours during the �are, or

• during the early and later stages of the

plasma evaporation di�erent regions of

lower atmosphere with di�erent abundane

levels are a�eted.

6.2.1.3 Loop modeling

One of the major objetive of �are analysis is

determining the length sales of �aring loop.

Unlike solar oronal loops, the stellar oronal

strutures are spatially unresolved. One an

estimate the size of the stellar oronal �aring

region from the light urve, the time resolved

temperature and the emission measure values

obtained during the deay of the �aring loop.

Emission measure - Temperature (EM-T) dia-

gram is a useful tool to estimate unobservable

physial quantities suh as �are loop length, to-

tal energy and magneti �eld strengths. An em-

pirial formula to determine loop lengths has

been obtained by Reale et al. (1997) based on

hydrodynami approah making use of informa-

tion from the light urves and EM-T diagram.

To alulate the loop length I follow the

same proedure as in Set. 5.2. The �are is as-

sumed to our in a single loop with a onstant

ross-setion anhored in the photosphere. The

plasma is on�ned to this single loop and the

deay is said to our one the loop reahes a

steady state where further �ow of energy and

plasma are negligible. From these assumptions

it is lear that the deay time of X-ray emis-

sion roughly sales to the plasma ooling times,

whih in turn sales to the loop length. In

Figure 6.3, I plot the distribution of the esti-

mated loop lengths for both PN (in blak) and

RGS (in grey). These estimated loop lengths

for the �ares vary between 0.02-1.8 R⋆ (0.96 ±
0.06R⊙, Guirado et al. 2011).

6.2.2 Comparison with saling laws

In this setion, an overview of our knowledge

and understanding of the solar �ares and om-

parisons with observations of stellar �are are
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Figure 6.3: The distribution of loop lengths for

the �ares observed by PN only in blak and the

�ares observed by the RGS in grey.

presented and some impliations for our under-

standing of stellar �are variations are dedued.

6.2.2.1 Flare peak emission measure

versus �are peak temperature

Flares on the Sun and other stars have been

studied for a long time using both ground and

spae-based observations (see reviews by Benz

2008; Flether et al. 2011). A remarkable orre-

lation between the temperature (T) during the

�are peak and the emission measure (EM) was

notied using the spae-based observations of

solar �ares (Shimizu 1995; Yuda et al. 1997).

Apparently this orrelation an be extrapo-

lated to stellar �ares as well (Stern et al. 1992;

Feldman et al. 1995).

Shibata & Yokoyama (1999) presented a

simple theory based on magnetohydrodynami

simulation of reonnetion together with heat

ondution and hromospheri evaporation to

explain the orrelation between the �are

peak temperature and the emission measure.

Aording to this EM ∝ B

−5
T

17/2
where B

is the magneti �eld strength. This equation

means that the observed orrelation between

the temperature and emission measure is ex-

plained if B is nearly onstant. Hene, the ob-

served EM-T diagram may be an useful tool for

estimating the magneti �eld strength of stellar

�ares, whih is observationally very di�ult for

other stars.
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Table 6.1: Flare interpretation and summary of �are properties.

log LX EM Tmax ζ τf L

[erg/s℄ [1052cm−3
℄ [10

6
K℄ [slope in Kcm3

℄ [s℄ [1010 m℄

1 30.36 6.972.221.85 24.1520.536.50 1.68±0.06 5220.02±27.10 5.78±0.05
2 30.26 2.941.401.21 22.0028.5414.91 1.68±0.07 2520.00±6.33 2.64±0.04
3 30.21 1.891.181.32 23.0016.248.31 1.57±0.04 5580.01±30.96 6.43±0.08
4 30.28 3.591.771.66 35.8523.1020.23 1.74±0.12 211.597±185.30 0.28±2.04
5 30.27 3.561.261.27 30.8423.8615.16 2.15±0.45 10800.1±115.39 10.75±2.44
6 30.26 2.802.791.78 38.5437.7434.58 2.15±0.45 5640.03±31.63 6.39±1.39
7 30.31 4.762.122.19 23.4841.119.25 5.02±13.28 355.260±278.07 0.13±2.15
8 30.30 15.012.922.76 37.3518.557.90 �- �- �-

9 30.31 5.551.761.00 30.2012.199.13 2.42±0.64 2700.51±7.27 2.36±0.10
10 30.40 12.213.433.13 28.9112.0316.67 �- �- �-

11 30.46 11.042.262.13 22.245.113.99 1.84±0.08 6998.83±879.64 6.75±1.35
12 30.60 19.353.112.86 26.525.874.30 2.90±0.82 7428.76±305.07 5.03±1.94
13 30.47 11.891.631.62 22.868.144.14 1.69±0.031 3000.30±8.97 3.20±0.01

RGS 14 30.48 12.051.791.65 22.1710.993.58 1.84±0.084 6180.09±37.95 5.95±0.05
15 30.42 8.292.583.08 17.296.893.51 1.80±0.12 3000.30±8.97 2.55±0.02
16 30.57 17.712.372.29 26.076.083.77 1.89±0.16 563.552±171.40 0.58±0.46
17 30.29 4.141.281.23 21.2226.095.96 1.58±0.04 877.770±191.67 0.95±0.33
18 30.31 4.761.331.17 21.2311.464.62 8.92±7.22 5141.55±617.50 0.99±4.31
19 30.34 8.072.012.26 24.7011.753.34 1.71±0.07 3004.05±638.31 3.31±0.88
20 30.34 6.362.401.64 53.9222.2627.82 1.56±0.05 3583.28±1690.30 6.81±12.12
21 30.44 9.781.871.88 19.968.774.10 1.90±0.07 4020.10±16.09 3.51±0.02
22 30.34 30.543.114.23 43.6210.134.76 �- �- �-

23 30.52 15.381.561.49 31.7312.535.44 2.78±1.06 1323.00±653.88 1.03±6.83
24 30.58 20.433.221.74 43.378.317.70 1.81±0.10 7080.05±49.77 10.24±0.15
25 30.42 9.722.011.96 29.0413.285.59 1.85±0.11 4080.13±16.58 4.57±0.04
26 30.40 8.901.681.70 34.9221.948.84 9.33±7.46 9024.70±792.94 2.23±8.09
27 30.29 5.201.871.54 26.6721.346.41 1.56±0.05 8117.54±1304.19 10.25±2.88
28 30.32 5.321.611.75 31.3552.8112.59 1.55±0.08 2040.03±4.15 2.84±0.02
1 30.56 19.181.991.72 37.201.892.26 2.68± 0.42 2640.05 ± 6.95 2.35 ± 0.02
2 30.41 10.982.482.10 75.9769.2611.83 2.08± 0.36 2961.34 ± 218.21 5.14 ± 2.07
3 30.10 2.801.831.53 28.5750.3412.35 1.78± 0.17 9853.38 ± 2943.83 11.34 ± 29.70
4 30.57 16.511.741.63 46.873.513.65 1.78± 0.15 5520.01 ± 30.30 8.47 ± 0.06
5 30.44 13.052.732.73 28.975.073.54 2.48± 0.60 2640.05 ± 6.95 2.20 ± 0.03
6 30.33 8.101.831.40 23.332.022.62 4.85± 2.47 4440.00 ± 19.62 1.67 ± 0.09
7 30.46 15.732.922.90 18.4212.115.30 1.60± 0.11 2333.91 ± 194.43 2.31 ± 0.81
8 30.26 8.493.833.41 23.5627.559.69 1.86± 0.23 1501.50 ± 2.25 1.47 ± 0.02

PN 9 30.37 9.800.670.60 30.411.631.58 8.92± 4.62 1740.04 ± 3.02 0.41 ± 0.01
10 30.48 17.603.233.25 34.765.944.21 2.72± 0.76 4920.05 ± 24.08 4.16 ± 0.14
11 30.30 28.524.344.35 25.982.311.91 �- �- �-

12 30.27 4.703.122.57 42.0623.3311.84 4.61± 2.11 893.224 ± 5.46 0.49 ± 0.08
13 30.57 20.383.643.57 36.713.552.98 1.67± 0.05 8604.89 ± 21.17 12.21 ± 0.01
14 30.44 14.172.172.21 31.894.893.56 1.90± 0.12 7720.81 ± 34.82 8.86 ± 0.06
15 30.28 6.5713.062.75 27.518.024.22 1.80± 0.12 1992.86 ± 19.89 2.21 ± 0.04
16 30.47 11.750.940.83 31.102.712.13 1.69± 0.12 3431.52 ± 346.09 4.38 ± 0.47
17 30.50 12.471.331.13 42.773.833.20 3.80± 1.34 7038.09 ± 873.87 4.81 ± 3.21
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Figure 6.4: Plot of �are peak emission measure

vs. �are peak temperature for the �ares ob-

served by XMM-Newton. Also depited are the

AB Dor A �ares observed with pn (red square)

and RGS (green squares). Plotted as beige ir-

les are COUP �ares ompiled by Getman et al.

(2008). Flares observed in other stars ompiled

by Güdel (2004) are depited as blue triangles.

The linear regression obtained by Ashwanden

et al. (2008) is plotted as blue thik line with

1σ range (blue dashed line). AB Dor A �ares,

other stellar �ares and solar �ares �t a simi-

lar orrelation EMf ∝ T 4.7
f . Plotted as yellow

thik line is the linear regression, I obtained

onsidering only stellar �ares. The error bar

indiate the 1σ range obtained from our analy-

sis.

From omparison of solar and stellar �ares

Ashwanden et al. (2008) found a ommon sal-

ing law between the �are peak emission mea-

sure (EMf ) and the �are peak temperature

(Tf ), EMf ∝ T 4.7±0.1
f (plotted as blue thik

line with 1σ range in Fig.6.4), despite the fat

that the stellar �are emission is ∼250 times

higher than the solar �are emission. Further,

Getman et al. (2008) found that about 60%
COUP �ares also follow the same trend as the

solar and stellar �ares (plotted as beige irles

in Fig.6.4). Nearly, 40% of the COUP �ares fol-

low a shallow trend and hene for further anal-

ysis I neglet all the COUP �ares.

In Figure 6.4, the omparison between the

EMf to Tf on AB Dor A observed by pn

and RGS (red and green squares) and stellar

�ares ompiled by Güdel (2004) (blue triangle)

is presented. Further, the AB Dor A �ares

from Güdel (2004) are over plotted as blue

stars for omparing both the results. Previous

�are observation of AB Dor A was arried out

with BeppoSAX and XMM-Newton. The solar-

stellar trend obtained by Ashwanden et al.

(2008) is over plotted as thik blue line.

I performed a regression analysis on all the

stellar �ares and obtained a more shallow orre-

lation between EMf and Tf , EMf ∝ T

3.2±0.3
f .

Plotted as yellow thik line is the saling law

between the �are peak temperature and emis-

sion measure obtained from the urrent analy-

sis. However, one may notie that the �ares ob-

served on AB Dor A agrees well with the saling

law of Ashwanden et al. (2008) within errors.

6.2.2.2 Flare duration versus �are peak

temperature

Figure 6.5: Plot of �are duration vs. �are peak

temperature for the �ares observed by XMM-

Newton. Symbols and lines are as in Fig. 6.4.

AB Dor A �ares, other stellar �ares and solar

�ares �t a similar orrelation τf ∝ T 0.91
f .

In Figure 6.5, I show a omparison of the

�are duration τf with the �are peak temper-

ature (Tf ) observed in AB Dor A �ares (red

and green squares), COUP �are ompiled by

Getman et al. (2008) (beige irles) and stel-

lar �ares ompiled by Güdel (2004) (blue trian-

gles). Previously the solar and stellar duration

were �tted by a simple least square method,
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this yielded a statistial orrelation τf ∝ T 0.91
f .

However, regression analysis of all the stellar

�ares inluding the �ares observed on AB Dor A

yield a slope of 0.78±0.21, whih is onsistent

within errors with previous �ndings.

I note that for a ertain value of temperature

the �are duration seem to vary by three orders

of magnitude. In other words, we know that

the larger the loop the longer the deay time,

then the size of the loop should also vary by

three orders of magnitude for a onstant tem-

perature.

6.2.2.3 Flare length sales versus �are

peak temperature

Figure 6.6: Plot of �are loop lengths vs. �are

peak temperature for all the �ares observed by

XMM-Newton. Symbols and lines are as in

Fig. 6.4.

Plotted in Figure 6.6 are the �are loop

lengths (L) versus the �are peak temperature

(Tf ). Symbols are as in Fig.6.4. The loi of

stellar �ares are plotted as thik yellow line

and of solar �ares are plotted thik blue line.

The solar saling law between �are loop length

and the peak �are temperature is given by

L∝T0.91±0.04
pk . However, for stellar �ares (in-

luding AB Dor A �ares and exluding COUP

�ares) we obtain L∝T1.07±0.23
pk . As an be no-

tied our estimate of the saling law for the loop

lengths and �are peak temperatures agree well

when ompared to the solar saling law within

the errors.

6.2.3 The event distribution

Despite deades of study, the soure of heat-

ing of the solar and stellar oronae is still

not understood (Shrijver et al. 1999; Reale

2010). There are several proposals on what

may be the possible soure of energy, but there

are hardly any observational proofs to these

theories. Parker (1988) introdued the term

nano�are for the Sun, whih is de�ned as an im-

pulsive event releasing energy less that 1027 erg
whih is minimum energy of a typial mi-

ro�are event. Reent observations of the solar

orona supports the possibility of oronal heat-

ing dominated by small-sale events with an av-

erage energy release of 1024 erg as suggested

by Parker's nano�are model (Parnell & Jupp

2000; Patsourakos & Klimhuk 2005). Solar mi-

ro�ares and milli�ares energies follows a power

law (Lin et al. 1984; Hudson 1991)

dN

dE
= KE−α , (6.2)

where K is proportionality onstant, E is the

energy of the �are (ergs) and α is the power

law index.

The umulative distribution for α > 1 is de-
�ned by

N(> E) =

∫ ∞

E

dN

dE
dE = KE−α+1 . (6.3)

Aording to Hudson (1991), it is ruial to

understand if the solar and stellar �are rate

distribution of energy steepens at lower en-

ergies. In solar ontext α = 1.5 − 1.6 for

a normal �are (Crosby et al. 1993); whereas

α = 2.3 − 2.6 for small events in the quies-

ent orona (Kruker & Benz 1998). Studies

of stellar �are energy distribution in X-rays is

rare beause of sarity of stellar �are statis-

tis. Collura et al. (1988) found a power-law

index α = 1.6 for X-ray �ares on M dwarfs us-

ing EXOSAT observations; on the other hand

power-law index α = 2.2 for solar analogs EK

Dra and 47 Cas was determined by Audard et

al. (1999). However, it is interesting to know

the preise value of α, for example, if the power
law is steep then the value α > 2, whih means

that small impulsive events would be su�ient
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Figure 6.7: Frequeny distribution of XMM-pn �ares (left panel) and XMM-RGS �ares (right

panel) in AB Dor A as a funtion of total irradiated X-ray energy during the �are lifetime over

spetral band 0.2-10 keV and 0.3-2.7 keV respetively. The straight line (in brown) is power-law

�t to the distribution.

enough to aount for the energy output of the

entire orona.

The frequeny distribution of �are energies,

N(E), is a ruial diagnosti to alulate the

overall energy residing in �ares ontained in a

given or expeted energy range. For eah de-

teted �are event on AB Dor A, I estimated

the energy radiated at X-ray wavelength above

quiesent level for both pn and RGS separately.

In Fig. 6.7, I plot the frequeny distribution of

the events as a funtion of total integrated en-

ergy during the �are. As an be seen, the slopes

for PN and RGS are di�erent sine RGS over

more number of energeti �ares when ompared

to PN. The above distribution yields a slope α
between 1.93 and 2.17 for AB Dor A. Therefore,

the large �ares may not be ontributing to the

oronal heating. However, if we extend this dis-

tribution below detetion threshold we would

be able to explain oronal emission by stohas-

tially ourring �ares.
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ABSTRACT

Aims. Although chromospheric activity cycles have been studied in a larger number of late-type stars for quite some time, rather little
is known about coronal activity cycles in other stars and their similarities or dissimilarities with the solar activity cycle. While it is
usually assumed that cyclic activity is present only in stars of low to moderate activity, we demonstrate that the K-dwarf AB Dor, an
ultra-fast rotator exhibiting substantial signs of magnetic activity in essentially all wavelength bands, possesses a photospheric activity
cycle of about 17 years. We further use extensive X-ray data available on AB Dor to investigate whether also an X-ray activity cycle
is present and to what extent any relations between X-ray and photospheric cycles exist.
Methods. We specifically used ROSAT and XMM-Newton X-ray observations of the nearby active ultra-fast rotator AB Dor A (K0)
to study the long-term evolution of magnetic activity in this active K dwarfs over nearly three decades and searched for X-ray activity
cycles and related photometric brightness changes.
Results. AB Dor A exhibits X-ray luminosities ranging between 29.8 < log LX [erg/s] ≤ 30.2 in the 0.3-2.5 keV. As a very active
star AB Dor A shows frequent X-ray flaring, however, in the long XMM-Newton observations very often a kind of ”basal state” is
attained. This ”basal state” is likely to vary with the photospheric activity cycle of AB Dor A, however, the X-ray variability amounts
at most to a factor of ∼2, i.e., much smaller than the typical cycle amplitudes found on the Sun.
Conclusions.

Key words. stars: activity – stars: coronae – stars: late-type – stars: individual: AB Dor

1. Introduction

One of the key characteristics of the Sun is its 11-years activity
cycle, which was originally discovered from the periodic varia-
tion in the observed sunspot numbers (Schwabe 1844). However,
the solar cycle also manifests itself in many other activity indica-
tors such as the solar 10.7 cm radio emission, its chromospheric
Ca ii emission and its coronal X-ray emission (Gnevyshev 1967;
Hathaway 2010). Ever since Hale (1908) discovered strong mag-
netic fields in sunspots, the magnetic character of solar activity
and its cyclic variations is beyond dispute. With the advent of
space-based astronomy vast amounts of solar X-ray data have
been collected, which allow a better understanding of the evo-
lution of coronal plasma temperature, emission measure, and
structure over solar cycle (Orlando et al. 2000). As expected, the
solar corona during activity minimum has a distinctly different
appearance from that encountered at activity maximum. During
a cycle the solar X-ray flux varies by a factor of 200 in the energy
range of 0.6-1.5 keV (Kreplin 1970), while Stern et al. (2003)
computed the solar soft X-ray irradiance variations as measured
by the Yohkoh satellite in the 0.5-4 keV and found a maximum
to minimum ratio of ∼ 30. In the softer energy range between
0.25-0.4 keV Tobiska (1994) estimated a factor of ∼10 variation
as the solar activity cycle progresses. Because of the absence of
large active regions the solar corona during its activity minimum
is much fainter than the solar corona during activity maximum
(Golub 1980), however, the amplitude of these variations sen-
sitively depends on the energy range considered and is much

Send offprint requests to: S. Lalitha

smaller at softer energies. For example, Ayres (1997); Ayres
et al. (2008) anticipated that through the 0.1-2.4 keV ROSAT
band pass, the Sun should show variations between the minimum
and maximum flux of a factor of 5-10. Peres et al. (2000) mea-
sured an X-ray brightness of log LX = 27.5 erg/s during activity
maximum and log LX = 26.5 erg/s during activity minimum in
the ROSAT 0.1-2.4 keV energy band, demonstrating an order of
magnitude variation in the ROSAT band.

The question then immediately arises whether other late-type
stars also show such a ”solar-like” cyclic variability in their mag-
netic activity properties (Vaughan et al. 1978; Wilson 1978).
Within the context of the Mt. Wilson HK program the long-term
variability of stellar chromospheric activity of a larger sample
of late-type stars was systematically studied over a few decades
in the stellar Ca II emission cores and the cyclic activity of a
larger number of stars in the solar neighbourhood was estab-
lished (Baliunas et al. 1995). Specifically, Baliunas et al. (1998)
found that about 60% of stars of the Mt. Wilson observatory
survey stars exhibited periodic and cyclic variations, and, fur-
ther, Lockwood et al. (2004, 2007) found evidence relating the
photospheric and chromospheric activity cycles. Baliunas et al.
(1995) employed the same technique used to study stellar ac-
tivity to also monitor the solar activity cycle in integrated light
and showed that the so-called S-index of the Sun varied between
0.16 and 0.22 between its activity minima and maxima; in fact,
the Sun shows one of the best cycles in the whole stellar sample
presented by Baliunas et al. (1998).

A related question is whether the stars with different cyclic
properties in their Ca II emission show different behaviour with
respect to their coronal emission. Hempelmann et al. (1996)
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compared the soft X-ray fluxes with the Ca emission in a sample
of late-type stars and showed that the stars with cyclic variations
in their calcium flux tend to show less X-ray activity than stars
with irregular variability in their Ca II emission. Additionally,
X-ray faint stars tend to show flat activity curves or low levels
of short-term variability (see Wright et al. 2010 and references
therein). On the other hand, X-ray bright, active stars are be-
lieved not to exhibit long-term cycles, instead they are thought
to exhibit an irregular variation in their X-ray luminosity (Stern
1998).

Currently, only less than handful of stars have been found
to have long-term X-ray cycles. With ROSAT, the monitoring
of visual binary 61 Cyg A was begun and, later, continued with
XMM-Newton (Hempelmann et al. 2006). Four more stars, i.e.,
the α Cen system, HD 81809 and τ Boo were also monitored by
XMM-Newton (Favata et al. 2004, 2008; Robrade et al. 2007,
2012; Poppenhaeger et al. 2012) for possible magnetic cycles.
Favata et al. (2004) found a pronounced cycle of 8.2 years and
a clear evidence for large amplitude X-ray variability in phase
with the chromospheric activity cycle for HD 81089. For 61
Cyg A, Robrade et al. (2012) found a regular coronal activity
cycle in phase with its 7.3 yr chromospheric cycle, whereas they
found no evidence of a clear coronal cycle for 61 Cyg B. Further,
they also found that the two α Cen stars exhibit significant long-
term X-ray variability, with α Cen A showing a cyclic variability
over a period of 12-15 years; the α Cen B data suggest an X-ray
cycle of a period of 8-9 years, the amplitudes of the variabil-
ity for α Cen A and B were estimated to be an order of mag-
nitude and about a factor six to eight, respectively. In addition
they also concluded that the coronal activity cycles are a com-
mon phenomenon in older, slowly rotating G and K stars. Further
Poppenhaeger et al. (2012) studied the activity cycle associated
with τ Boo, a moderately active F star displaying a variation of
∼ 1 year as anticipated from Zeeman Doppler imaging, however,
they were unable to find any evidence of activity cycle with the
available X-ray data.

In this paper we demonstrate a possible long-term cycle in
the very active star AB Dor A both in its photospheric and coro-
nal point activity. Our paper is structured as follows: in Sect. 2
we present the target stars and in Sect. 3 we describe the obser-
vations and data analysis. In Sect. 4 we discuss the optical and
the X-ray light curves, we also discuss our investigation on the
correlation between the photospheric and coronal activity cycles.
In Sect. 5 we investigate the short-term variation induced by the
star’s rotation and we close with a summary in Sect. 6.

2. Our target star

AB Dor is a quadruple system consisting of the components
AB Dor A, AB Dor Ba, AB Dor Bb and AB Dor C. AB Dor A
is a magnetically active young dwarf star of spectral type K0,
located at a distance of ∼15 pc from the Sun as a foreground star
of the Large Magellanic Cloud. It is a very rapid rotator with
a period of P =0.514 days and v sini ≈ 90 Km/s (see Guirado
et al. 2011 and references therein), resulting in very high levels
of magnetic activity with an average log(Lx/Lbol)=-3. Located
9.5�� away from AB Dor A is the also active M dwarf AB Dor B
(Rst 137B; Vilhu & Linsky 1987; Vilhu et al. 1989), which is
about ∼60 times fainter than AB Dor A and therefore only little
or no contamination due to the presence of AB Dor V is ex-
pected in poor angular resolution studies. At radio wavelengths
AB Dor B was serendipitously detected with the Australian
Telescope Compact Array (ATCA) during an observations of
AB Dor A (Lim et al. 1992). However, the binarity of AB Dor B

itself with a separation of only 0.7�� (called as AB Dor Ba and
AB Dor Bb) was detected after the advent of adaptive optics.
Yet another low mass companion to AB Dor A is the AB Dor C
Guirado et al. (1997), located about 0.16�� away from AB Dor A.

The apparent magnitude of AB Dor A of V=6.75 (Amado
et al. 2001) makes it a favourite target for optical observations
to monitor photospheric spots and perform Doppler imaging
(Rucinski 1983; Innis et al. 1986, 1988; Kuerster et al. 1994;
Anders 1994; Unruh et al. 1995). Additionally Järvinen et al.
(2005) noted evidence for a possible activity cycle of ∼20 years
along with presence of flip-flop cycle of ∼5.5 years. Innis et al.
(2008) repeated the cycle study with new data and determined
a cycle period supporting the ∼20 year period suggested by
Järvinen et al. (2005). AB Dor A has not only been a target of in-
terest for optical observations, but has been observed with many
space based observatories across the UV, EUV and X-ray wave-
bands. The first X-ray detection of AB Dor A was obtained with
the Einstein Observatory (Pakull 1981; Vilhu & Linsky 1987)
and ever since then AB Dor A has been observed repeatedly
by almost all X-ray observatories (Collier Cameron et al. 1988;
Vilhu et al. 1993; Mewe et al. 1996; Maggio et al. 2000; Güdel
et al. 2001; Sanz-Forcada et al. 2003; Hussain et al. 2007; Lalitha
et al. 2013). The long term X-ray behaviour of the X-ray emis-
sion from the AB Dor system is dominates by AB Dor A (Güdel
et al. 2001; Sanz-Forcada et al. 2003). AB Dor Ba and Bb cannot
be separated with any current X-ray telescopes; the combined
luminosities of the B-component is ∼ 2.8× 1028 erg/s in the 0.2-
4.0 keV (Vilhu & Linsky 1987). Further, with Chandra ACIS
observations Sanz-Forcada et al. (2003) obtained a luminosity
of ∼ 3.4 × 1028 erg/s in the 0.5-2.0 keV. Hence, the contribution
of the companions to the X-ray emission of AB Dor A can be
considered negligible, essentially because the quiescent X-ray
emission of the companions scales as their bolometric luminos-
ity.

The time evolution of AB Dor A has previously been studied
by Kuerster et al. (1997), who compared the V-band brightness
with X-ray observations (5 1/2 years of observations) carried out
by ROSAT satellite, however, they did not find any pronounced
long-term activity period from their analysis since the 5 1/2 years
of data available at the time cover barely a part of the activity
cycle.

3. Observations and data analysis

3.1. X-ray data

Being a foreground star of the Large Magellanic Cloud, AB Dor
has the advantage of being well observable at all times with most
X-ray satellites, and therefore quite a number of often serendipi-
tously taken X-ray data of this source exist. In order to study the
long-term evolution of AB Dor A’s coronal X-ray emission we
used the Einstein Observatory Catalog (EOSCAT) of IPC X-ray
Sources, a database containing information on sources detected
with the EinsteinObservatory Image Proportional Counter (IPC)
which was operated between 1978-1981. Additionally, we adapt
the quiescent count rate of AB Dor A reported by Collier
Cameron et al. (1988) using the EXOSAT Observatory; we
also use the BeppoSAX observations reported by Maggio et al.
(2000).

In addition to these individual observations we utilize a
larger number of ROSAT observations obtained from the ROSAT
PSPC source catalog from pointed observations with typical ex-
posure time between 1 ksec and 3 ksec, and the ROSAT HRI
source catalog from again pointed observations with typical ex-
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posure times between 1 ksec and 6 ksec. Since the ROSAT satel-
lite was in low Earth orbit, the typical contiguous and uninter-
rupted viewing intervals of any source are typically in the range
1 - 2 ksec, therefore longer exposures are composed of a num-
ber of shorter exposures with sometimes rather long interven-
ing gaps. We specifically use the PSPC observations obtained
between 1990 and 1993 and the HRI observations obtained be-
tween 1990 and 1998; the total PSPC exposure is 74.4 ksec, the
total HRI exposure is 106.2 ksec; as can be seen from Table 1
the ROSAT observations comprise relatively little total exposure
time compared to the XMM-Newton observations.

We therefore also carried out a detailed analysis of
AB Dor A, using the data obtained by XMM-Newton
Observatory. On board XMM-Newton there are three telescope
co-aligned with three CCD cameras (i.e., one PN and two MOS
cameras) with a sensitivity range between ≈ 0.2 and 15 keV, to-
gether forming the European Photon Imaging Camera - EPIC.
The X-ray telescopes equipped with MOS detectors are also
equipped with reflection gratings. These two reflection grating
spectrometers (RGS) provide high spectral resolution (E/ΔE ≈
200-800) in the energy range 0.35-2.5 keV. Useful data were ob-
tained from the EPIC and the RGS detectors (Table 1).

AB Dor A, being a rather bright target with many emission
lines, is fortuitously used as a calibration source for the XMM-
Newton RGS. Hence this target has been repeatedly observed
over last decade, giving us an ideal opportunity to assess the long
term behaviour of AB Dor A. In these data there are either no ob-
servations or usually much less observation time covered by the
EPIC instrument when compared to the RGS (see Table 1); we
therefore restrict our analysis to the available RGS data. The data
were reduced using standard XMM-Newton Science Analysis
System (SAS) software V12.0.1. We used the meta-task rgsproc
1.30.3 to process the RGS data, this was followed by the spectral
extraction and response generation. To create a combined light
curve of the two instruments (RGS1+RGS2) the task rgslccor
0.52.1 is used1.

In Figure 1 we provide all RGS light curves utilized for our
analysis, and indicate the times of quiescence and the strong
flaring. Since AB Dor A is an active star, flaring is indeed ob-
served in almost all observations. When investigating the long-
term behaviour of AB Dor A, we want to focus on the quies-
cent emission and excluded time periods of enhanced activity or
strong flaring, particularly where the count rate increased from
the quiescent level by about 50 or more percent. We thus ex-
cluded larger flares on the basis of the respective X-ray light
curve and calculated the mean/median count rate for combined
RGS (RGS1+RGS2) observations (see Col. 4 in Table 1).

3.2. Optical data

We compiled all publicly available photometric V-band data of
AB Dor A, covering nearly 34 years of observations taken be-
tween 1978-2012 with a short gap between 1998-1999 and 2000-
2001. The data taken between 1978-2000 has been presented by
Järvinen et al. (2005); most of observations were carried out us-
ing the standard Johnson UBVRI filters. Additionally, we use an
– unpublished – data set collected between 2001-2012 obtained
in the context of the all-sky automated survey (ASAS)2 in the V
band (Pojmanski 1997; Pojmanski et al. 2005), which is publicly
available.

1 A detailed description of the XMM packages is available at
http://xmm.esac.esa.int/sas/current/doc/packages.All.html

2 The ASAS data are available at http://www.astrouw.edu.pl/asas/

Table 1. Observation log of XMM-Newton data used in this publication.
Column 4 and 5 provides the mean RGS/median RGS count rate and the
data dispersion for the RGS data.

Obs. ID Date Obs. time Mean/median σ of

PN/RGS count rate the data points

[ks] [cts/s] [cts/s]

2000

0123720201 01/05 60.0/49.9 2.64/2.62 0.32

0126130201 07/06 41.9/58.9 2.58/2.57 0.29

0123720301 27/10 55.7/58.8 2.82/2.80 0.26

0133120701 11/12 6.2/8.8 3.07/3.00 0.18

0133120101 ” 13.4/60.4 3.15/3.13 0.21

0133120201 ” 4.2/20.8 3.03/3.03 0.21

2001

0134520301 20/01 48.6/52.2 3.81/3.80 0.21

0134520701 22/05 48.2/49.5 2.58/2.57 0.38

0134521301 13/10 — /39.6 2.76/2.74 0.26

2002

0134521501 12/04 15.9/53.1 3.63/3.66 0.28

0155150101 18/06 4.9/20.3 3.74/3.68 0.36

0134521601 ” 21.3/47.8 3.80/3.77 0.350

0134521801 05/11 — /19.8 3.86/3.80 0.11

0134521701 15/11 — /19.8 2.50/2.50 0.32

0134522001 03/12 — /22.3 3.93/3.91 0.28

0134522101 30/12 — /48.8 3.31/3.31 0.30

2003

0134522201 23/01 — /51.8 2.17/2.19 0.17

0134522301 30/03 — /48.8 3.64/3.59 0.38

0134522401 31/05 — /28.8 2.95:2.97 0.22

0160362701 23/10 — /26.5 2.79/2.80 0.23

0160362801 08/12 — /53.7 3.67/3.63 0.30

2004

0160362901 27/11 — /56.3 2.60/2.59 0.28

2005

0160363001 18/04 — /52.1 2.57/2.58 0.38

0160363201 16/10 — /50.1 2.54/2.51 0.25

2006

0412580101 31/12 — /44.9 2.96/2.87 0.40

2007

0412580201 19/07 — /48.8 3.32/3.35 0.42

2008

0412580301 03/01 — /48.8 2.78/2.77 0.27

2009

0412580401 04/01 47.0/48.8 2.56/2.53 0.32

0602240201 25/11 57.9/58.3 2.15/2.12 0.23

2010

0412580601 11/01 9.9/49.8 2.21/2.20 0.24

2011

0412580701 02/01 9.9/62.8 2.51/2.522 0.21

0412580801 31/12 9.9/61.8 2.68/2.67 0.22

The ASAS is a CCD photometric sky survey, monitoring
both southern as well as a part of northern sky (δ < +28◦) since
2000 up to now. The ASAS telescope is located in Chile, Las
Campanas Observatory (LCO) at an altitude of 2215 m above sea
level and consists of two wide field (9◦ × 9◦) cameras equipped
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Fig. 1. The XMM-RGS light curves used for analysis. Quiescent time intervals are marked by arrows; see text for details. A log of the observations
is provided in the Table 1.
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Fig. 2. ABDor A’s long-termV-band brightness evolution adapted from
Järvinen et al. (2005) and ASAS observations. Plotted as thick line is
the sinusoidal fit to the entire dataset with a period of ≈17 years.

with both V and I filters. For AB Dor A, we used observations
carried out using only V-band data with exposure times of 180s
for each frame. In general, the photometric accuracy of ASAS
data for AB Dor A is about 0.05 mag.

4. Light curves

4.1. Optical light curves

In Fig. 2 we plot the V-band brightness of AB Dor A as a func-
tion of time; the brown circles denote all individual V band ob-
servations. We then subdivide the entire ∼34 years of V-band
observations into smaller time periods and estimate a median V
magnitude over each of these time bins; the estimated median
magnitudes are plotted as black and blue circles in Fig. 2 for
the data from Järvinen et al. (2005) and the ASAS observations,
respectively.

In order to search for any periodic variability we performed
a periodogram analysis on the entire optical dataset using the
generalised Lomb-Scargle periodogram in the form introduced
by Zechmeister & Kürster (2009), which is a variant of the
Lomb-Scargle periodogram. In Fig. 3 we show the resulting pe-
riodogram from the entire optical data set spanning nearly 34
years of observations. A clear peak around ≈ 6190 days (corre-
sponding to 16.96 years) is apparent, which is highly significant,
given the derived false alarm probabilities (FAP), also shown in
Fig. 3. As a next step we fit a sine wave with a period of ∼ 16.96
years to the the entire data set presented in Fig. 2 after correcting
for the linear trend in the Järvinen et al. (2005) and the ASAS
data set (plotted as orange curve in Fig. 2).

In addition to the main peak in Fig. 3, we note another peak
with a period ≈1 year showing up with FAP≈ 10%. In order to
check if this period is due to the activity cycle we recompute
the periodogram after subtracting the best-fit sine wave with P =
16.96 years from the observed data. When comparing both the
periodograms it became evident that the high peak with period
of ≈ 1 year survives, hence this peak cannot be the result of con-
siderable spectral leakage from the cycle frequency. Therefore,
the nature of this peak remains unclear, yet we suspect that it is
due to the seasonal distribution of the observations.

Additionally, in Fig. 4 we plot the mean of optical data
folded with the cycle period of ≈ 17 years. Plotted in green and
blue are mean of Järvinen et al. (2005) and ASAS observations,
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Fig. 3. Periodogram of complete data set of optical V-mag brightness.
The highest peak indicate activity cycle period values of 16.96 years.
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Fig. 4. Optical V-band brightness data of Fig. 2 folded with a cycle
period of 16.96 years versus the phase interval [0.0,1.0].

respectively; the plotted error bar is actually depicting the bright-
ness measurement distribution due to rotational modulation.

4.2. X-ray light curves

From the cyclic behaviour of the Sun we know that a decline
in the photospheric brightness of a star implies that the surface
of the star is dominated by spot activity, which in turn leads to
increased X-ray emission from the star. If the same is true for
AB Dor A, then, according to Fig. 2, one expects an increase
in X-ray activity from minimum to maximum between 1979-
1987 and 1996-2004, and a decline in X-ray activity between
1987-1996 and since 2005. In this section we investigate to what
extent the available X-ray data support the view of such cyclic
coronal activity in AB Dor A.

4.2.1. Overall X-ray behaviour

In Figure 5 we show the temporal behaviour of the soft X-
ray luminosity as observed between 1979-2011 by various X-
ray satellites. Einstein and EXOSAT count rates were converted
into flux using the conversion factor used by Kashyap et al.
(2008). Additionally, we converted the ROSAT PSPC and HRI
count rates to X-ray fluxes using conversion factors 6 × 10−11
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erg/cm2/count and 2.4 × 10−11 erg/cm2/count, respectively, for
the XMM-Newton’s RGS the fluxes are obtained using XSPEC
model on each observation individually.
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Fig. 5. The temporal behaviour of the soft X-ray luminosity of
AB Dor A as observed by several X-ray missions between 1979 and
2011. Depicted as green triangle and magenta stars are Einstein and
EXOSAT data, respectively; ROSAT PSPC data are plotted as light blue
filled circles; ROSAT HRI data are depicted as navy blue filled cir-
cles; BeppoSAX is plotted as brown upside down triangle. The red and
green squares represent XMM-Newton RGS and PN observations, re-
spectively. Plotted as thick orange curve is sinusoidal fit to the X-ray
data with optical cycle period of ≈17 years.

We note that Einstein observation data point is quite low
when compared to rest of the data; this might be due to an in-
trinsically low flux or an error in the conversion factor used to
convert the observed count rate to flux. In addition, we note that
BeppoSAX is high when compared to other observations, this is
likely due to a the presence of strong flaring.

We performed a periodogram analysis on the X-ray light
curve presented in Fig. 5, however, we were not able to obtain
a significant peak indicating any preferred period. Subsequently
we used the period obtained from the optical light curve assum-
ing that the optical period also applies to the X-ray data. We
folded the X-ray light curve with this period and obtained a si-
nusoidal fit to the X-ray data; this sine fit is plotted as a function
of time in Fig. 5 as orange thick line. While such a sinusoidal
curve provides a description of the data, it is far from unique
and there is very large scatter around the fit curve, casting some
doubt on any signatures of cyclic activity in the X-ray range.

4.2.2. Correlation between X-ray and optical data

In order to check whether the trends in the X-ray and optical are
really correlated, we carried out a correlation analysis of the two
data sets. In order to relate an optical magnitude to each X-ray
observation, we use the value of the fitted optical light curve (see
Fig. 2) at the time of each X-ray observation. The resulting scat-
ter plot is shown in Fig. 6, which indicates a small, but positive
slope of 0.30±0.21 for the X-ray and optical brightness, imply-
ing that X-ray luminosity is higher when photospheric brightness
is lower as expected from the solar analogy. Further, we also
computed a linear Pearson correlation coefficient between (log-
arithmic) X-ray luminosity and photospheric brightness as 0.15
with a chance probability of 19%. These findings are clearly con-

sistent with the above mentioned picture of the star being X-ray
bright when the surface brightness is small, however, the statis-
tical significance of this correlation is uncomfortably low.
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Fig. 6. Variation of X-ray luminosity as a function of the calculated
V magnitude. The symbols here are the same as in Fig. 5; see text for
details.

4.2.3. Individual light curves : ROSAT

While the overall X-ray light curve might be affected by errors
in the instrumental cross calibrations, trends in individual instru-
ments should be free from such effects and be real. In the follow-
ing we therefore concentrate on the data taken with the ROSAT
PSPC and the ROSAT HRI, from which a multitude of observa-
tions is available, to determine count rate trends individually for
each instrument. The results of this analysis are listed in Tab. 2;
we find a small negative and a positive slope with respect to time
evolution of the count rates for the ROSAT-PSPC and HRI data,
respectively (see column 2 in Table 2).

We used a simple bootstrap technique to estimate the error of
the slope. For this we ran a Monte-Carlo simulation for the ob-
serving times carrying out linear fits to the simulated data sets.
The count rates and their individual errors were randomly redis-
tributed over the range of available observing times. Regression
analysis on the re-sampled data was performed and repeated sev-
eral times (5×105 times), thus providing an error at 1σ proba-
bility associated with the determined slope. The results of this
analysis are listed in column 3 of Table. 2. For the PSPC data
we find that in 72% of the cases slopes as small as the observed
one are obtained by pure chance, whereas for the HRI data this
is estimated to be in 61% of the cases.

Further, comparing the optical (Fig. 2) and the X-ray light
curves (Fig. 5) one expects the ROSAT PSPC observations to
be during the activity minimum, the ROSAT HRI to be during
the constant/raise from activity minimum to maximum and the
XMM-Newton covering almost two activity minimum periods.
Our regression analysis of the individual PSPC and HRI data
fits with the above picture, albeit at low significance. Due to the
sparse sampling of the Einstein, EXOSAT and BeppoSAX obser-
vations we could not perform any regression analysis these data,
however, these observations again appear to be consistent with
the ”expected” long term behavior.
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Table 2. Results from the search for a long term variation in the X-
ray data. The errors and the false alarm probability are obtained from
bootstrapping the observed distribution of the measurements (BS).

Data set best fit slope Error FAP
[cts/sec/yr] BS %

ROSAT

PSPC -0.22 0.47 72
HRI 0.05 0.05 61

XMM RGS -0.04 0.02 63

4.2.4. Individual light curves : XMM-Newton

Since AB Dor A was used as a calibration source for the RGS
on board XMM-Newton, lots of data with much enhanced quality
and large temporal coverage of AB Dor A have become avail-
able, which can be used for cycle studies. In particular, we can
identify periods of flaring in the data stream and exclude such
periods from analysis. In Fig. 7 we plot the evolution of the
XMM-RGS count rate taking into consideration only the qui-
escent emission. Specifically, in the top panel of Fig. 7, we show
the complete XMM-RGS count rate history of AB Dor A (as
brown circles) after removing the flares from each observation.
In addition we plot the median count rate over every observa-
tional run as black circles in the top panel of Fig. 7. In the lower
panel of Fig. 7 we re-plot Fig. 2 to compare the optical and X-ray
light curves. However, if the XMM-RGS data show a variation
comparable to the optical data then 2000-2006 should represent
activity maximum. While visual inspection suggests a possible
anti-correlation between the optical and the X-ray data, we carry
out some statistical tests to check whether these trends are sig-
nificant or not.

A (parametric) regression analysis on this data similar to the
ROSAT data is performed and the results are presented also in
Table 2. We obtained a negative slope for the observed XMM-
RGS count rates as a function of time, and again, similar to the
ROSAT data we performed a simple bootstrap technique to es-
timate the error of the slope and FAP. A slope as small as the
observed one for the XMM-RGS data by pure chance is esti-
mated to be 63%. The negative slope fits with the overall picture
of an expected decline in the activity, however the significance
of this slope is very low.

We then decided to apply non-parametric correlation tests
such as the Spearman ρ and Kendall τ test (Press 1992) on the
mean and the median XMM-RGS data presented in Table. 1. For
this purpose we divided the XMM-RGS data into two subsets,
one covering the years 2000-2005, i.e., towards the anticipated
maximum, and the second set between 2005-2011 with declining
activity expected. The Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient ρ
is defined as

ρ =

�

(Ri − R̄)(S i − S̄ )
�

�

(Ri − R̄)
�

�

(S i − S̄ )
, (1)

where Ri and S i are the ranks of time and the minimum count
rate values respectively. The significance of a non-zero value of
ρ is computed from the value of t defined as

t = ρ

�

N − 2

1 − ρ2
, (2)

where ρ is Spearman’s rank and N is the sample size. Note that
the significance t is distributed approximately as Student’s distri-
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Fig. 7. Top panel: The temporal behaviour of the XMM-RGS count
rate of AB Dor A as observed between 2000 and 2011. Bottom Panel:
V-band data for AB Dor A.

bution with N-2 degrees of freedom (Press 1992); a small value
of significance (p in Tab. 3) indicates a significant correlation.

An alternative non-parametric test is the Kendall’s τ-test,
which uses the relative ordering of the rank instead of the numer-
ical difference of the ranks. Consider two samples (with n items
each) of physical quantities, in our case the observing times ti
(i = 1,N) and the minimum count rate ri (i = 1,N); we assume
the times sorted so that ti < ti+1. The total number of possible
pairs of time and count rates is n(n-1)/2. Now consider a pair of
values of time t and count rate r. If the relative ordering of the
ranks of two times is the same as the relative ordering of the two
rates, the pair is called concordant, otherwise the pair is called
discordant. Ignoring the problem of how to treat tied observa-
tions, the basic idea is to compare the number of concordant and
discordant pairs, since that number should be statistically equal
in the absence of correlations. Specifically Kendall’s τ is given
by

τ =
nc − nd

n(n − 1)/2
, (3)

where nc is the number of concordant and nd the number of dis-
cordant pairs, normalized by the total number of pairs. Clearly,
for a perfect correlation τ = 1. On the null hypothesis of in-
dependence of time and count rate, i.e., no correlation, τ is ex-
pected to be normally distributed with zero expectation and a
variance of

Var(τ) =
4N + 10

9N(N − 1)
. (4)

The results of our correlation analysis are provided in Tab. 3,
where we also quote the two sided probability value (p-value)
for a given t-value. Clearly, both tests and both the median and
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Table 3. Results from the correlation test performed on the mean and
median XMM-RGS data. Column 3 shows the significance of a non
zero value of the Spearman rank and Column 5 shows whether the ob-
served value of τ is significantly different from zero.

Data set Spearman ρ test Kendall τ test

ρ t p-value τ σ
2

Mean RGS data
2000-2005 -0.01 -0.07 0.94 0.02 0.02
2005-2011 -0.45 -1.33 0.22 -0.28 0.07
2000-2011 -0.36 -2.15 0.04 -0.22 0.01

Median RGS data
2000-2005 -0.05 -0.22 0.82 0.01 0.02
2005-2011 -0.33 -0.94 0.37 -0.22 0.07
2000-2011 -0.35 -2.05 0.04 -0.20 0.01

mean RGS data yield no significant correlations for the 2000 -
2005 data, while both tests suggest significant correlations for
both the median and mean RGS data between 2000 - 2011. If
only the 2005 - 2011 data are considered, the τ-test suggests a
significant correlation, while the correlation is marginal at best
using Spearman’s rank ρ. In all cases, however, there is an anti-
correlation, i.e., the X-ray rate is decreasing according to ”ex-
pectation”. This results suggests that there is an influence of the
cycle of the activity cycle on the X-ray emission, however, the
observed X-ray variation is quite different than the X-ray varia-
tion measured for the Sun. It is of course difficult to assess this
influence quantitatively, however, inspecting the values provided
in Tab. 1 we find a maximum count rate of 3.93/3.91 cts/s from
XMM-RGS data and a minimum count rate of 2.15/2.12 cts/s,
from which we calculate a variation amplitude of at most ∼1.8
in the X-ray emission between minimal and maximal activity in
AB Dor.

4.3. Summary: Is there an X-ray activity cycle on AB Dor A ?

While a clear cyclic behaviour with a cycle length of ∼17 years
is observed for AB Dor A in its optical brightness variations, a
similar variation in the available X-ray data is not immediately
apparent. However, one does observe some anti-correlation be-
tween optical and X-ray brightness in support of the view of
a variation in X-ray flux with the optical cycle (Fig. 6). The
extensive and contiguous observations carried with the XMM-
Newton RGS allow a much more refined assessment of the tem-
poral variability of AB Dor A compared to previously available
X-ray data. An inspection of Fig. 1, demonstrates that AB Dor A
is variable at all times and does indeed produce frequent and
significant flaring. However, the XMM-Newton RGS data also
demonstrate that AB Dor A returns to a ”basal” state at around
approximately 3 RGS cts/sec. This ”basal” state can be observed
only in reasonably long and contiguous observations, and even
then this ”basal” state might not be attained. At any rate, in short
and non-contiguous data as available from satellites in low Earth
orbit such as ROSAT it is difficult to identify such ”basal” state
periods; still, taking the ROSAT data at face value, the data ac-
tually support a variation of X-ray flux with optical cycle in the
anticipated way, however, the obtained correlations are not sta-
tistically significant.

Since the available XMM-Newton observations now cover
the period between optical activity maximum and minimum we
carried several statistical test to study a possible activity cycle
associated with the XMM-RGS data. These tests indeed indicate
an increase and decline in activity with an activity maximum

around 2005-2006. This change in activity manifests itself in a
change in the flux of the ”basal” state level, however, the am-
plitude change is at most a factor of two, and maybe even less.
As a consequence the relative change is far less than the relative
change observed in the Sun and other late-type stars and there-
fore the variability of the star’s ”basal” state is actually less than
the typical X-ray variability (outside flares) in less active cool
stars.

5. Rotational modulation

Out of the wealth of data of available XMM-Newton data on
AB Dor A, we chose those subsets of data which cover more
than one stellar rotation and are thus well suited for a short-term
variability study. In Fig. 8, we depict the X-ray light curve af-
ter flares have been removed by eye for all XMM-RGS data sets
with more than one rotational period and plotted vs rotational
phase interval. Each colour in Fig. 8 represent different observa-
tions, the dashed line represent the first rotation and thick line
during second rotation. Furthermore, the black filled circles in
Fig. 8 represent the calculated mean count rate and the corre-
sponding 2σ deviation at a certain rotation phase. We note sub-
stantial fluctuations as a result of an active corona. The seem-
ingly irregular variability seen in individual light curves can be
attributed to the low energy and short time scale flares, with no
obvious sign of rotational modulation. We do point out that the
data shown in Fig. 8 extend over ten years, yet the dispersion of
the data is rather small, reemphasizing the existence of a ”basal”
coronal state in AB Dor.
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Fig. 8. X-ray light curve after removing the flares from a subset of
XMM-RGS observation on AB Dor A folded with rotational period and
plotted vs. the phase interval. Black filled circles mean count rate at a
certain rotation phase with 2σ deviation.

6. Summary

The available X-ray observations of AB Dor, compiled for a pe-
riod of more than thirty years, showX-ray variability on a variety
of time scales. Since AB Dor is a very active star, it exhibits sub-
stantial short term variability and in particular frequent flaring
activity. Such flaring activity may last for a couple of hours and
therefore, in short and non-contiguous ”snap shot” observations,
as typically available from low Earth satellites, such variability
is difficult to distinguish from variability on longer time scales.
In the optical, long-term variability with a period of 16-17 years
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and very reminiscent of the solar sunspot cycle could be estab-
lished; with 20% the amplitude of the optical cyclic variations is
quite substantial.

Because of its substantial variability on short time scales a
correlation between X-ray and photospheric activity is difficult
to establish with ”snap shot” X-ray data. However, in sufficiently
long X-ray observations AB Dor is observed, first, to attain a
”basal” state of ≈ 3 XMM-Newton RGS cts/sec, and, second, we
have presented evidence that this ”basal” state flux may actually
vary with the optical cycle of AB Dor in analogy to the solar ac-
tivity cycle. However, for AB Dor A we estimate a factor of only
∼1.8 variation in the X-ray emission in 0.3-2.5 keV range during
its cycle, and therefore this very active star is in some sense much
less variable than other solar-like stars (Robrade et al. 2012), al-
beit the basic picture that the X-ray flux is maximum, when the
photospheric brightness is at minimal, also seems to apply to
AB Dor.

Clearly, the time interval for which X-ray and optical data
are available is rather short compared to the presumed cycle pe-
riod of almost 17 years. Only two cycles have been covered so
far, and a true periodicity as observed for the Sun is far from hav-
ing been established. Further photometric monitoring of AB Dor
and related objects in the next decades (!) is certainly in order to
study whether the observed variations are truly cyclic with a well
defined period. With more or less robotic facilities such monitor-
ing can nowadays be carried out at relatively low cost. Similarly,
extended X-ray observations of AB Dor and again similar ob-
jects would help to establish the existence of such ”basal” states
also in other stars, their relationship to stellar parameters and
possible cycle variations.
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Chapter 8

Conluding remarks

In this hapter, I summarise the sienti�

results of my thesis and omment on the future

researh possibilities.

8.1 Summary and onluding

remarks

In this thesis, di�erent aspets of stellar ativ-

ity were investigated, making use of di�erent

observational tehniques both ground based as

well as spae borne failities. In the �rst part,

I haraterised the oronal properties of poten-

tial planet host stars in the solar neighbourhood

with an emphasis on the M dwarfs.

CARMENES

CARMENES is a low-mass planet searh sur-

vey to be arried out on a sample omposed of

moderately ative M dwarfs. Magneti ativ-

ity plays an important role for planet �nding

surveys, espeially for low-mass stars. To opti-

mize the sienti� return from CARMENES, a

areful analysis prior to seletion has to be ar-

ried out. The pre-CARMENES list urrently

onsists of ∼1400 stars of whih ∼450 most

suitable targets for CARMENES survey are to

be seleted. At X-ray wavelength no system-

ati studies of planet host stars have been pub-

lished, however, omprehensive studies of oro-

nal ativity properties of late-type stars in solar

neighbourhood have been arried out for several

deades now. I revisited ROSAT observations

to haraterise the oronal properties of poten-

tial planet hosts.

Nearly 40% of the stars from the pre-

CARMENES target list were deteted as X-

ray soures. I estimated an upper-limit oronal

�ux for those stars whih were not deteted by

ROSAT observations. During this haraterisa-

tion I notied that none of the stars in the pre-

CARMENES target list are super-saturated M

dwarfs and they are not X-ray dark as our Sun.

Furthermore, most of the deteted X-ray

soures were intrinsially ative, therefore are

not suitable for CARMENES survey and an be

de�nitely exluded from pre-CARMENES tar-

get list. However, the non-detetion do not rule

out substantial ativity. Those non-deteted

stars will be haraterised further based on the

most relevant hromospheri ativity indiator

Hα emission and eliminated if not suitable for

the CARMENES survey.

Flares in low mass stars

Low mass stars are apable of produing strong

�ares of short as well as longer durations. Even

if an M Earth is deteted in its habitable zone

by the CARMENES survey, M dwarfs show

�ares that are of onern for the ontinuity of

habitability on the surfae of these planets. In

the seond step, I studied the properties of stel-

lar �ares on low mass stars. For this we hose

two of the well-studied X-ray soures Proxima

Centauri and AB Dor A. I studied the magneti

ativity of Proxima Centauri and AB Dor A as

manifested in its X-ray emission in quiesent

and in �aring states.

Proxima Centauri is a magnetially ative

star of spetral type dM5.5 and is the star los-

est to the Sun with a distane of only 1.3 p.

We observed Proxima Centauri simultaneously

using XMM-Newton and VLT/UVES. We tried

to build an overall piture of the atmosphere
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from the hromosphere to the orona. From

the X-ray data I determined oronal densities,

abundanes, emission-measure and tempera-

tures. We also notied that the �are light urve

is similar to the mega-�are on the same star

desribed by Güdel et al. (2004) and exhibit-

ing two bumps during the deay phase. The

seondary �ares have similar loop length as the

main �are, show hromospheri line asymme-

tries, and hromospheri �are modelling shows

that the �rst one exhibits similar hromospheri

parameters as the main one. All this indi-

ates, that the events are not independent of

eah other, but result from the same loop or at

least an arade with several arade loops ignit-

ing onseutively.

In similar lines we investigated the oro-

nal ativity on the highly ative K-dwarf star

AB Dor A, the losest and brightest ultra-fast

rotator. We notie that the Proxima Centauri

and AB Dor A light urves are very similar

with a large primary �are followed by se-

ondary �ares. This suggested that the �ares

originate in the same loop or arade similar to

Proxima Centauri. However, the high adene

optial spetra of AB Dor A learly suggests

that these events originate in di�erent ative

regions. Furthermore, we notie that for one of

the event the OM shows no ounterpart, while

the hromospheri lines do show some reation,

although it is hard to disern, if it is physially

onneted to the X-ray emission.

To build an overall piture of the atmo-

sphere from the hromosphere to the orona,

we ompared the X-ray and optial/UV light

urves of Proxima Centauri and AB Dor A dur-

ing the �are onset. The optial/UV peak pre-

ede the X-ray peak in both targets suggest-

ing Neupert e�et is in ation. However, dur-

ing the large �are on AB Dor A, the hromo-

spheri lines do not reat strongly to the �are

in amplitude, but X-ray and optial/UV light

urves exhibit stronger emission before and af-

ter the �are events. Though the hromospheri

lines reat weakly to the �are, the stronger lines

like Ca ii, Balmer lines, He iD3, et. show tur-

bulent broadening and the Balmer lines Stark

Broadening. All these evidene suggests that

for this large �are, the piture of a �are a�et-

ing di�erent atmospheri layers is onsistent.

During the �are, the temperature and the

emission measures are enhaned by more than

an order of magnitude ompared to the quies-

ent orona. We notie that the �are plasma

shows a di�erent omposition, whih an be

onsidered to onsist mostly of material evap-

orated from the hromosphere or the photo-

sphere. In addition, we �nd that the oro-

nal abundanes of both Proxima Centauri and

AB Dor A follow a trend of inreasing abun-

dane with inreasing �rst ionisation potential

(FIP) a behaviour whih is alled the inverse

FIP e�et. In other words, the high-FIP ele-

ments like oxygen, neon, and arbon are higher

in abundane than that of the low-FIP elements

like iron and silion. An inverse-FIP e�et is

a reverse pattern of the FIP e�et whih is

ommon among stars with high ativity levels

log(

LX

Lbol

)>-4, while inative stars like Sun show

a FIP e�et.

In addition, to the overall abundane varia-

tion during the �are we also studied the tempo-

ral evolution of few elements individually. We

infer from our data that the iron abundane

inreases from a level of quiesene diretly be-

fore the onset of the �are to a maximum value,

when the �are peak is reahed in eah of our

target. This indiates that fresh plasma ma-

terial is evaporated from the photosphere and

hromosphere that has a di�erent omposition

with a higher iron abundane than the quies-

ent oronal plasma. Oxygen is another ele-

ment that produes very strong emission lines

in our X-ray spetra, we also investigate possi-

ble oxygen abundane hanges during the �are

in the same fashion, but found no evidene of a

similar behaviour.

Charateristis of AB Dor A �ares

AB Dor A being a alibration soure for the re-

�etion grating spetrometer (RGS) on board

XMM-Newton, has been repeatedly observed

over the last deade. Making use of this unique

opportunity, I haraterised all the �ares ob-

served on AB Dor A ever sine XMM-Newton

been operational. Resulting in over 17 �ares

from XMM's PN and 27 �ares from the RGS.

This study provided a general omparison of
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AB Dor A �are harateristis with those of

other ative X-ray stars and the Sun.

With this analysis, I emerge with the largest

data set of AB Dor A �ares, with peak lumi-

nosities in the range 26 < log LX < 28 erg/s,

several orders of magnitude more powerful than

a solar �are. An important empirial result is

that peak plasma temperatures measured by

XMM-Newton are often between 20 and 30

MK. Further, I ompared the �are properties

of AB Dor A with the solar-stellar saling laws

derived by Ashwanden et al. (2008). All �ares

observed on AB Dor A seem to follow the solar-

stellar trend between plasma peak emission

measure and temperature, EMf ∝ T 4.7±0.1
f .

The trend between �are duration and peak tem-

perature is also onsistent with previous �nd-

ings. Further I derive the �are loop parameters

using the well-established �are plasma model

of Reale et al. (1997). The inferred sizes of

AB Dor A's �aring strutures are not remark-

ably large.

These observations of AB Dor A's orona

over a deade provides an unique opportunity

in fundamental understanding of short-term en-

ergy releases and their role in heating the atmo-

spheres of highly ative stars. As a next step,

I estimated the energy radiated at X-ray wave-

length above quiesent level for both PN and

RGS separately and studied their distribution.

The power-law indies obtained for the �are en-

ergy distribution luster around a value of 2.

Thus broadly equivalent to solar distributions,

whih suggests that the ause of �are initia-

tion in magnetially very ative stars may be

similar to the Sun. A notieable feature about

AB Dor A's �are energy distributions is that

the trend ontinues up to energies at least 2 or-

ders of magnitude higher than observed on the

Sun.

AB Dor A's ativity yle

AB Dor A, an ative ultra-fast rotator shows

modulation in its X-ray ativity orrelated with

the photospheri brightness with a period of

≈17 years. The star exhibits an inreasing a-

tivity during XMM-RGS observations between

2000 and 2005; in X-ray data from 2005-2011

exhibits a deline in the ativity level. However,

the variation determined have a variability am-

plitude of a fator >2.5 variation in the X-ray

emission in 0.3-2.5 keV range. AB Dor A's

X-ray brightness variation is about a fator of

three smaller than the Sun, however, his ampli-

tude of variation is very similar to the yle am-

plitude seen in other K stars 61 Cyg A and B.

Further, I hose few subsets of XMM-RGS

data overing more than stellar rotation and

studied the short-term variability indued due

to stellar rotation. An analysis of rotational

modulation in XMM-RGS data is hampered by

the fat that muh of it is highly in�uened

by �ares. The variability seen in individual

light urves outside the large �are are quite

irregular whih attributes to low energy and

short time sale �ares. These strong episodi

events/�ares ontribute substantially to the ob-

served modulation, and do not follow a periodi

behaviour as any purely rotation indued mod-

ulation. Thus I onlude that there is no evi-

dene for any signi�ant rotational modulation

during XMM-RGS observations.

8.2 Outlook

In this setion, I outline the questions whih an

arise from this thesis and desribe the projets

whih are already pursued to be answered in the

future. A major part of the outlook fouses on

the in�uene of stellar ativity on the planets

orbiting low mass stars in their respetive hab-

itable zone and the in�uene of stellar ativity

on high-preision radial veloity measurement.

M dwarfs are faint stars, emitting the max-

imum of their radiation in the infrared, and

most of them are highly ative. Furthermore,

small M-dwarf stars with masses around

0.3 M⊙ make up the majority of stars in the

Galaxy and, onsequently, the bulk of poten-

tial planet hosts. These fators seemingly on-

spire to make M dwarfs as exellent targets for

RV surveys. Sine, the amplitude of the planet-

indued stellar motion�sometimes referred to

as the RV-wobble�is larger for smaller stars,

around whih small planets are, therefore, more

easily deteted. For planet searh programs us-

ing the RV method, the e�ets of stellar ativ-

ity on spetral lines ompliate the detetion of
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planets.

Stellar ativity is the result of dynamially

evolving magneti �elds, whih are produed in

the stellar interior. These magneti �elds are

responsible, e.g., for the presene of starspots,

hromospheri heating, and stellar �ares. In

the spetrum, the strength of hromospheri

heating an be inferred from the presene of

hromospheri emission lines suh as the Ca II

H&K lines, Hα, the Na I doublets, and the

He I lines. The strength and variability of the

emission in these lines is a measure of the ativ-

ity level of the star. We suessfully proposed

to use the Vainu Bappu Telesope, and obser-

vations were arried out using ehelle spetro-

graph for 10 onseutive nights to arry out a

systemati investigation of stellar ativity in a

set of bright M dwarf stars extrated from the

CARMENES sample. We plan to use the ob-

served spetra to study the spetral variabil-

ity and the stellar ativity in the sample stars

both on the one-night and the night-to-night

sale. In partiular, we will analyse the tem-

poral evolution of the following hromospheri

ativity indiators: the hydrogen Balmer lines,

the He D3 and Na D1 and D2 lines, and the Ca

infrared triplet lines. Based on the temporal

analysis, we will derive the time sales and am-

plitudes of spetral variability. Further, we will

test whether the ativity indiators are orre-

lated as has been observed in many ative stars

(see, e.g., Gomes da Silva et al. 2011). The

results of this study will be important to un-

derstand stellar ativity in M dwarf stars and

how it a�ets radial veloity measurements. We

will be able to determine to what extent our

sample stars and similar objets are well suited

for an extensive radial veloity monitoring by

planet searh ampaigns like CARMENES and

how stellar ativity an be aounted.

For lose-in super-Earth planets it is speu-

lated, that they are formed due to the evapo-

ration of outer atmospheres of Jovian planets.

If we know the evolution of the emission in the

X-ray/UV �ux we should be able to trae the

planet evolution, given an aurate knowledge

of the density of the planet. Understanding the

age-ativity relations for the highest energy a-

tivity traers (e.g. X-ray and EUV) is vital to

determine the inident radiation on planets in

an orbit around low-mass dwarfs. Hene non-

optial studies in the X-ray and UV observa-

tions would help assess the total oronal radia-

tive losses for super-Earth host stars, and would

inform models of planetary atmospheri evo-

lution for the attendant planet. Additionally,

these studies also provide an ideal opportunity

to ompare high-energy environment of super-

Earth systems.

We suessfully proposed an XMM-Newton

observation of the transiting super-Earth sys-

tem GJ 1214 at X-ray and UV wavelengths.

Charbonneau et al. (2009) reported the dis-

overy of the seond transiting super-Earth �

namely, GJ 1214b. This planet orbits a nearby

(13 p) M4.5-dwarf at a distane of no more

than 0.014 AU one every 1.58 d. It has a ra-

dius of 2.68 Earth radii and only ≈ 6.55 times

the Earth's mass. GJ 1214 stands out for be-

ing exeptionally lose (13 p) and showing

the by far deepest transit of all lose super-

Earths. Reent studies have shown that high-

energy emission an have a ruial in�uene on

the evolution of planets. An important ingre-

dient in atmospheri modeling is the strength

of the surrounding high-energy radiation �eld,

whih is the major driver of planetary mass

loss. Intense high-energy radiation an heat

the exospheres of lose-in planets to hromo-

spheri temperatures of around 10 000 K (e.g.,

Lammer et al. 2003), whih leads to planetary

mass loss. In the ase of an ative host star suh

as CoRoT-2A, the planetary mass-loss rate an

be as high as 4.5 × 1012 g s

−1
(Shröter et al.

2011), but even for HD 209458b, whih orbits

an inative star (LX < 1.3×1026 erg s−1
, Sanz-

Forada et al. 2011), the mass-loss rate reahes

≈ 1011 g s

−1
(e.g., Leavelier des Etangs et al.

2004). With our proposed observations, we will

be able to haraterize the high-energy envi-

ronment of GJ 1214, ompute the mass-loss

rate and onstrain models of GJ 1214b's atmo-

sphere.

The ativity of the host star obviously on-

trols the evaporation of a planetary atmosphere

and thus the fate of the planet itself. In the ase

of highly eentri orbits the irradiation level

is expeted to strongly vary along the orbit.
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We may in these ases expet temporal hanges

also in the ensuing evaporation. Therefore we

omposed a sample of nearby exoplanets with

orbital eentriities in exess of 0.1 and pro-

posed Chandra observations to haraterise the

the high-energy environment of planet-bearing

host stars. This study would provide a signi�-

ant input into the study of extrasolar planets.

If any of our proposed targets turns out to be an

X-ray soure, they ould beome a favourable

target for a detailed follow-up study of star-

planet interations.

These observations will reveal new features

that will ontribute to additional understand-

ing of the magneti ativity in planet host

stars.
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